
 

 

 
  



 

 

 

The Quilter Who Went to Hell 

 

An old maid, a dead Indian who is also a spirit-priest, eyeballs in a teacup, and ghosts of the long-
gone can be found in “The Quilter Who Went to Hell” by Rob Hunter. Hunter fulfills the “weird” 

expectation with these. Readers are kept groping at the edges, searching for elusive meaning in a 
shifting landscape of memories and present events until it’s hard to tell which is real and which is 

memory. It is a pleasant confusion, and I didn’t really want to be unconfused. Hunter mesmerizes 

by his word choice, using combinations that hide as well as reveal. It’s an aesthetic that is essential 

to stories like these, where understanding isn’t all that important. 

 — Rochita Loenen-Ruiz in the Fix November, 2008 

Rob Hunter gives us one of the wildest stories of the year in “The Beewolf.” The beewolf, whose 

name is Ralph, and his human friend, Harry, are con-men loose on the planet Chalifoux. They meet 
up with a policewoman named Titania who winds up taking them home. Things get even wilder 
from there. This one was tremendously fun and a real hoot. 

— Sam Tomaino in www.sfrevu.com April, 2010 

Rob Hunter dazzles us with the inner workings of a unique mind in “The Nine-Patch Variation.” 

— Mikal Trimm, editor, Ideomancer January 2004 
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As of this writing there are as yet no Rob Hunter tote bags, 
umbrellas, refrigerator magnets, ties, bumper stickers, etc. 
The stories collected at onetinleg.com are there for free—a 
sad deficiency but I’m working on it. 
Typically the afterlife of a tale consists of gathering dust 
until the writer’s heirs and assigns shred it for packing 
nick-knacks and other writerly impedimenta. Not quite the 
half-life of linoleum. And what of the loves, lives, hopes 
and aspirations of its citizens? Must they float forever in a 
shimmering noösphere playing whist and watching the 
flights of eidolons? Boring. Hence onetinleg.com. I 
regularly record stories (at the local radio station) as they 

become available and copyright reverts back to me, in usually a year or so. The stories 
and MP3 downloads are distributed for free, under a Creative Commons license. 
To misquote Walt Kelly’s Pogo: “We have seen the future and it’s not yet...” The call, 

dear reader, is yours. The gentlefolk listed in the acknowledgements—who have shown 
the rare taste and superior judgment to purchase my work—thank you for your support. 
The Libby the Quilter stories are archived online at www.onetinleg.com. 



 

 

  

The Quilter Who Went to Hell 

For the Thin Man and Myrna Loy who started it all 

 
  

Libby Pease is my favorite person out of all of Willipaq County—an evocation of the usually broke and 
always hopeful denizens of, perhaps, just perhaps, Washington County, Maine—living free and wild in 
their very own Yoknapatawpha. In Maine, Hell is a destination resort, with slots and blackjack just over 
the next hill, but not next door. The Libby stories were supposed to be a one-shot, starting and ending 
with The Ninepatch Variation. Libby’s interlocutors, even as Doctor Who’s companions, had to start 
somewhere. William Powell (The Ninepatch Variation) was my first choice for the first story. The tales 
became a diptych as she picked up a spiritual counselor, a 400-year-old medicine man. Then a trio as she 
pursued her evanescent mother’s lost eye. Then a quartet as her aged father turned blue and went to live 
inside the TV. 

Then a fifth tale, Grasshopper Dreams—it is sixty years later, a significant passage in the generations 
of grasshoppers, commerce and auguries. 

The remaining three stories are here because... Well, because. 

  



 

 

  The Patchworkings   
 

A somewhat accurate account... 
 
 
 

—5— 
The Thin Man 
“The people in the movies demonstrate Lust. To a point.” 
—7— 
By way of explanation 
Excuses for missing a funeral—clearing up how the Libby tales came to be.  
—10— 
The Ninepatch Variation 

Libby remembers her girlhood as a litany of lost callers. First the iceman stops his deliveries, then the 
coal truck stops coming to the Pease house. Now a visitor: William Powell has misplaced Myrna Loy.  
—22— 
The Red Sneaker Zones 
Libby Pease accepts having her own personal shaman as an article of faith, which faith she could not 
tell. The dead Indian smells rank, but not unpleasantly so—fresh earth clinging to over-wintering 
vegetables, plug-cut tobacco and molasses.  
—31— 
The Quilter Who Went to Hell 

“Sweet Jesus!” Libby Pease has—for just a moment, a split second—the queer idea that there is an 
eyeball in her teacup. “Uh... hello, eye.” The eye does not speak. She takes a swallow of Dr. Pomeroy’s 
straight from the bottle and shakes her head to clear it. She squints; the eye in her teacup squints 
back—it is her mother’s eye. 

—44— 

Blue (as in an Early Frost) 
Elizabeth Profitt Pease strains to open the window. Shut. Tight. The closed library smells of cluster 
flies, old books—funerary linen from some millennial boneyard, perhaps. “What have I done for myself 

lately?” Libby Pease asks no one in particular. “Not much,” she answers, “have I?” Libby regards the 
pottery jar that contains her father’s ashes. 
—58— 
Grasshopper Dreams 
In death as in life Pansy Graham was preceded by the clinging aura Dicey Pease identified as the 
yellow bar soap provided by the Daughters of Milo. As the neighborhood women—wives, mothers—

undid the corpse’s nightshirt, the smell issued forth: an aroma of heathery dawns on a highland moor 
with industrial bass notes of citronella and carbolic acid. 

—70— 

The Diplodocus Effect 

Hubert arrived in a cardboard box, the kind they used to mail painted turtles in when I was a kid 
sending in comic book coupons. Sally Murtaugh, my FedEx driver, pulled up one sunny May afternoon 
while I was exercising my electric hedge clippers. “Careful, Jim—you’ll cut the cord and kill us all.” 

We had dated in high school and she felt this gave her some room for comment. 



 

 

—78— 

The Beewolf 
A tall insect with feathery antennae and a nervous tic paused before the mirror of a machine plastered 
with multicolored blurbs announcing it as a dispenser of a popular brand of chewing gum. The walking 
nightmare spoke to his human companion. “Harry, you wait with the bags, there’s a good fellow.” 

Evenly modulated tones carried the force of a command. 

—107— 

St. Velcro
™

and the Swan 

As the painted sun rose pitilessly for the third time that hour, an air of surpassing beauty issued from 
where the fallen swan sizzled on its spit. “That swan should be about done,” said the gunslinger. 

—111— 
Acknowledgements 
Wherein the blame is parceled out—brickbats, accolades, about the cover, etc. 
—112— 
A Brief History of the author  
A biography somewhat accurate  
—113— 
Legal Stuff  
The Creative Commons Connection 



 

 

By way of explanation 
The Libby stories were supposed to be a one-shot, starting and ending with The Ninepatch 
Variation. She wouldn’t lie down, worse luck. I finally knocked her off in The Quilter Who 

Went to Hell (originally Chimaera Constant), the third story. Then resurrected her. The Grim 
Reaper puts in a cameo appearance to explain things, a reverse Annunciation, if you will: 

“Death is an elision, an ellipsis. The dead are such a comfort to me, Lib. They go away and are 

quiet, and they tend to stay where you put ’em. I don’t man to say that ol’ folks are to be 

forgotten entire. There should be a marker where someone has breathed his last: coyote scat or a 
fallen willow branch. Bio-degradable, very modern. Humans do so love their funerary marble 
orchards. Elizabeth Pease has passed on and all we can remember is the brand, not the product. 
Libby the Quilter—a whiz with a soufflé. I recall her like it was yesterday. Think about it. 

“And the expense of all that running around, the angst-ridden telephone calls: ‘Should I go to the 

funeral?’ ‘It’s not like her death was unexpected.’ ‘Are black slacks alright?’ ‘I’m her grandson’s 

ex-wife. She always hated me after the divorce. Of course, I want to go, but...’” 
And then the pneumonia brought on standing around in the rain under a leaky umbrella. There’s 

the visit to the doctor, then the hospital, confinement for a course of antibiotics. Consider the 
bother—the scramble for sympathy cards. Then you die and the cascade recommences. Why the 
cost for gasoline and fruit baskets alone... Seems like it would be less complicated for Libby to 
stand her ground and slug it out with Death toe-to-toe.  

Libby collects promotional place-settings at the Wednesday matinees. Libby has seen the 
movie many times. And read the book. William Powell—The Thin Man, Nick Charles, 
husband of Myrna Loy, Nora Charles, The Thin Lady—has never read anything, ever; he has 
never had to. He is an actor. Libby sees the continuum linking passion or the act of love with 
procreation. The great screen stars of her girlhood, William Powell and Myrna Loy, do not 
have babies; they have love. They are The Thin Man and The Thin Lady; they solve 
mysteries together. They have romance. Babies are not romantic. “What is passion, desire? 

You can’t show passion. You feel passion. The people in the movies demonstrate Lust. To a 
point.” 
The Carnegie Repertory Cinema—three floors down under Carnegie Hall where the subway 
(57th St. Station, then a loop on the Q line) passed by on the far side of plush-covered 
walls—ran all the Thin Man movies back-to-back one weekend a month. It showed repertory 
films as an “Art House” and closed forever in the early 90s. It was gutted and turned into 

added concert hall space. The big sliver faces and the discrete drapery of Myrna Loy’s 

shimmering dressing gowns got me hooked on the Thin Man and Myrna Loy. 
 

Rob Hunter 
Pembroke, Maine 

Summer 2013 



 

 

 

A Modest Proposal 
  

 
To take advantage of onetinleg.com’s automatic subscription links, you will need a 

piece of (usually) free software that can ‘aggregate’ or ‘catch’ the podcasts you 
subscribe to. To preview the latest tale before subscribing just click ‘stream’ on the 

Free Reads page. 

 

How do you subscribe to this podcast? Copy 

http://www.onetinleg.com/onetinlegRSS.xml 
into your preferred podcasting software (e.g. FeedReader, iTunes, iPodder). 

You will automatically receive fresh onetinleg.com podcasts each time they’re published. 

  

http://www.onetinleg.com/onetinlegRSS.xml


 

 

  

The Ninepatch Variation 
 

The Pease family hands are hands in motion. The Pease family mind likewise 
wanders and flutters, arranging things. Elizabeth Profitt Pease is standing on a chair; she has 
just wriggled out from under the piano, her mother’s piano. 

“Anyone passing will see a placid old lady moving lamps and shoveling up knick-knacks and 

think what a life well lived,” says Libby Pease. “See that lady full in the comfort of her 

sunset years. A drowsy afternoon reverie, this placid creature is reliving lost moments 
standing on the furniture. God forbid they should catch me under the piano.” 

Elizabeth Profitt Pease has grown through all and past most of the stages of life as 
demonstrated by an illustration in The Essential Shakespeare, her high school text, and she is 
wondering what will be next. At sixty-three, as she sees it, not much has thus far happened to 
Libby Pease. She has grown up, aged in place and hardly noticed it. Her days trail out behind 
her to an invisible vanishing point. “The place where I was conceived,” says Libby Pease, 

meaning a point in time, rather than the venue of conception itself. A well-plotted project, a 
nine-patch variation, is defying her. The furrow between her eyes appears and disappears like 
a flashing caution light, the only outward sign of a quilt gone wrong, a quilt ungratefully 
turned against its maker. 
Geometric perfection and precision stitches are Libby’s gifts. She is a quilter much 

celebrated for her execution of traditional designs. But she has misplaced something.  
“I have a cat,” says Libby Pease.  

It is not the cat that is missing. Something smaller, something tantalizing is escaping her. 

Libby Pease sets down her 27th quilt block. The planned effect—a velvety pastel wash as of 
petals falling in a spring garden—is an ugly smear. She pulls a squared up stack of blocks 
from the window seat and picks off some cat hairs. Her connector blocks, the nine-patch 
variations as the pattern books called them, do not cascade with color no matter how she 
shifts their positions. 
There was a war in Europe and the Pacific and Libby’s mother played the piano, her Chopin  
nocturne that she had by heart. Six-year-old Libby hides behind the pedals, a haven from 
Charles Wyndham Pease, her younger brother. Hoagy Carmichael sings Old Buttermilk Sky 
from the parlor radio. There had been a gentleman caller once when Libby was sixteen—a 
date for the movies at the Willipaq Cinema. Libby Pease still loves the movies as she loved 
them when she was a child. “I should get out more often,” says Libby the grown-up. 
Trotting like fuzzy yellow ducklings behind their mother, the Pease children, Elizabeth and 
Charles, arrange themselves into outings. Libby’s father does not really trust the big talking 

faces high up on the elevated screen; when he goes to the Willipaq Cinema it is for the 
buttery popcorn. They go to the movies as a family but eventually without their father. At 
first Profitt Pease tags along to the matinees but the big lips, big teeth make him uneasy, he 
says. 
The Willipaq Cinema’s rich butter-slathered popcorn is what once brings Profitt Pease to an 
evening showing. “Get it wet,” he tells the concessionaire, meaning extra butter. He brings 



 

 

along his own shaker, the girl being known as stingy with the salt. The hulls get caught in the 
interstices of his long, brown teeth. He sucks at the hulls, usually during love scenes. Libby’s 
father does not trust ephemera in general and the movies in particular.  

“Oh, Profitt Pease, please,” says Elizabeth Wyndham Pease, Libby’s mother.  

“Profitt Pease does not please,” says Profitt Pease, chomping away. But after that Libby 

notices her father eats his popcorn during the battle scenes and cowboy gunfights. Profitt 
Pease is not a free spirit like his wife and children and takes his comfort from solid, tangible 
things. He gives up on the movies and simply stays home.  

The traits of the father are passed along to his son who gets to watch the movies while 
staying at home. 

“Charley loves the movies, too, on TV,” says Libby Pease, meaning her brother, now grown. 

Libby recalls the label on a can of green peas high on her mother’s pantry shelf. On the label 
a pixie in a green tutu admires himself in retreating mirrors, the images gradually shrinking. 
Charley and Libby play grocery store with the cans, stacking them, putting her selections 
into her mother’s net shopping bag. Charley gets to be the grocer because he is the boy. 
Libby has to help him make change. 

“But, I... what?” The elusive missing something is teasing her again. The pixie’s mirror 

reflects in a second mirror looking back at itself again and again in reflections running to a 
microscopic infinity, reflected tessellations cascading backward in time to, she supposes 
although she cannot see it, an invisible point. In a celebration of canned peas, the pixie holds 
his harvest high, one green pea the size of his head. 
Things becoming smaller, going backwards. 

Growing up in a small town, bigness is where important things happen, meaning somewhere 
else. Movies are big—big heads, big bodies, grand gestures, finer nuances. Elizabeth 
Wyndham Pease, Libby’s mother—Charley’s too, though she has less enthusiasm for her 
younger child—with her fuzzy duckling children takes in the matinees at the Willipaq 
Cinema where, eight rows past the loge, William Powell as The Thin Man speaks directly to 
young Libby Pease, aged six. William Powell debonairly gestures, a long-stemmed martini 
glass casually depending from his sensitive artist’s fingers, never, never spilling a drop.  

“Dry, dammit, dry dry dry. Nora my delirious cupcake, you are the most beautiful, charming, 

cosmopolitan woman in the world, the mother of my children-to-be and I love you 
passionately and as often as possible we can escape the servants; but in spite of all this my 
passion flower, my night-blooming cirrus, my succulent eucalypt of desire, why, why, why, 
are you the only woman in the so called civilized world who knows how to make a dry 
martini? It is not enough to tell Daisy the correct proportions; these things require the hand 
of the artist, finesse. Make a full silver shaker for us yourself for I feel a case coming on...”  

The angle at which Libby the child holds her head is a posture of awe. The angle allows her 
jaw to gape unattended, but the theater is dark and after all, she is there to see the stars not 
they her. Libby the adult reflects on this. All great art was meant to be up there—up there 
with William Powell and Myrna Loy—not locked up in a fusty Vatican basement. The 
Church of Rome hoards art; Libby has heard this. Art is splendid and not for hiding in a 
crypt. Not as lying at her feet now in the form of a shabby, failed nine-patch. The Ohio Star 
was the nine-patch all beginners did. 



 

 

It is Libby’s habit to watch the ongoing parade of Willipaq, Maine from her parlor windows. 

When Libby is six, peering on tiptoe for the iceman with his horse, her chin barely reaches 
the sill. The iceman feeds his horse what Libby figures are oats from a nosebag attached with 
leather loops behind the horse’s ears. The horse climbs the hill to the Pease house by 

memory. Libby runs to the door past the hall coat rack with the peg reserved for her mother’s 

net shopping bag. She waits as she will later wait for her cat’s announcement of self. There is 

no cat here today—this is the iceman’s door. Libby the child holds the door for Vern 

Lightfoot and his billowing aura of horse and man smells, the huge square cake tight in his 
tongs high up on his stained shoulder apron. 
“Iceman.” Big booted feet clump up the wooden steps. A whinny from the street. What was 

that horse’s name? What was the name on the can of peas with the pixie and his mirrors? 

Libby remembers her girlhood as a litany of lost visitors. First the iceman  

stops his deliveries, then the coal truck stops coming to the Pease house. Profitt Pease, 
Libby’s father, owns a modest woodlot where he cuts and splits the winter wood. Her father 
puts in an oil tank and then there is a new visitor, the oil man come to fill it.  
The cat interrupts Libby’s recasting of her quilt. He meows outside the door, his nose placed 

at the nick in the weather-stripping to make sure he is heard. There is a dog once, and a 
father who does not go with his family to the movies. The dog and the father have been dead 
for years—Libby’s father, Profitt Pease, dead for twelve years, the dog for ten. The cat sleeps 

on the cushioned window seat. 

Brother Charley sleeps on the sofa in front of the television. The cat and Charley live on. 
“Ladies and gentleman, the cat,” say s Libby, holding the door. 

“Maworr,” says the cat, stepping in. 

This is to be expected from a cat: that he be on time for his appointments. Charley does not 
arrive early for anything, when he arrives at all.  
Kneeling on the floor, Libby rolls back the Persian carpet and begins to set out her finished 
blocks. So sure was she of her design that she had done the sewing by hand. “I should have 

used my old Singer Featherweight and cut my time from weeks to days,” says Libby.  

“Oh, Libby, dear, you don’t just sew, you make Art,” had been a pronouncement by a 

member of the quilters’ guild. 

“Not this day.” Libby shuffles her squares, turns lamps on and off, stands again on the sofa 
to study her congeries of blocks, hoping for something wonderful.  

“Oh, Libby, you can put anything together and make it sing,” said the sister quilter, “from 

yard sale rag bags to the blanket off the iceman’s horse.” The two were girls together and 
remembered Vern Lightfoot’s horse. 

From behind a radiator, the cat strolls out into the center of her blocks, leaving disarray it its 
wake. “You, O cat, are offering me a fix, are you?” She cradles him in her arms. Libby pulls 

in the halogen floor lamp from beside her sewing table and squints through a screen of 
eyelashes, then stands on the kitchen step stool for an elevated view. She has hoped for a 
miraculous intervention from some ancient well of cat wisdom. The cat’s quilt is no better 

than hers, only different. Perhaps from another angle.  



 

 

“Pardon me, Mr. Cat.” Elizabeth Profitt Pease ducks her head and slides under the piano. 

From this oblique perspective Libby still has a plain old serviceable Ohio Star, very 
traditional, just as she had turned out forty years before. And the colors are still a smear, not 
a spring garden in bloom. The cat dives back under the radiator. Well, the damned thing was 
a quilt; that much she had gotten right. 
Darwinism, as it is called in Willipaq High’s sophomore biology studies, teaches Libby that 
all creatures are preoccupied with sex. This is, after all, why the spring gardens bother to 
bloom. This is a survival mechanism. No love, no next generation. Love without passion 
creates no new life. All the movies, the songs are about love. The creatures that loved 
without sex never made any movies; they just had hobbies. They were extinct.  

“Charley is extinct but there he is, walking around,” says Libby, sharing this joke with the 

cat. The cat understands Charley. Once Charley forgets and leaves the TV on to wander off 
with his friends. Caves of the Buddha, a pictorial exploration of religious art is playing. 
Yellow-robed shaven-headed monks are painting a holy picture by dribbling colored sand in 
intricate floral shapes. When they are through, they sweep it away.  
“I am not quite ready to be swept away,” says Libby Pease. Libby worries about not 

remembering the name on the label of the can of peas, the can with the pixie and his 
retreating mirrors. In the sand paintings of the Buddha every grain demonstrating the 
evanescence of life, its transitoriness, was precious and without that single grain, all the 
myriads of other s would remain meaningless. 

“Libby,” says Libby addressing herself, “Have you ever felt you are preoccupied with the 
mechanics of sex? Just where thingies go?” Or where the thingies went when they were no 

longer thingies. The Old Thingies Home? Libby is tickled at the thought; her question has 
surprised her. “Libby, dear,” Libby replies, “I wish you wouldn’t talk that way. It makes you 

sound so common.” 

She surrenders as laughter starts someplace inadvisable, deep inside, below her diaphragm. 
Pain announces itself, much as the cat. Libby holds the door shut. She feels at the catch in 
her side but is by this time laughing so hard she doubles over with laughter and pain, holding 
onto the back of a chair until the spasm passes. Her eyes are wet and she is breathing in short 
gasps. 

“I am the pain of annoyance, Elizabeth, not the Big One, only a minor agony. Pleased to 
meet you, roll with me and enjoy.” 

“Well, Pain,” says Libby, pondering thingyhood, “the ‘place where the thingies go’ might 

well describe a saloon.” There are trendy watering holes where Willipaq’s summer people 

meet and mingle. If the summer folk asked her she would tell them, yes, I am aware of thingy 
placement strategies. 

“Thank you Libby. My pleasure.” The pain withdraws. 

The great screen stars of her girlhood, William Powell and Myrna Loy, do not have babies; 
they have love. They are The Thin Man and The Thin Lady; they solve mysteries together. 
The movies showed people who felt passion, Lust. Lust is a Deadly Sin. She is therefore 
curious about it. Feelings of desire Libby Pease has come to associate with being in the 
theater, sometimes her favorite seat itself—eight rows back from in the loge at the start of 
the smoking section where a gentle slope inclines into the retreating thirty rows of plush 



 

 

seats. Velvet ropes, popcorn smells, and always a sore neck after the show. Tickets for the 
section with the velvet seats cost a dime more. Libby pays the dime.  

She turns off all the lamps but one and picks up her basket of redwork embroidery. Thirteen-
year-old Libby buys the squares at McCrory’s Five and Dime fifty years before. Overall Sam 

and Sunbonnet Sue are red lines on yellowed muslin squares, twelve squares—a set for the 
months of the year. Sam pushes over a privy for October; Sue carries an umbrella for April. 
With her hands in motion, Libby Pease feels anchored, safe to consider passion as spoken of 
by the big, fine-featured faces in the movies. The great shining faces on the tall silver screen 
could not know her yearnings; they speak to each other, not to Libby Pease. She feels her 
first passion in the seats beyond the velvet ropes. 

There is a seasonal reverse entropy to the Pease house. Spring feels warmer than the spring 
of Willipaq really is. Windows and doors are propped open. Libby’s father’s coal stove, 

when it had heated the winter chimney’s bricks hot enough for a holding heat was, while  
never any more cool than the summer afternoons in the Pease parlor, cold in summer. After 
the war the new oil heat eats away at the coal suppliers. Coal becomes expensive and Vern 
Lightfoot retires from the ice and coal business. Vern’s horse dies. Her father’s concession to 

modernity is an oil furnace, new thirty years ago. Libby now augments with firewood to hold 
down costs. Vern Lightfoot’s son delivers. 

After the war, the Thin Man movies likewise come to an end, William Powell and Myrna 
Loy grown old in the service of comedy and crime while Libby is still a girl. For years after 
the Willipaq Cinema still shows the Thin Man on the first Sunday of the month and Libby 
comes alone. Libby feels her first yearnings watching William Powell and Myrna Loy. She 
checks Dashiell Hammett’s Thin Man books out at the library but finds the prose clipped and 

arty. The movies are mellow and smooth, just like the Thin Man himself.  

Libby recalls her single completed sexual adventure, writhing on Harry Trott’s beige 

velveteen Plymouth seat covers feeling the funny stubbly tickle of the upholstery material as 
she wriggles her panties down by rubbing her knees, calves and ankles about, freehandedly 
undressing, his hands in her blouse, their mouths sucking at each other in a tangle of tongues. 
Libby volunteers her maidenhead to her escort after an evening of mesmeric craning, her 
neck stiff with delight. They have seen Rebel Without A Cause. Libby’s soldier lover is 

posted to Germany where he is killed on maneuvers one afternoon at 2:30, crushed between a 
tank and a medieval city gate. 

Pausing to adjust the embroidery hoop to center Sunbonnet Sue’s face—no, hat, for the 
charm of the Sunbonnet Sue is that she has no face—Libby wonders if Gilbert Roland, in 
The Desert Hawk, when the woman was finally in his tent and his burnoose flung to the 
carpeted sands, mounted his love slave in the scenes they must have filmed but somehow 
never included in the final film. Sand and sweat, implied and tasted but never projected. Had 
he mounted her with the same hand-to-hip elegance as he sat his horse? The practiced 
passing of hands over silk, over flesh and silk. The connoisseur’s hand weighs a tender virgin 

breast beneath the fabric; an extreme close-up fills the 40-foot high screen, full lips parted 
wordlessly in passion soon to be consummated. Small gestures magnified, little things mean 
a lot, a perceptible rising of a single eyebrow says, this is good, you are fine, I will have you 
now. He mounts her in full stride, a galloping horse, laughing, his breath smelling of cloves. 



 

 

She surrenders her virgin bloom joyously, and unyielding rises to meet his thrust. He takes 
her like a walled city falling to a charge of gallant cavalry.  

Actually, thinks Libby, it is artillery that takes walled cities, but artillery is so noisy. Sex is 
noisy, all lubricity and suction, gratification. But passion fulfilled remembers the susurrus of 
skin to skin to silken sheets and gasping breaths close to the ear. Libby Pease remembers the 
Plymouth seat covers. “I have seen slides of great art. I have had a sample of life and read 
about the rest. I have lived sixty-three years. I have had all the experiences that make a 
person.” 

Libby thinks—The past is rewritten daily by those who were not around at the time, sanitized 
by the growing feebleness of its surviving participants. Were you there? I was. Libby feels 
her mind picking up speed as her hands slow. In the Book of Life, Libby realizes, the 
answers are not written in the back. She must make them up as she goes along. The past is 
not subject to change and therefore better organized than the present. She wishes Mister 
Lightfoot or somebody could be here to uncomplicate things.  

Out of the Willipaq coastal fog a limousine, dark as lampblack, long and polished, pulls to a 
stop at the Pease house. 

Libby’s caller is dressed for an evening at the theater. He is broad shouldered, slim waisted 

and his tailored jacket has silk lapels. Barbered and manicured, brilliantined and brushed, the 
man’s hair and hands gleam perfection. A scarf of spotless white silk is carelessly hung from 
about his throat. 

“Hello, Elizabeth.” It is William Powell.  

“You must be looking for my brother.” No one important ever calls on her; it must be for 

Charley. Charley is gone half the year, working on the boats of summer people. Crewing, he 
calls it. Charles Wyndham Pease knew people who had been places and done things. Libby 
Pease expects the unusual where Charley is concerned. “I am Charley’s sister.” 

“You are Charley’s sister.” The elegant man bows ever so slightly and holds out his hand, as 
though it were important to him to make a good first impression. “So happy—no, 
delighted—to catch you in, Elizabeth. You are all you are and Charley’s sister, too.” 

“Yes I am. Elizabeth Pease, that is. And you are William Powell. And you are talking to me. 
That is rather nice. Won’t you come in?” 

“Fabulous. I’d be delighted. It is you I am here to see, Elizabeth.”  

On entering Libby’s front hall, the light goes away somewhere. Some is sucked into the 

floral print wallpaper. Dimmed by crocheted openwork curtains stretched drum tight onto 
brass rods anchored top and bottom, much more light stays outside on the porch, past the 
beveled lead glass in the century-old oak front door. The Pease house has the charm of an 
abandoned depot, lovingly restored. 

“Hmmm, rather understated, don’t you think?” William Powell executes a half turn that 

accentuates his profile. He observes the concentric circles under a fluorescent ceiling ring. “I 

mean the 40 watt bulbs, the sepulchral darkness and the mustiness of storage? An interesting 
motif.” 



 

 

Libby and William Powell are now in the kitchen. Libby tends her redwork. The Thin Man 
sits on the table, a long, thin cigarette between his fingers. He has declined the chicken-
macaroni-fruit gelatin ring but looks hopefully at the oven where a scallop casserole is in 
progress. Libby’s stitching picks up its pace, red satin thread doing a czardas through the 
hoop. She remembers all the movies she has ever seen and replays them in her mind, 
mingling the plots and inserting herself into places foreign and wonderful. “Do you ever do 

that, Mister Powell?” 

“All the time, Elizabeth, just like in the movies. We call it the dream sequence.” The 

debonair man is comforting. “Call me Bill.” 

Libby pictures herself dressed in the high-waisted corded twill riding pants, the kind that 
show off a woman’s body while at the same time saying she means business. Jodhpurs, they 
are called, smelling of horses and desire. 

Libby’s hands are never still, always moving to some good purpose. Gelatin dessert—red or 
green, diced chicken white meat embedded in a ring mold with green grapes and elbows with 
a whipped cream topping—is a Libby specialty bringalong for covered dish suppers. Libby 
dreams a life of danger and intrigue, awaking each dawn languorous and satisfied by the 
thrusts of a sloe-eyed, brown skinned, courtly lover—not Negro, surely, but foreign, manly 
and exotic. Arabian, perhaps, or Javanese—a shared cup of hot, sweet, aromatic tea, then off 
to explore some temple ruins. 
A quirky native cab driver, just like in the movies, pulls up as she opens her tent flap for an 
amble out into the relentless noontime sun. The mezzogiorno the Italians called it, this 
relentless midday pounding of heat. Mezzogiorno. Temple ruins. Libby feels good knowing 
these things. 
“Good guide, Sadiki Bin Amin is me.” A captive macaw screeches from Sadiki’s shoulder. 

“Nice lady see sights?”  

The parrot squawks , “Libby Pease, Libby Pease. Libby, please.”  

“I should be most happy to,” says Libby. She climbs into the desert taxi. “Show me the 

sights.” 

Open-throated silk shirt and a small automatic pistol in a glossy patent leather holster worn 
high up, she enters the whitewashed mud brick arches of the native quarter. In The Street of 
the Ostrich Plume Dyers a tall hooded figure who smells of cloves speaks to her.  
“Hi, Lib. It’s me, Harry.” The cowl is brushed back with a careless gesture. The speaker is 
handsome, swarthy and the age Harry had been when he eloped alone to join the army in 
Germany. 

“Harry Trott, I had hoped you might be dead.” 

“Tell me you still love me.” 

“You look a lot better than I remembered. But I have a gentleman caller. You’ll have to go.” 

“Stay with me. Surrender to me. Forget William Powell.”  

“The Thin Man is a gentleman who appreciates a well-turned macaroni salad,” says Libby.  

“Is he frisky with the waitress?” The stranger is amused.  



 

 

“Harry? You ran off, and here you are finding fault with William Powell’s manners. And 

besides I haven’t asked him to stay for dinner yet.” Libby studies the handsome foreign 

features. 

“I was stationed in Germany,” says Harry Trott. “I was killed. Would you have felt better if I 

had ‘run off’ with another woman?” 

“You ran away. From me. That hurt me more than another woman. William Powell will do 

just fine.” 

“So he will.” The odor of cloves grows close and intimate. 

Libby Pease has been gradually leaning ever more forward. She catches herself up with the 
small snap of the daytime drowser. “I have been asleep. Harry was a dream,” thinks Libby 

Pease. 
William Powell is speaking. “Libby dear, I believe you will find you have given Sunbonnet 

Sue a face. Sue does not have a face; she has a hat—the apotheosis of the low-maintenance 
debutante. You have surpassed the instructions in that magazine you have lying open on the 
table.” He flips the page back to where Libby has marked her place with a paper clip. “Sorry 

about reading ahead,” says The Thin Man. “I wanted to find out if Overall Bill and 
Sunbonnet Sue ever get together. I have an affinity for Bill—same name and all. I know all 
this sounds bizarre, but just look at the movies.” 

“Try me out. You may be surprised by what I can accommodate.” 

“All possibilities exist at the same time and all are equally real. Would you rather discuss 
quantum physics? Or wallow in your clove-scented nod-offs? Sorry, that was rude. Try the 
nine-patch again. Give it a chance. God, I miss Myrna Loy!”  

“I thought she was only your wife in the movies.” 

“She is a beautiful woman and I therefore miss her. Fix the quilt. The pattern you desire is 

there, you just don’t see it yet. Is that a scallop casserole?” The Thin Man sniffs, registers 

rapture and rises to check the oven. 

“If Myrna Loy is thinking of you, you are bound to link up,” says Libby reassuringly. 

“Eventually.” Her needle is flashing again. Red embroidery thread bounces from its skein. 

Places too distant and glamorous to be visited by her in life dance behind the screen in a 
darkened movie theater. The Thin Man delicately digs a little finger into his ear.  

“When you have an itch it means someone is thinking of you.” Libby has heard this. “Myrna 

Loy, I mean. You will see her soon.” 

“If somebody bites you on the ass it means they are thinking of you, too, dear Libby. 
Eventually the Earth will fall into the sun,” says The Thin Man.  

“Forgive me for the greeting card sentiment; I was just trying to cheer you up.” Libby yawns. 

“Almost nap time. I have seen enough of life and art from my parlor window. I have been in 
love and made love. I would be happy to have you here if you cannot get back together with 
your wife. I realize you are not the usual thing in a middle-aged lady’s companion. You are 

different. It would have been ill bred to mention it.” 

“Fix the nine-patch, Libby. Promise?” 



 

 

“Well...” 

“The Singer Featherweight can do it.” William Powell knew his classic  

sewing machines as well as his martinis.  
“I will. I promise.” After all, William Powell had cared enough to spend an afternoon away 
from Myrna Loy. Libby packs the hoop with its redwork into her workbasket and curls up on 
the window seat. The cat jumps up beside her. “Perhaps I am an old lady and not middle-
aged after all. Excuse me for half an hour.” Something missing from her reverie slips from 
her mind at the moment of realization, that mote so irregularly shaped that without it being in 
place, she would lose her whole life. “The pixie and his pea? No, it is something else,” says 

Libby. 

Hoagy Carmichael sings Old Buttermilk Sky from the parlor radio as Vern Lightfoot’s horse 

pauses unbidden at the Pease house. Libby catches a waft of heady horse smell with a touch 
of cloves. 
“Pixies? Peas? Libby, dear, we were speaking of dreams and desire, I believe,” says the Thin 
Man. 
“Ooh! There it is,” Libby exclaims.  

More momentous than the itchy, salty butter-slathered hulls the popcorn left between her 
father’s teeth, the Thin Man or Harry Trott, her lost lover died too young, Libby has 

recovered that grain of sand without which the whole puzzle of her life is meaningless. 
“Buttermilk—that was the name of Mr. Lightfoot’s horse.” She pulls an afghan up to her 

chin.”Sweet dreams, Libby, dreams of horses and desire,” says William Powell, the Thin 

Man. “My God, how I miss Myrna Loy.” 
 

The Ninepatch Variation was first published in the January 2004 issue of Ideomancer 

(http://www.ideomancer.com/) 
 



 

 

The Red Sneaker Zones 
 

“I shall wear purple.” Libby Pease touches the framed poem that hangs on her kitchen wall. 
Libby could have memorized the verse, but prefers to be surprised by it.  
“All the damned thing says is that when you’re old people expect you to be aligned a mite off 

center...” says the 400-year-old Algonquian spirit-priest who regularly joins her for morning tea, 
“...look at me. Go for it, Lib. Get naked, paint the cat; you’ve earned it,” says Sun-ripples-quiet-
pool-to-call-of-loon. Libby accepts having her own personal shaman as an article of faith, which 
faith she could not tell. Perhaps that of those pilgrims at the shrine of St. James she has seen in The 

National Geographic. The dead Indian smells rank, but not unpleasantly so—fresh earth clinging to 
over-wintering vegetables, plug-cut tobacco and molasses. He wears a loincloth and is well 
muscled, albeit stringy. 

Libby reads a line further down, in mid-poem, “And learn to spit...” 

This calligraphic treatment of the poem had come anonymously on her fiftieth birthday. Libby is 
celebrated as a quilter of rare gifts; people find both Libby and her quilts difficult. “Artistic,” is 

what they say. For her sixtieth birthday the quilters’ guild presented her with a framed copy of the 

poem. Libby’s quilts define her as she defines them, polychrome geometrical complexities being 

her specialty. 

“...wear terrible shirts and grow more fat,” Libby reads. 
“Libby, Libby, Libby,” says Sun-ripples-quiet-pool-to-call-of-loon. “Have you ever paused to 

reflect that some greeting card company pumps this crap out by the metric ton? Are we searching 
for deeper meanings today? Christ, I hate these biscotti.” 

“You eat them.” 
“Termites eat houses. Bet they’d rather have a cookie,” says Sun-ripples-quiet-pool-to-call-of-loon. 

“And a red hat,” reads Libby Pease. 
“To match your basketball shoes. Très élégant. Red is not your color, Lib. Besides, you’re already 

as batty as a bag of wood pigeons,” says the spirit-priest as he dunks the last of the dry Italian 
almond toasts favored by Libby Pease. “Got any Oreos?”  

“I thought you liked biscotti, that is surely the only reason I buy them.”  
“You buy biscotti because you are a dotty old lady. Folks expect you to be peculiar. Besides, you 

already have red shoes.” 
“Yes, I have red shoes.” 

Libby’s tight-laced, high-top red canvas tennis shoes carry her on patrol. With a sudden nor’easter, 

Libby answers the call of duty, white diner mug of tea in her hands. There are decades of tea stains 
set into the ascending floral stair runners. Elizabeth Profitt Pease wonders whom she is leaving her 
tea trail for. 

The Pease house teeters comfortably on a granite ledge near the fish pier. The house, as Libby, is 
never at rest; it creaks before the wind. This is Willipaq, Maine, the leeward limit of North 
America, and Libby Pease has a system for balancing her thermostats. Ever diligent, her red 
sneakers run from room to room, area, zone. Libby finds that more and more often on her red 
sneaker scamperings she will stop in front of the tall pier-glass mirror at the foot of the parlor 
stairs. 

She is checking to see if she is still there. She had been beautiful as a child; everyone said so. 



 

 

 
Willipaq’s early settlers sported the stiff black broadcloth of the followers of John Calvin; they 

named the county Willipaq after its indigenes, a leisurely crowd of layabouts possessed of no sense 
of urgency. The Willipaqs picked berries, made love and squatted to their need beholden to no 
clock. That the Willipaqs were a lost tribe of Israel was a popular fancy of Calvinist lore.  

Wheat, called corn by the new arrivals, had come across in sturdy jute sacking and arrived 
untainted. The harvest would be good. From an unknown source ergot, a hallucinogenic component 
of certain wild grasses, appeared in the wheat called corn and was inadvertently tasted. The settlers 
discovered a new covenant of rapture and forgot to plant. They ate more and then more until their 
seed was gone. The Pease family had had its representatives among those who starved that first 
winter. 

One child, a boy, survived to question why at a later date. Over the council fires of the Willipaqs, 
puzzled elders strove for an explanation of the erratic behavior of the summer visitors who covered 
themselves all in black and took turns hitting each other as they knelt on the sand. The Willipaqs 
sought wisdom or an epiphany, at least. What they got was the smallpox.  

 
“That Charley Pease is some piece of work,” says Sun-Ripples-Pool. Libby nods agreement. Libby 
is accustomed to hear criticism of her brother.  
Libby’s brother, Charles Wyndham Pease, heats with wood, no thermostats for Charley Pease. 

When his wood runs out, he moves in with Libby for the balance of the heating season. 
Sun-ripples-quiet-pool-to-call-of-loon fishes about in his leather loincloth for a lump of 
kinnikinnick, the Stone Age granola and protein snack. Ahh, he has found it, “Slippery devils, these 

whole foods,” he remarks, gnawing off a hunk of dried fish mashed together with blueberries. “If 

there had been smallpox inoculations in the seventeenth century then we need not have died,” says 

Sun-Ripples-Pool. He is uneasy being the spiritual advisor of an old lady who boasts a vaccination 
scar on her arm. “The white man’s bells and whistles. All supplied at a reasonable cost, of course.”  
Libby kickstarts her winter morning runs at the thermostats with strong sweet tea and Dr. 
Pomeroy’s Herbal Draft, an alcoholic infusion. Charley drinks the standing-spoon coffee at the 
Willipaq Diner: black, thick and bitter with much reheating. 

“I like the taste; I just don’t need all that caffeine,” says Elizabeth Pease about the coffee at the 

Willipaq Diner. 

Libby loves strong tea with much brown sugar, and the orange tempera sunrises which visit the 
Pease house on its ledge behind the wind-whipped clouds of Willipaq Bay. Libby’s tea abides on an 

eye level shelf above the kitchen wood range. It is in a nice lithographed canister that had once held 
King Cole Tea, a Canadian brand. Now it is stuffed with Red Rose Tea from the IGA. The 
Canadian tea is cheaper but Red Rose Tea is Libby’s engineering decision. With American teabags, 

the paper tags are more firmly stapled to the string. The Dr. Pomeroy’s lives in the medicine 

cabinet over the kitchen sink. She adds a dollop of Dr. Pomeroy’s and begins her day.  
“You really should think about reducing your booze intake,” says Sun-ripples-quiet-pool-to-call-of-
loon who reads off the alcohol content of Dr. Pomeroy’s Herbal Draft. “...40 percent. Does the 

Dept. of Motor Vehicles know that you’re driving around pickled as a jugged hare? By the way, I 

love your shoes, Libby, they are quite becoming.” 
“They are tennis sneakers,” says Libby Pease, “and I do not wear them outside the house. And you 

are opinionated for an apparition.” 
“They are red. Red is a passionate color,” says Sun-Ripples-Pool. “And I am not an apparition.” 

The dead Indian often points this out to her. “Any more than you are not a person. In your 



 

 

imaginings you are a glorified paper doll,” says the spirit-priest, “Shirley Temple or Debbie 

Reynolds. You live in the past.” He becomes a bird and grooms his feathers. “I am a filament.”  
“You are a figment. There is an appreciable difference,” says Libby Pease. “A filament is what 

makes a light bulb light up.” 

 
The white settlers’ meager crops failed. Calvinist vigor was no longer proof to mixed bathing and 

sweaty labors under a strange sun. Fornication brought a hundred st rokes with the rope’s end 

against deteriorating social standards. Many were the righteous arms grown weary with flogging 
and by surreptitious self-manipulation. It was a good fight, but futile. They ate gruel made from 
acorns and the few sacks of seed remaining, saw visions and died one-by-one. 
The indigenes looked on, astonished. When the Willipaqs returned to their seaside encampments 
the following year, they gave a decent burial to what the wolves and foxes had left of the white 
settlers. 

“Slow learners,” said Sun-ripples-quiet-pool-to-call-of-loon, munching on his kinnikinnick. Had 
not the white men called their own reckoning after the fact? Their tautology satisfied, the Willipaqs 
found this a satisfactory explanation for the thinning of their own numbers. 

 
Sun-ripples-quiet-pool-to-call-of-loon squats in Libby’s front yard and pulls a medicine bag from 

the carry pouch he wears slung at his side. He tastes a mild bloom of fungus residue and adds in the 
powdered purple hinge of a mussel pried from tidal mud flats during the toxic days of high August. 
“Audacious,” says the spirit-priest. “Audacious to the point of arrogance. And as nasty as that ergot 

I slipped into the gringo white-eyes’ wheat called corn.” He feels blameless in the poisonings. “I 

but anticipated destiny,” says the spirit-priest. “Dead is dead.” 

The spirit-priest kneels behind the southeast wind and snuffles up a cone of taupe dust from the 
flattened palm of his right hand: sumac berries and yellow dock root dried and pounded to purify 
his blood when he returned. 
“If I return, that is. Whatever, it’s been a good life.” Sun-Ripples-Pool tosses back the sumac and 
dock root. 
“Hmm, smooth,” he says, throwing up. “I am inspired to create, perhaps something useful and of 

everyday utility, a transcendent doodad perhaps. Generations yet unborn will bless me for it.” 
There is a sensation of flight. 

“It looks easy but don’t try this one at home, kids. Flying is for big folks.”  

 
The Pease children grew up confessing sins against economy before the assembled family. Profitt 
Pease quoted First Corinthians as his authority. “The Congregationalists and the Baptists declare 

their shortcomings before the entire congregation at altar call, before the regular service. So folks 
get an hour to think about things with everyone right there,” pronounced their father. 

Their father did not believe in the stuffiness attendant with church membership so the Pease 
children, Libby and Charley, declared before breakfast. Charley escapes their father’s stern 

pronouncements first by moving out and finally by outliving him. Libby the grownup recalls those 
breakfast confessions as expiation for duties lapsed: the thawing of the water lines with hairdryer 
and torch, once performed, was a public humiliation and never to be mentioned again. Thawing was 
a laying-on of hands as practiced by the primitive church, pausing and praying for a release of the 
grip of frost on the arteries and veins of Profitt Pease’s prized pipings.  



 

 

Thermostatically controlled zone heat, this was her father’s plan. The thermostats were placed 
above shoulder height, beyond the reach of the children, Elizabeth and Charles.  
In The National Geographic Libby sees pictures of grieving pilgrims struggling with bleeding 
knees up rock-strewn mountain paths to the shrine of St. James of Compostela. The pilgrims had it 
right: they had left their thermostats unattended and they must pay. The plumbing, the water lines, 
the pipes froze; this was God’s plan and a testing. Relaxed vigilance meant creeping for hours on 

hands and knees, following the baseboard plumbing lines.  

 
Sun-Ripples-Pool soars through a palisaded cleft in the side of a jagged rock wall. Forgetting to 
remember that he is flying, he looks up and notices that up is now down. He is falling and the sea is 
rushing up at him. The incoming tide hammers its spume into a vertical column, driving him 
against a headwind that rebounds from the cliff side. Soaring back out and over the foaming tidal 
breakers, he hovers on an updraft, resting. 

The spirit-priest turns his head so that his sharp shining black beak points down his wing. He makes 
an incision and thrusts in a morning glory seed freighted with ergine, a lysergic acid alkaloid. 
Pushing deeper into his flesh, he plucks a thin, hollow bone out of his shoulder. This will be his gift 
of forgiveness: yellow, hollow and supple. “A wonder of ancient technology, except here and now. 

I shall call it a stitcher; Libby will be pleased.” 
He has just invented sewing and his starboard wing is throbbing with pain. Sun-Ripples-Pool 
plummets. “Oops! Flap, boy. Flap for your life!”  
With a furious flailing of elbows, he makes it to ground at the edge of the cliff. He hits hard, 
barking both shins and taking the tip off his nose. “Well, any landing you can walk away from, 

etcetera...” The healing will be a bo-ther but the needle is worth the lesion. “It’s like inventing the 

paper clip or Post-Its,” says Sun-Ripples-Pool. “This will be my little miracle.” Bird legs change 

back to man legs and the spirit-priest preens his remaining feathers. He lays the bone needle on 
Libby’s kitchen table. 
“Sewing is already invented,” Libby might have said, “You are out of touch, being dead and all.” 

But she is away. She has changed from her red sneakers into sensible clogs for a trip out into the 
world. Libby has gone to the Pick ‘N’ Pay to buy Oreo cookies for the spirit -priest. 

 
A flurry of wind-driven snow follows Libby in through the kitchen door. “I have your cookies.” 

Sun-Ripples-Pool jumps; Libby has surprised him. 
“You startled me. Now I have lost my train.” He shuffles the bone needle out of sight behind the 

sugar bowl. 
“The quilter’s curse...” says Libby Pease as she unpacks her tote, “...so many quilts, so little time.” 

She spreads multi-colored blocks of fabric across the kitchen table. “Have you been here all this 
time?” 

With a flourish of pre-industrial legerdemain, from behind his back the spirit-priest produces a pot 
of daffodils. “Flowers?” 

Libby bustles setting out her quilting squares. 
“Libby?” 

“Medicine-man, I would have preferred real flowers, and in season, not a magic trick.” She turns on 

the radio; it is playing a program she has listened to decades before, as a child. In the darting 
effervescences of her never-still mind she plays her own programs over and over to save electricity. 
Libby pauses to listen. 



 

 

“Here, I have made you something. I call it a stitcher.” Sun-ripples-quiet-pool-to-call-of-loon 
sways in time with the strange music. He hands over the bone needle torn from his own flesh and 
listens along with Libby Pease. “This stitcher is the gift of transcendence, a spirit-gift.” Hoagy 

Carmichael sings Old Buttermilk Sky. “If I thought it made a difference I would have invented the 

radio,” says the spirit-priest. “But then I should have to learn to sing and play the piano. I have too 
many demands on my time as it is to take up an instrument.” 
“Demands?” Libby giggles at the idea of a spirit world with secretaries, answering machines and 

week-at-a-glance desk blotters. 
“Looking after you, dear Libby.” 

“It is a beautiful gift, your stitcher. Thank you.” 
One loose shutter announces a wind change. Thin fingers of frost creep across the living room 
wallpaper. On the leeward side of the Pease house clapboards relax with a sigh, then open to 
welcome the thrust of the coming storm. Libby must get to work. She bends to lace her red 
sneakers. “Proverbs 8:1,” says Libby, “Does not wisdom call, And understanding lift up her voice? 

You will notice that wisdom is female. Here, have a cookie,” says Libby as she turns off the radio. 

“You must excuse me; I have to check the thermostats.” 
There are four thermostats: kitchen, parlor and bedrooms. The thermostats for the upstairs 
bedrooms were only to be raised in case of illness—severe illness that confined a child to his or her 
bed. When she is dead who will follow her figure-eights retraced hourly across the linoleum, up the 
brass-bound carpeting of the stairs to the forgotten lands where the guest bedrooms wait, empty? 
“And thank you again for the magic needle.” 

“Don’t mention it,” says Sun-ripples-quiet-pool-to-call-of-loon. The centuries-old fumes of a 
sweetgrass smudge lift prayers to him and he is content. 

 
“Central heating? Yeah, the chimney’s in the middle,” her father remarked in the days before he 

made his conversion to oil heat. Conversion comes late to many sinners; Profitt Pease was a whole-
hearted proselyte. “Zones. That’s what I got when I put in the oil burner,” said Profitt Pease.  

Libby puts in the latest oil burner—an upgrade, new and improved. Her father made the first 
conversion. The first zones were his to command. Profitt Pease hung onto his old coal furnace ten 
years after he put in oil, then grudgingly tore it out single-handed one summer. His leftover coal 
was burned in the kitchen range. Disappointments by gouging suppliers, failure of his woodlot, 
price fluctuations in an increasingly international market were all to be considered. Vern Lightfoot, 
the oil delivery man, bore Profitt’s wrath as an agent of foreign imperialism. Libby thinks of asking 

Sun-Ripples-Pool to keep and eye on the Illuminati, the multinational secret schemers who keep her 
house so unseasonably cold in winter and hot in summer. 

Libby remembers her father’s blusterings but not her mother’s face.  

 
Dalton Comfrey, the oil deliveryman, pulls up in his red, white and blue tank truck. Dalton picks up 
the route when Vern Lightfoot dies in 1966. He breaks a path through the knee-deep snow piled 
between the road and the basement tank fill pipe. Libby gives the window a smack to loosen its 
frozen casement. “Hiya, Dalton. Good to see ya. Needed that fill.” 

“Hiya, Lib. How they hangin’?” 
This is their joke, well worn and polished from decades of familiarity. Dalton was four years 
behind her in high school. Dalton has never been inside the Pease house. Since graduation, Libby 
Pease has never seen Dalton except when he makes his oil deliveries. The oil man’s knee-high 



 

 

rubber boots he keeps packed with felt inserts. The felt gives him warmth and an increase in height 
honestly come by. 
From a smoky hereafter of animal spirits and perpetual pemmican, the Algonquian spirit-priest 
clears his throat. “You and Dalton, the oil man. You were an item? In high school?”  
“No,” says Libby. “We had other appointments to keep.” 

As Dalton Comfrey’s truck departs down the hill Libby laces her sneakers for yet another run at the 
upstairs thermostats. As she tightens the second elaborate Turkish bow it strikes her that when her 
father was called to glory he hadn’t left the faucets dripping behind him.  
“Thank you for the bone needle,” says Libby, this time to no one in particular. “I shall treasure it.” 

Libby stops in front of the tall pier-glass mirror at the foot of the parlor stairs and checks as usual 
to see if she is still there. “Like railroad tracks,” says Libby about her life, “...we al l have our 
vanishing point.” 
Libby thinks about the bloodied knees of the pilgrims at the shrine of St. James of Compostela and 
resolves to wear her red sneakers outside the house today. “This year I shall perhaps let the 

thermostats go to all hell,” says Libby Pease. 

 
The Red Sneaker Zones was first published in the Hiss Quarterly, the “Space To Grow” issue 

Summer 2007, Sydney Nash-Lee, editor. 
 



 

 

The Quilter Who Went to Hell 
 

A woman, light of hair—once auburn, now gray—is attacking a ball gown of many ruffles 
and flourishes. The gown is being dismembered for a quilt. “A delicate case, clearly, Doctor,” she 

addresses a commanding presence on the label of bottle of patent elixir. Elizabeth Profitt Pease 
starts her mornings with strong sweet tea and Dr. Pomeroy’s Herbal Draft, an alcoholic infusion. It 

is now afternoon. On his label, Doctor Pomeroy wears a black serge box-back tailcoat, a foulard 
bow tie beneath his stiff collar, and a haircut center-parted. The dress is a prom gown, hand-
stitched by Libby’s mother—crepe du chine dyed blue in a watered silk effect, tulle netting at the 
bodice with a pattern of blue cornflowers. “I have worn it once. Once was enough,” says Libby 

Pease. Her mother’s stitches are sure and small. As a quilter of surpassing skill, Libby is envious 
and reaches for her tea. 

“Sweet Jesus!” Elizabeth Profitt Pease has—for just a moment, a split second—the queer idea that 
there is an eyeball in her cup. “Uh... hello, eye.” The eye does not speak. She takes a swallo w of 
Dr. Pomeroy’s straight from the bottle and shakes her head to clear it. She squints; the eye in her 

teacup squints back—the eye is hazel and clear. It is her mother’s eye.  

“Peculiar,” says Libby Pease and drops the cup. Her mother’s eye winks at her and disappears as 
the teacup continues on alone to the floor where it concusses with a sharp, porcelain shudder before 
shattering into pieces. The teacup—one of a set—had been her mother’s, painstakingly gathered-in 
at the Willipaq Cinema’s Thursday matinées. 

Libby tries to picture her mother, Eurydice Wyndham Pease. She instead remembers Profitt Pease, 
her father, a man of adamant opinions, a stiff-legged banty rooster of a man with an Old Testament 
inflorescence of a beard. “The Blue Willow,” sighs Libby, despairing of the scattered fragments. 
She sits and stares at the broken pieces, the scattered tea leaves drying on the kitchen linoleum. No 
mother is in evidence. This had been an eye without a face. 
She rummages through attics of lost memory and realizes her mother had never had a face. Surely 
she must have; people had faces. Libby’s mother has a name, Eurydice—a name fraught with 
possibility. “There are deeper meanings in a name if one looks for them,” Libby’s mother says as 

she pins a gardenia to her daughter’s prom dress fifty years earlier. Her father is not one for deeper 

meanings—the world presents itself to him, is considered, and put in a proper order. “Dicey...” her 

father calls his wife by her short form, “if you keep fussing with Libby’s dress.. .” Fussing caused 

wear, and dissolution followed—this is a tenet of the Pease household. That the dress will wear out 
at the pinning of a corsage is unlikely; Eurydice Wyndham Pease made the dress herself.  
“Ahem.” There is a perfunctory throat-clearing and the smell of molasses and plug-cut tobacco. 
“Don’t mind if I do. A cup of tea?” says Sun-ripples-pool, a dead Indian. He is a regular visitor. He 
wears a loincloth and is well-muscled, albeit stringy. Libby offers him a thick white diner mug of 
tea. It is waved away. “Only in one of those Blue Willow teacups,” says the dead Indian, a spirit -
priest, “if there are any left, that is.” Sun-ripples-pool munches on a triangle of cinnamon toast. The 
Algonquian spirit-priest is 400 years old and values his occasional treat. 
Libby reaches down a cup and saucer from the third shelf of a converted pie safe. She checks first 
against the likelihood of an eye inside and dumps the contents of the white diner mug into the 
teacup. “Here. Careful, there are only three left.” 

“Nonononono,” says Sun-ripples-pool. “Brewed fresh in a matching teapot. And it should be 

Lapsang Souchong, by the way—loose, not in the bag.” 

“There is no teapot comes with the set of matching dishes. If there had been a teapot, the theater 

would surely have said so.” 



 

 

“The Willipaq Cinema shut down thirty years ago, Lib. Remember? As they are now a parking lot, 

they can not be expected to offer any guarantee on their dimestore dishes. Besides, from your 
psychic aura, I would say there is a statistically significant probability that you have encountered an 
eyeball in your teacup,” says the spirit-priest. “Your missing mother—this is about her?” 
“No. I mean I don’t think so. Is it?” In a reverie engendered by the Dr. Pomeroy’s, Libby idly 

traces the quilting stitches of a white-on-white that she had made many years before. The quilting 
alone took her more than a year to complete. The white-on-white is a quilt that hangs on the wall—
its quilting is an intricate design of filigree and feathery plumes, stitches all but invisible except in 
the long diagonal light of a late afternoon. People find both Libby and her quilts difficult. 
“Artistic,” is what they say. 
“Ah. Do I detect a slight slur?” says the spirit-priest. “It’s that Doctor Pomeroy’s. You should 

really cut back on the booze, Lib. Have you a Fortean wild talent lying dormant beneath that placid 
exterior? Nurture it. You’ll have the eyeballs standing in line for a dip in your oolong. You should 

feel special.” 
“Then that is all you have to say. You, medicine-man, had me believing you are all-knowing, all-
seeing, and not just a run-of-the-mill witch doctor.” Libby adds another dollop of Doctor 

Pomeroy’s to her tea. 

“Well, if this is not about your vaporous mother, then it is about you. Spirit visitations are 
impromptus. You can’t pin ’em down: one day an eyeball in a teacup, the next day Mom wears a 

fishnet body stocking and comes tap-dancing down Broadway. It all depends.” 
Eurydice Wyndham Pease, Libby’s mother, would have been disgraced to be caught scantily 
dressed, even in New York City. In a teacup—well, here there was room to move. 

 
The Blue Willow is a “self-liquidating premium” at the local movie theater where Dicey Pease 

attends the afternoon matinée in season. The plates are transfer-printed, the pattern a glorified 
decal, baked on. Libby has heard this while watching Antiques Road Show. They might be worth 
something someday. 

“Movie dishes,” says Profitt Pease, her father, to his wife. “Those tear-jerkers of yours.” The 

Willipaq Cinema offers the whole set—eight place-settings. “Service for Eight, plus Serving 

Pieces,” says the marquee, meaning a vegetable dish, the gravy boat, a platter, sugar -creamer pair 
and a condiments carousel, no teapot. 

In her thirties, her mother housebound, Libby attended the Thursday ladies’ matinées until the 

Cinema closed, driven into bankruptcy by television and the added expense of a popcorn kiosk. By 
Libby’s spinsterhood, as her friends said of women unmarried and past the age of thirty-five, the 
population of the Blue Willow stood at service for five and a quarter. Libby scoured the yard sales 
and discount outlet stores to honor the memory of her mother. Blue Willow was out of fashion, 
even the Ben Franklin Store in Lincoln—a half-day’s drive—had stopped stocking the plates in 
1973. 
Libby once comes home with a gas-powered lawnmower. The Pease house teeters uneasily on a 
granite ledge near the fish pier; there is no lawn to speak of. This is Willipaq, Maine, the leeward 
limit of North America, and a lawn signifies gentility. 

“There’s a war on,” says Profitt Pease, deep in dementia, “and you are scavenging scrap. There’s 

my good baby girl.” This, also, is in 1973. Profitt Pease prowls the house in his pajamas while 

Libby pushes the lawnmower through their starveling patch of green. He will die the next year. 
“My father thought the Germans would come marching up Key Street to attack the arsenal. Right to 

the end.” 



 

 

“You are having the nostalgias,” says the spirit-priest, “a popular female complaint. Hot flashes? 

“Not yet. Not today. Yet.” 
“The mother without a face? Was she subject to moody spells? And if so, what did she do for 

them?” 
“She went visiting.” 

“Ah-ha. Spreading the hormonal joy around.” Sun-ripples-pool gestures expansively. “You 

allergic?” 

“Penicillin once—not that I know.” 
“Good. The Gatekeeper sheds.” 

“Gatekeeper...” 
“We are going to Hell,” says the spirit-priest. “It is time to cross that line, Lib. The underworld.” 

“We are going to Hell...” 
“Everybody goes to Hell. From time to time. Well... sometimes, some folks. The celestial movers 
and shakers: Orpheus, for example. His wife got stuck in Hell with an expired visa. He had to bail 
her out. Wanna know her name? Eurydice—same name as your evanescent mother.” 

Sun-ripples-pool reaches down a dinner plate from its shelf in the converted pie safe and spins it on 
the tip of a finger. Libby tenses; she has seen basketball players do this on television. “The 

Gatekeeper—he is a coyote. We shall expand your vistas, Elizabeth. We too shall go visiting. To 
see your mother-without-a-face.” He stops the spinning and holds the plate before her face. There is 

no reflection; the glaze has been worn off with many washings. “Look at the plate—the bridge. The 
two lovers.” 

Libby shuts her eyes. “Medicine-man...” 
In the inner darkness of her closed eyes Libby sees an Oriental garden. Lovers—why should they 
be lovers? The two could be an old married pair out for their evening’s constitutional. Or two 

men—the Oriental dress makes it difficult to assign any sexual identity to the st rollers. “There are 

no lovers on the plates.” A pair of doves, perhaps.  
On the Blue Willow plate the magnolias are in bloom. Libby peers closer. “These are not 

magnolias. Surely they are sweet oleander. Oleander,” says Libby, “vomiting, diarrhea, cardiac 

arrest, decreased body temperature, death.” Oleander, bitter and nauseating. “My mother...”  

A gentle plash plash from a freshet springing at the footings of the tiny bridge. The distant 
mountain coughs—the clearing of a seismic throat. Libby pauses midway on the bridge’s soft high 

arch to place a hand on a polished rail. She leans forward on her elbows to look down.  
An oleander petal floats by, a water strider clinging to its back. Libby’s own face regards her from 

the water. Beside her is a bird with the face of a man. It is Sun-ripples-pool; he is changing. The 
spirit-priest reaches out to her. “Come with me. You are afraid of meeting your mother?”  

“I am afraid that she will be me.” 
“Daughters become their mothers—the Chimaera constant. You have a face. If you are to buy peace 
in the valley you must confront your fears. Things will be hunky-dory again.” 
“What do you get out of this?” 

“I get you. And we will require a covered dish bring-along. Coyote loves his casseroles. No 
accounting for taste—the canine divine and all.” His eyes grow huge; his ears are tipped with tufts 

of speckled white feathers. 



 

 

“You...” 

“What you see is me as I am. But this is not about me. This is about you. We are here on business. 

The business of the mother without a face who collected dimestore dinnerware at the movies.” 

“My grandfather might have brought them home. He was on a voyage. The Barbary Princess.”  
“Poppycock, Libby. Your mother brought them home, collected piece by piece at the moving 

picture show. We will have to fortify ourselves for a chat with your mother. More tea, if you 
please.” 

“The river—it has a name?” 
“Lethe. Greek, go figure. Slim pickin’s is better than no pickin’s hereafter-wise. And don’t drink 

the water. Coyote pees in it.” 

 
The day before she went to Hell, Libby smelled cloves and peppermint. With age had come a 
rearrangement of taste and smell, and she was curious to see what she might have stepped in. 
“Cloves and peppermint—unlikely.” Sitting to remove her shoes, she was prepared for the worst: a 

night-wandering skunk upwind behind the shed where she carried her garbage bagged and wrapped 
to be filed against collection day, this now smelled like sawdust, fresh and pitchy from the mill. 
The scents of childhood eluded her; they were masked and made repellant. The masquerade of 
cinnamon and nutmeg as chlorine bleach annoyed Libby Pease the most of all. It was like hearing 
words in a foreign language—a language she studied once but had forgotten. An Easter ham, the 
cloves. It is not Easter, so surely no ham in the oven. Peppermint. No, eucalyptus—like the 
mentholated lozenges she takes with a cold. There was a granularity under her feet, felt through her 
thin-soled house slippers called China flats. Sweeping compound from the Red and White—that 
was it, the smell of peppermint and clove. She had brought it home on her shoes. 

The Red and White closes forty years earlier under a relentless onslaught of vinyl-floored mega-
stores—the Pick ‘N’ Pay with its soulless checkerboard aisles and wire racks of romance novels 

near the bagged salads. 
“The concatenations of desire,” said her dead Indian. He had smelled gingerbread in the oven and 
popped in for a taste. “Orange and oily—spicy. Like those bodice-rippers you are always bringing 
home.” Libby was a devoted reader. 

“Wha..? I beg your pardon, medicine-man. I was woolgathering. I was a million miles away.”  
“The sweeping compound. Orange and oily. I felt it, too. Figured you were off on a toot, Lib.”  

“I thought I smelled cloves and peppermint. I am seeing things; the wires are crossed somewhere—

smell, taste, mind. Everything is getting smaller—constricting. I am not the woman I was.” 

“So, the universe is shrinking, not expanding. Live with it. And you’ve still got a nice, tight ass. 

Spread out, but tight.” 

“You are quite forward for an apparition.” Libby blushed but was secretly pleased. “I am sixty-
eight years old.” 

“And I am four hundred—so? You remember your father’s blusterings...” It was a statement, not a 

question. The spirit-priest’s voice was muffled; his mouth was full of gingerbread. “You have told 

me this.” 
“And his face,” said Libby Pease. “There is the picture.” She gestured to a framed photograph on 

the mantelpiece. “He was a handsome man when he still had his teeth.” 



 

 

“I hesitate to mention this, Lib, but the picture of your father contains one half of a baby and some 

wisps of a female hairdo. The happy couple has been rent asunder with a scissors. Was Profitt 
Pease trying to send a message to his one-and-only, the delirious, ah...” 

“Dicey Pease. That was her name,” says Libby.  
“A precarious name, Dicey. Short for, for... short for something I do not  doubt.” 

“Eurydice,” says Libby. 
“Eurydice. Marriage is only a piece of paper, and divorces may be cancelled out by marrying 

again—although I don’t know why anyone who has once had resort to the law would repeat the 

same mistake. Your mother was a spendthrift?” 

“My mother was quite frugal, medicine-man.” Elizabeth Pease was mildly surprised to find herself 

about to defend her mother’s tight-fistedness. “She made do in hard times.” 

 
Libby gets her hair done on the last Wednesday of the month. This is to coincide with the arrivals 
of her Social Security disbursements. There are colorful bottles—dried flower arrangements, 
baskets of potpourri—clogging the windowsills. There is the comforting gossip of the salon, but 
nothing to assist in Libby’s search for her faceless mother. She is offered blue hair, tight curls. “No 

thank you. I shall have my regular bobbed cut. I am going to see my mother.” 

Elizabeth Profitt Pease—Bitsy then—swallows a watermelon seed when she is seven. The other 
girls giggle: Gonna get a baby, Bitsy. They knew that babies came from a seed; the Bible was full 
of seedings—the seed of Abraham, the seed of Israel. Pastor Brooks Havermeyer thundered seeds 
from the pulpit any admonitory Sunday. Pregnant, they said in hushed whispers—seed-swallowing 
came with a word attached. The Bible on its lectern—carved walnut feet of a lion, wings of an 
eagle—lay huge and heavy, edges kissed by peeling gold leaf, the words of Jesus printed in red, 
spoke of a mustard seed. 
“I don’t buy the mustard seed,” says Bitsy’s mother—the faceless mother. Eurydice Wyndham 
Pease’s choice is the yellower-than-yellow prepared mustard, a sauce that came in faceted glass jars 
with screw-on lids. Empty of mustard, the jars would be filled with the Christmas candies she 
boiled and rolled and dusted with confectioner’s sugar for the mailman, the milkman, and a holiday 

disbursement for friends and family. Libby’s mother uses cane sugar, refined into twenty-five 
pound bags and flavored with essential oils in tiny vials that come in the mail. 

 
Blue Willow. There is an arbor, a trellis perhaps, clouds of blue against a sky porcelain white. A 
snow-capped mountain dominates the distant horizon. “A volcano,” says Sun-ripples-pool. 
“Extinct, the volcano. Not to worry.” 
Libby holds a plate up to the light—to refresh her mind, she says. The figures have moved. 

“That’s you and me on there,” says Sun-ripples-pool. “Getting on with things. Did you notice, Lib, 

that on the matinée dinnerware it is always two-thirty in the afternoon? I mean, the sun, the 
shadows. Come, this is our time.” 
Hand in hand, Libby and Sun-ripples-pool cross into her neighbor’s yard where there is a geodesic 

play dome. A wood fire smolders inside. The seasonal dwellers from next door had built it from a 
kit the previous year for their sprawling brood of preschoolers. It is winter; they are gone. Elizabeth 
Profitt Pease and the spirit-priest crouch together under the dome. Over their heads, layers of 
blankets and quilts provide insulation. “Snug as a bug in a rug. What’d I t ell ya, Lib?” 

“You’re sure this will be all right? With the ancestors, I mean.” 



 

 

“Huh. Dunno—let me check,” says Sun-ripples-pool. He holds his right hand up to his ear, thumb 
and pinky extended in the mime for cell phone. “If you will—the sweat lodge is a tool. The spirits 
visit. They desire no offering other than an open heart.” 

“Or mind?” 
“Ah, yes. The mind is your toy. The soul is God’s toy.” 

Sun-ripples-pool shakes a turtle shell rattle under her nose. “This is a vision, Lib. Go with the 

flow.” From the knob end of the handle protrudes the turtle’s mummified head. The turtle’s neck 

has been wrapped with red duct tape. Sinews extend from the turtle’s head for the length of the 

rattle handle, Libby supposes. The spirit-priest makes several passes—around, under, over, paying 
special attention to her armpits and groin—with a scallop shell in which smolders a shredded bark 
smudge. It has an aroma of a fire of fall yard rakings. He fans the smudge with a large eagle 
feather, stirs the embers to full glow with the tip of the quill. 
The outdoor temperature had hovered at zero when Libby tapped the glass as she left the snug 
confines of her kitchen. The glass was a barometer/thermometer lodged in the belly of a ceramic 
shepherdess which her father had mounted on the inside frame of the mudroom door. 

They are abruptly in a field of yellow dock and red clover. In the cold, brilliant sun Libby can see 
for miles, as far as the horizon. Far down a steep slope is a network of green bogs and glistening 
lakes connected by fast-moving mountain freshets. Broken bits of sunlight dart back up the hill to 
her in shimmering pinpoints. The hillsides are mounded with fall foliage of red, brown and yellow. 
And nearby, up close, a huge boulder. “This is a native hereafter, my Elizabeth. No ferryman here 
to pluck the coins from your mother’s dead eyes, no nasty medievalisms like eternal fire, no three -
headed dogs.” At this, a large crouching beast—like a wild dog, but not, with orange eyes—ambles 
out from behind the boulder. “Hail, Coyote.” The spirit-priest shakes his rattle to the six winds. 

The coyote’s coat is not well kept. Libby notices bald spots where creeping mange had left open 

patches of skin worn raw with scratching. “Hail, Owl-husband,” says the coyote, sitting down and 

whiffling at the base of its tail. “Who’s the girlie?”  
“I beg your pardon,” Libby bristles. 

“No offense intended,” says Coyote. “Spirit-wife, then.” 
“These days I am called Sun-ripples-pool, Guardian. And she has come for her missing pieces.”  

“Ah, Owl-husband, so many do. The Blue Willow, then.” 
“Correctissimo, Guardian. It’s a woman thing. Her mother...” 

“...collected dishes. A common maladjustment. It is good that she left them behind. The dear 

departed are a clutter hereabouts—and with baggage, well...” 

“There are a lot of dead folks, I imagine,” Libby says.  
“Yes.” The Guardian’s eyes glitter, a warm paw touches her elbow. Libby wants to jump away but 

feels that would be interpreted as bad manners. She strokes Coyote’s paw. Orange irises close to 

slits as the creature smiles an array of sharp white fangs. “Sorry about that. Go ahead—jump. First-
time visitors always jump; I won’t be put off.” 
“First time.” 

“Some come back.” 
Sun-ripples-pool gives Libby a gentle jab with his elbow. “And the lost lovers disappeared from the 
plates of your mother’s hard-won dinnerware? Ask about them.” 
“They were here once—of this I am sure,” says Coyote. They were of the intuited.” 



 

 

“The intuited.” 

“Rocks,” says Coyote. “And the silver birch weighed down by last winter’s ice storm just before it 
snaps. Rocks though, mostly. Rocks, stones, escarpments. They have huge souls, escarpments. And 
the not so huge—like the skipping stone, before it sinks. Its dream of flight. But their aspirations... 
you could paper over the Sistine ceiling with a lithographed lover’s dreams of flight. You brought 

me my casserole?” 
From an insulated carrier a scallop casserole, hot and moist with a breadcrumb crust, is produced. 
“Excellent. For you, Owl-husband, no problem. I’ll send the missing place-settings. Watch the 
mails.” 

“You have postal service in the spirit-world? And you are shabby,” Libby thinks despite the 

luxuriant sable ruff encircling its head, Coyote needs a comb-out. 

“Shabby is as shabby does. I think of myself more as a facilitator,” says Coyote. “Slipping and 

sliding over the line.” He passes a ceremonial pipe. “Here, have a toke.” 

“Line.” 

“Line... yes. An imaginary boundary that keeps the spirit-world and the material world from 
tripping over one another. Dicey Pease?” Coyote calls over his shoulder—slowly, deliberately. 
From out of a roil of vapors comes a hooded woman. Auburn curls frame a face forever young. It is 
the face of Elizabeth Profitt Pease. 
“Uh... is there a message?” Libby has heard that the spirit-world often sends messages to the yet 
living. 
“I am transfigured,” says Libby’s mother. “I am content.” 

Coyote sniffs at Dicey Pease’s ankles. “That’s it? Your message for the home folks? A mite self-
involved if you ask me.” 

“No, Guardian, I have no message. Besides, whom would you tell it to, Elizabeth?” 
“I believe we can spare her,” says the Gatekeeper. “If you’d like to take her home with you...” The 

Guardian flops over on his haunches to scratch at a mange spot. 
“No. I will stay. You have gone to Hell to complete my place-settings—a dutiful daughter. This is 
enough.” Her mother throws back her hood; the face is Libby’s. Coyote licks her hand.  
Libby notices that they are no longer in the sweat lodge, but back in her kitchen. There is the smell 
of nutmeg and gingerbread fresh from the oven. “My mother—I am she and she is me... But can we 
be? I am me,” says Libby. 

The dead Indian is now seated cross-legged atop Libby’s Hoosier—Dicey Pease’s repository of 

flour, sugar, tea, coffee and salt, herbs and spices—her mother’s kitchen helper. This has come 
down to Libby with the house. “The picture. Of your father when he had teeth? Well-posed. 
Hometown photographer?” 

Libby is seated at the table, quilting the reassembled fragments of her one-time prom gown. “Drat!” 

There is a knot in Libby’s thread. 

“Language, Libby, language,” says Sun-ripples-pool. The spirit priest gives the Hoosier a mighty 
thump with his heel. “No moving parts, built to last. Like you and me. I like that.” 

“Elias Schoop was the photographer. He sold insurance. State Farm,  as I recall.” 
“Do I detect a pattern here, Elizabeth? No face for Mom, but you can cross the Ts and dot the Is as 

to the occupation of a rural camera enthusiast.” 
“He was also the principal at the high school.” 



 

 

“Aha! A father-figure. Now we are getting somewhere.” The spirit-priest has seen more remarkable 
things in his 400 years. “The parental ectoplasm—it’s all in the winds. How they are blowing in the 

spirit world, if you get my drift.” 

 
Libby stands at the kitchen sink watching black-capped chickadees and nuthatches browse the bird 
feeder. Mouse-gray juncos prowl the sere grass of last summer’s yard, pecking at their scattered 

millet seeds. She moves robotically, content with motions much practiced, smoothed and honored 
by use. Libby is washing her mother’s dishes with the careless rhythms of routine. There is a potato 

ricer in the drain board, its metal handles protruding. With a swing of an arm, there is glancing 
contact, and the tinkle of cracked porcelain. The plate in her hand now has a chip taken out of its 
edge. She turns to the converted pie safe where her mother’s Blue Willow is on display. Libby 

looks, surveying her mother’s hard-won hoard. There is a longish scar where the gravy boat had 
been glued back together. The gravy boat faces front, a prominent placing. 

The dishes are not to be used everyday. Once she had brought them out for a meeting of the 
Quilter’s Guild executive committee, hosted by her. When the quilters departed, Libby discovered 

that a cup was missing. She suspected Valerie Trott. Valerie’s mother was a collector, as had been 

Libby’s mother. There were no accusations; Libby swallowed the loss and never used the Blue 

Willow for company again. It was, however, dusted each month. 
The figures are no longer on the plates. “Huh. Moved on, we have,” says Sun-ripples-pool. 

Libby coughs, a deep, raling rattle from the bottom of her lungs.  
“Pneumonia. From the sweat lodge. Life is cheap; love and death both are hard-won, dear 
Elizabeth.” 
“I beg your pardon, medicine-man. We seldom discuss the cost of things.” They sit on the porch 

swing. It is dusk with the odor of oleander in bloom, peculiar for Maine. And in winter, Libby 
thinks. 

“We could have been those lovers, Lib. Despite the difference in our ages,” says Sun-ripples-pool. 
“All hot and sweaty, rambunctious and full of the juices of youth. But the Blue Willow patterns are 
not anatomically correct. So we make do with the hand nature has dealt us.” 
“They are not? I had not noticed. Have you said you were not meant to be my beau?”  

The spirit-priest hastily backtracks. “Learn to think big while writing small. All politics is local. 

The devil is in the details,” says the spirit-priest. 

“There should be a, a... What is the word they use these days, medicine-man? Closure. Yes, a 
closure. Some finality. I shall have completed my mother’s place-settings, after all.” 

“Dunno. I’d have to look that one up. We don’t get a lot of closure in the spirit world,” says the 

spirit-priest. “Death is an elision, an ellipsis. The dead go away and are quiet,  and they tend to stay 
where you put ‘em. I don’t mean to say that ol’ folks are to be forgotten entire. There should be a 

marker where someone has breathed his last—coyote scat or a fallen willow branch. Lib... Lib?” 

There is no reply. 
Tissue thin, the blue-veined translucency of Elizabeth Profitt Pease’s skin catches the long shadows 

that highlight the fine stitching of her white-on-white, the quilt that hangs on the wall, the quilt that 
took her a year to finish. 

“Happy landings, dear friend,” says the spirit-priest as he gently kisses Elizabeth and wraps her in 
the treasured quilt. 

 



 

 

The Quilter Who Went to Hell was first published as Chimaera Constant in Farrago’s Wainscot, 
October 2008, Darin Bradley, fiction editor. 

  



 

 

Blue as in an Early Frost 
 

The long black limousine from Flagg Bros. Morticians dropped Libby Pease off at the library 
after the brief service at the Unitarian Universalist chapel. This was Wednesday, her afternoon to 
sit at the desk, date-stamping checkouts, shelving returns, waiting for the volunteer driver who 
delivered the interlibrary loans. She started uphill across the lawn, raised a hand to signal an 
afterthought, then retraced her steps. “He had fillings, crowns.” 
Billy Flagg held a Ziploc bag up to the light. In a sepia-toned plastic haze floated her father’s 

partial and a gold wedding band. “Dental work—caps, crowns, fillings. The cremation process 
vaporizes ‘em.” 

“Just curious, Billy. He’d want to know.” 
“Most folks don’t seem to mind.” Billy’s window rose with an electric wh isper. Most folks. There 
had been her, Billy Flagg and the minister. Billy touched Libby a two-finger salute from the bridge 
of his nose and backed up Mary Squibb’s gravel drive to make a U-turn. At the curb Billy checked 
his necktie in the sideview mirror and guided his big, black funeral barge in a majestic retreat. 
“70 years, Pop.” Elizabeth Profitt Pease spoke to the pottery jar with what was left of her father. 

“And among all those days not a day when I didn’t wish you dead so I could get on with things. 
Now you’re dead and I’ve forgotten whatever it was I had in mind.”  

Libby’s father had turned blue and died in his 95th year. Consensus had it that he passed out drunk 

and allowed the coal stove to go out. His lips and fingers were blue; he seemed to have frozen to 
death. The coroner had put forward cyanosis, “a severe condition indicating a lack of oxygen in the 

blood supply.” 

“Death will do that,” Libby opines. 
When she thinks of the diminishing sameness of her life as lived to this point, which is not often, 
she feels a heart-deadening sense of loss. Libby does not allow herself this thought, but it will creep 
upon her unawares, bringing with it the chill at the small of her back. From where it moves up her 
spine to... to... her soul, hiding there in its cupboard of the mind. Elizabeth Pease is a quilter of 
surpassing skill and that is all. “What have I done for myself lately?” Libby asks no one in 

particular. “Not much,” she answers, “have I?”  
She regards the jar that contains her father’s ashes. “I said, Have I?” 

 
The Franklin Free Library had been mostly closed for sixteen years. The last living librarian died in 
her sleep and the town selectmen were hard pressed to come up with the funds for a replacement. 
“No one reads books anymore,” said Pillsbury Hennicott, known as Pilly, “newspapers and 

magazines is all. Except folks too old to make it to the library. They get the Bangor Daily News 
delivered at home. If we don’t hire a librarian, we can take out subscriptions for everybody in town 

and have money left over.” 
“Napoleon,” Profitt Pease, Libby’s father not dead yet—in his forties now at this town meeting in 
1956, called from the rear of the hall. “Napoleon Bonaparte. Did you know that the English 

Parliament established a stipend for the keeping of a perpetual watch on the English Channel 
against the return of Napoleon’s fleet?” 
“Beg youah pardon...” shouted Pilly, who was not hard of hearing but needed time to think. “That 

was two hundred years ago.” He looked around for approval.  



 

 

“Last I heard they were still paying it,” Profitt Pease grumped, “and Napoleon bein’ dead more’n a 

while. Here you are voting to close the library and all the whole time paying a person to come wind 
the clock. Will our grandchildren be coming to the empty cellar hole of the Franklin Free Library 
and presenting their Regulator key to the ashes that they, too, might wax fat on the bread of the 
poor?” 

“Profitt... It is a tradition. Two dollars and fifty cents. You’re being silly.”  
“That’s two-fifty in tax dollars.” There was a muttering of agreement. “Thutty-five cents. That I’d 

agree to.” 
“Two dollars,” said Pilly from the podium.  

“One dollar,” said Profitt Pease. 
“One-fifty.” 

“Sold.” The motion was carried. The library would be open twice a month on alternate Wednesday 
afternoons, staffed by a volunteer librarian. 

 
Libby’s hands are cold. She shakes them to bring the circulation back; dust motes dance. “Eight 

Days,” says the old dead white ivory enameled dial of the library clock.  
“Eight days,” Libby says. “Of course they would not have expected a clock to have been wound 

upon the Sabbath.” The offset involved getting an elementary school pupil to perform her assigned 

task, dutifully skipping Sundays and Saturdays. “Nine days forward, two days back,” says Libby 

Pease, for in the libertarian clockwork of small town democracy, church and municipal mechanics 
made the Sabbaths of whatever cult, sect, assembly or communion, transparent. The Adventists, 
Congregationalists, Methodists and the like should not feel passed over like the Israelites of old, for 
they were voters. The leftover Children of the Book—Jews, Muslims and other Abrahamic 
believers—might have their Sabbaths honored by the asking. They did not ask. Saturday and 
Sunday were designated days of worship and rest; should a citizen be predisposed to kneel, that 
was his affair. “That would make you a nine-day clock. With an extra day, if needed, for the 
Abrahamites,” says Libby. 

“Elizabeth.” The funeral home limo has returned and Billy Flagg walks up looking sheepish. He 
stands at her elbow and waits, unsure that he might have interrupted a séance with her late father. 
The urn with Profitt Pease’s ashes is now on the librarian’s desk, to the right of a bar code scanner. 

“Got this.” He hands over a second Ziploc bag with a hearing aid in it. The Regulator clock’s 

polished pendulum gives the room the sense of being in motion—a slow motion carnival ride, its 
brass medallion sweeps sideways. Foreshortened and scrunched together as in a fun house mirror 
Billy Flagg departs, upside down; the door closes behind him.  
Libby raises her arm to see if she is in the picture. There. She waves. She stands very still, then 
waves again. The pendulum’s sweep gives the appearance of animation; her face  swells and 
shrinks. “Hello.” She waves again, crosses her wrists at her throat, then stands very still. She stares 

intently at herself as she swings past, a miniature trapeze artist suspended in brass, a fly in amber.  

 
Libby attended high school and, against future need, stayed at home, there to tend her not-as-yet 
aged parents. It was understood that, while she might have beaus and entertain gentleman callers, 
she was not to marry. “You are a Greek goddess,” Luke Tibbetts said once of her as he tried to 

remove a piece of her underwear with one hand, it being spring. The two sat in the porch swing.  



 

 

“Greek?” Libby thought of encyclopedia pictures she had seen. Large, bare-bosomed and 
unremitting, these women dealt in a rough justice. Libby’s suitor was in a  rush and breathing 
heavily. She had slapped his hand away and never went out with him again. Ever. 

Luke Tibbetts was married the year after high school—not to Libby Pease but to Constance 
Delahanty—and went on to father a scrappy brood of red-headed brats on Constance. 

“I was a goddess once,” says Libby. “Or a water sprite, a sunken marble nymph, lost in a 

shipwreck. And behind me, even after centuries at the bottom of the sea, thronging believers still 
assemble at my shrine, smoky resins of their burnt offerings wafting skywards.” 
The Delahantys, as the Tibbets, were Catholics, devotees of the See of Rome rather than that of 
Constantinople. Evidently Greek goddesses were out. 
One day in her late forties—long after her mother had taken to her bed, there to languish and finally 
die a hopeless invalid—Libby noticed a familiar face among the cast of All Our Lives, a daytime 
drama. “No. Just my imagination,” said Libby, and continued with her vacuuming.  

“ELIZABETH.” It was Tina Carrington. In the TV. She was shouting above the whine of the 
vacuum. Libby turned it off. “That’s better,” said Tina.  

“You have been watching me,” said Libby Pease. 
“Every minute,” Tina said from inside the television. “You never do anything.” She stuck out her 

tongue and approached the inside of the thick glass which separated them. “Thee,” she lisped. She 

knelt out of sight on the floor, then rose in a slow reveal past the TV’s arbitrary horizon, leaving a 

wet vertical smear up the inside of the cathode ray tube. The cast of All Our Lives had assembled 
around her and were staring curiously out at Libby. “Yuck. Bet you don’t clean in here too often,” 

she said. She made a face and spat. 
“You died. You have been away.” 

“Another soap. I was over at ABC for seventeen years. Contract problem,” said Tina. “My lawyer 

had them write me out.” 

“Oh.” 
Tina closed in on the foreground. Meanwhile, in the background, a handsome man, fifty-something, 
sixty, perhaps—steel-gray hair cropped short, the haircut tapered up the back—manly, thought 
Elizabeth, like Jimmy Stewart in the movies. Buttoning his shirt, the man slipped up on Tina; she 
pretended to be surprised. “Oh!” He had nuzzled her neck and bitten her on the ear. “We are 

having...” Tina’s voice grew secretive, “...an affair.” 

“With, with...” Libby tried to call up a roster of characters from the program. “Each other...” 
Tina giggled. “Silly.” 

 
“Libby...” Colleen Dysart steps in, her tentative movement generating a cascade of dust mote 

galaxies and a fresh invasion of sunbeams. A sunny summer sometime in Willipaq, Maine and a 
sealed-up library is now a killing field with a googolplex of its dust mote citizens dead unawares, 
along with their attendant dreams, hopes and aspirations. 
How many worlds have collided here, thinks Libby. “Tina...?” she says. 

“Libby. It’s me, Corky... Colleen Dysart.” 
“Colleen, then. Not Tina miraculously resurrected by her lawyer. Don’t move.” Corky is ill at ease, 

and at the tone of command, she becomes teary-eyed. “I am thinking is all,” Libby says. I have 
apologized to a perpetratrix of genocide, Libby thinks.  



 

 

“Libby. If this is a bad time, I...” Corky Dysart has looked starched and pressed since the 

elementary grades. Corky is a natural blond through middle age, but now with hair loss—a 
consequence of menopause—she has her graying hair fluffed and striped black into a skunk look at 
the salon. Corky’s preference is likewise a vertical striping on her shirts and tops for a slimming 

effect. 

“You are here to wind the clock.” This is an accusation. “The selectmen slipped the stipend for a 
clock winder into the town warrant sixty years back. We were only children then. You must be 
dead, then—all those little girls are. Like Tina Carrington? My father is dead. But then you’ve 

met.” She turns to the urn on the desk. “Pop. It’s Corky, remember her?” The cluster flies are 

themselves dead but a season, their husks scattered at her feet. There would be a new swarming in 
the fall. 

“I brought a pizza,” says Corky as if that could excuse the slaughter of uncounted bill ions along 
with their miniature universes. “And a bottle of diet Pepsi...” She holds the offering forward, 

clutching it in both hands. 
“All for yourself. You had no way of knowing I would be here. And my father...” 

“Your father is dead. You just told me so. He turned blue and stopped breathing.” A little girl 

snippishness enters Corky’s voice. “You called me over to have a look, confirm the evidence of 

your eyes, remember?” Corky’s voice lowers, “It was a lovely blue. I am not dead.” 
“I surely hope so. My father, Billy Flagg put him in a jar. It would not be polite for us to have the 
pizza and not offer him any.” Libby picks up her father’s jar and carries it back to the porch. She 

returns dusting her hands in a gesture of finality. “There.” 

“Then it’s just you and me, Elizabeth. Smell.” Corky pops the top of the carry-out box. 
“Anchovies, too. Something fishy.” Libby’s nostrils flare to the ambrosial astringencies of goat and 

olive, the essence of the mezzogiorno—fishy, pungent like a Greek salad. The salad for which she 
was no longer a goddess, usurped by the false popes of Rome and Byzantium with their all-male 
religions, a salad denied. 
“No!” Libby slaps the box a roundhouse right and the pizza leaps into the air. The steaming pizza —

with anchovy and onions, cheese-and-tomato-side out—flys to hit the far wall with a cartoon 
“slurp.” It sticks, clings for a breathless moment, then slides floorwards, followed by a glistening 

stigmata. The two women stare as though they have just entered a movie theater and are waiting for 
their eyes to adjust during a massacre scene. Libby giggles.  

“That’s mean,” Corky is on the verge of tears. 
“I hate anchovies,” Libby lies. 

Elizabeth Profitt Pease discovered food at about the same time she discovered sex; the two were 
easily confused. In the Pease household, things were to be boiled, blanched and pummeled into 
submission before they were acceptable as dinner. Vegetables were to be canned, cheese to be 
orange and come in three pound blocks as decreed by Velveeta. That sex, as food, was to be 
thought unsavory unless allowed to simmer overlong, Libby feels years later, might have been 
planned as a deterrent to incest—a not small thing in latitudes where winters are long and days are 
short. 
“Anchovies are not mean in and of themselves,” says Libby. “They are a fish, and they are dead. 

Bringing them home, here, wherever—that is mean. You have been mean—to me—for bringing an 
anchovy pizza whether or not you knew I’d be here. But thank you for the thought. You were going 

to eat the whole thing. You had no way of knowing that I would be in the library.” 
“You are angry. Why?” 



 

 

“I was trying to hold a thought. One of those moth-flutterings that brush your mind with the tip of a 
wing then is gone. A universe, universes in a dust mote. You set them spinning when you came in. 
They are dead now.” 

“Because I moved the air.” Corky attempted an exasperated pose, hand on hip.  
“In a sunbeam. The dust motes are a universe. No less precious than ours,” says Libby. “You are 

the clock winder.” 
Corky blushes. “It was a secret when we were in school. Remember? No one was supposed to know 

who the winder was. And it paid two-fifty a week, real money for five minutes’ work in 1956. And 

now...” 

“My father weaseled it down by a dollar. A dollar-fifty. Still real money though and you still need 
it. Even one and a half dollars is something these days.”  

 
Profitt Pease claimed senility with a bang, not a whimper. “Not dangerous...” Floyd Gunderson at 

the hardware store had said of Libby’s father, “...even to himself. But he’s crazy as a sugar-shocked 
baboon, a proper pain in the ass. Should you be lettin’ him run at large, Miz Pease? All that poppin’ 

up he does...” 
Her father’s sudden appearances he mostly confined to the privacy of the Pease house, where he 

crept up and down the carpeted and balustered stairway, polishing the runner brasses with the cuff 
of a flannel sleeve. The Pease doorknobs likewise glistened. He accompanied his polishings with a 
peripheral muttering that might have meant something to someone. But not to her, and not while 
she was seated on the commode. “Hiya, Lib.” “Pop. Not now, please.” His headlong slide into 

dementia had only begun in the months before his death. 
Profitt Pease’s exploits at skirt-lifting about town raised him to the status of a lesser celebrity; a 
slap, a blush, an embarrassed giggle put him in his place, and he went scampering for the safety of 
his toolshed. Libby had never loved or respected her father. Until this however, she had stood in 
awe of him. 
Eurydice Wyndham Pease, her mother, had been the first to go. Her mother had a lingering 
affliction which, while causing her no great discomfort until the end, did eventually take her away. 
It took her many years to die and, through all the accumulation of months, days, weeks, h igh 
holidays, low amusements, fairs, films, and funerals, Dicey Pease bravely bore her dissolution 
without complaint. She grew smaller and smaller until one morning she was not there. “Guess your 

mother’s dead,” said her father. They buried what was left of Dicey Pease and got along with 
things. 

And now, thirty years later, my father. 
Unencumbered by Profitt’s unexpected comings-in and goings-out, his lurkings behind their 
hedges, Libby felt a new woman. The world was her oyster; the view ahead promised unobstructed 
horizons. 

Some months after her father’s death, the telephone rang. It was Billy Flagg. “Libby?”  
“Billy.” 

“Your father is here. He’s asking for you.” 
“He had lots of time to do that when he was alive, Billy; you know that. Is he bothering anybody?” 

“Not so far.” 

 



 

 

“This way.” Billy Flagg led her quickly down a carpeted corridor with subdued bay lighting toward 

his office; a muted organ noodled softly from hidden speakers. “See.” 
Her father looked up from a carved walnut desk where he had been rifling the drawers; his face was 
a faded cerulian blue. He held up a bent letter opener. “My teeth, Lib. He stole my teeth.” He 

pointed accusingly at Billy Flagg. “If you’d left the desk unlocked, I’d have been and gone by now. 

And my wedding ring and hearing aid; what about them? A ghoul, stripping corpses; that’s what he 

is, Elizabeth.” He levitated from behind the desk to hover cross-legged at eye level. “You’re surely 

not going to marry the ghoul who incinerated your old dad, now are you?”  
“I’d have to have time to think it over. If he asked me.” Billy’s eyes glazed over as he flopped into 

a black leather easy chair. “Mr. Flagg is thirty years younger than I am. And besides, he’s already 

married. And you’re dead.” She turned to Billy. “Breathe, Billy. You’re safe.” He patted at his 

brow with a white handkerchief. 
“Movies and an ice cream.” 

“What?” Elizabeth and Billy Flagg both stared at Profitt Pease. 

“Movies and an ice cream. That’s my price. Extortion, I believe it is called.” Libby’s father looked  
around as if for a challenger. “Westerns—Randolph Scott, John Wayne, and tutti frutti or pistachio. 
Every week.” 

“How about an exorcism?” said Billy Flagg, who was looking uncomfortable. “The Rolodex is 

chock full of local clergy. Most of them owe me a favor...” His eyes cleared and the handkerchief 

was tucked into a breast pocket. “Or do you think you could get him to go home with you? 

Leave...?” 

“The ectoplasm is a mite creaky,” Libby’s father pouted and hefted a glass paperweight, warming it 

in the palm of his hand like a major league pitcher. His eyes brightened, “But the spirit is willing as 

they say. I have feelings, too. You are talking about me in front of me. In the third person—that is 
rude.” He heaved the glass missile at Billy’s head; Billy ducked and the paperweight hit the wall 
with a muffled thump, dimpled the burgundy vinyl wallpaper, and bounced, once. “Treat me right 

and I might, jes’ might, have hidden riches to bestow.” 

“Such as... a secret treasure. A map, something? Government bonds walled up in the cellar? Get 
real, Pop. Your partial, wedding ring and the hearing aid? Billy gave them to me. That’s all you 

have in the world.” 
“A movie... once a week. Surely that is not too much to ask. I would be grateful. Remember, I now 

have contacts in the spirit-world.” 

 
“Elizabeth. Over here.” Her father’s voice.  
“Pop? You’re dead. Go away. I thought we had things settled.” A dish of ice cream, mounded high 

with walnuts and syrup, was left beside the TV every Saturday morning.  
“Libby...” Cajoling. The voice was coming from the television set. There was background music, 
the theme from All Our Lives. The TV was on. Smack dab in the middle of the screen a hand print 
was pressed flat against the inside surface. Libby pulled the TV away from the wall and checked 
the backside of the set. A bright blue glow flared from a squat rectifier tube. Just machinery in 
there—plus the fried ozone odor of electrical equipment. She walked around to the front. Tina 
Carrington 
 stood with her father, their arms about one another’s waists. 

“You two. Carrying on in there... behind my back. Behind my mother’s back.”  



 

 

“Your mother was dead and buried over ten years before we met, Elizabeth.” Tina was consoling; 

her character’s usual whine had disappeared. “You can watch only so many sunsets on the mesa, if 
you get my meaning.” She smoothed an eyebrow with an extended pinky. This was the real flesh 

and blood woman. With her father. 
“She’s real, Pop—Tina Carrington; you’re dead. Altogether a bad match.” 

“Tina was off the show for seventeen years, Lib. You thought she was dead; you told me so.” 
“So that makes everything OK then. That I said she was dead.” 

“You said your mother was dead.” 
“And then she was. Pop, are you accusing me of murdering my mother?”  

Profitt Pease pouted. “If the shoe fits...” He edged around behind Tina Carrington, positioning her 

between him and his daughter. He held his hand up, palm out. “See?” It was covered with an 

orangey tobacco accretion. “Inside of the tube. You better get a-poppin’ that rag, daughter.” 
Tina shrugged a shoulder out of her peasant blouse and gave Libby’s father a spin like a tango 

dancer. Profitt Pease flew out of the picture. “I told you, Elizabeth. Remember? All those years 

ago. Just like yesterday-ay-ay-ay,” her father cried out. As he pretended to fall off a precipice, over 
the edge of the world, Profitt Pease performed a shivering glissando, his ululating larynx a musical 
saw played with the mathematical certainty of a Doppler plunge. “Bet you don’t clean in here too 

often, that’s all I said,” he wailed as he fell.  

 
Elizabeth dreamed in color. Color TV was new and expensive. Its dreams were therefore better. 
“Budgraksacyzl!” cursed young Princess Gwylfillian for she had made a misstep with her stitches. 

“Ooh...” chorused the traditional semicircle of ladies-in-waiting, municipal virgins pledged to 
Gwylfillian’s service and with ears yet unblemished by the urgent murmurs of the conjugal couch. 

The women had been embroidering decorative fringe onto tea towels for Gwylfillian’s trousseau. 
“No, I really mean it,” said Princess Gwylfillian. The color screen of Libby’s dream flickered as a 

polychrome starburst dissolved the scene and a chorus of floppy puppets danced. A butterscotch-
tinctured announcer ordered children to buy cereal and tune in tomorrow. 

Libby awoke as her chin bumped against her sternum. She felt a sudden pain. “Ouch!” The word 

appeared over her head in a cartoon balloon. Her daydream dispersed, taking its graffiti along with 
it. 
“Bony chest,” said the TV in the living room. “My gentleman callers prefer a soft landing.” The 

husky, almost sultry character of her voice, while it emphasized a slight English accent, spoke to a 
lifelong tobacco habit. “And I heard your neck crack all the way to Beverly Hills.”  

“Tina. Tina Carrington?”  
There was a furtive rustling from behind the curved glass. “Pop? Tina?” The rustlings stopped. 

“Pop, come out of there.” 
Profitt Pease shambled out from behind the television set. He carried a dish of ice cream. “A 

chiropractic realignment might be in order. You have been asleep for...” a pause as her father 

leaned backwards to check the time. “Tina? Time, lovey?” He blew a kiss over his shoulder and 

dribbled ice cream on the carpet. 
A meaty thud issued from behind the TV. There was a scraping—nails on a chalkboard, backyard 
cats screeching midnight sex from backyard fences. A mild curse and Tina came out dusting her 
rear end. “Took a tumble, I did,” she said, winking at Libby’s father. “Huh! three minutes. Your 

sainted father couldn’t bear to wake you up. Next time we’ll call first. We’ll be living on one of the 



 

 

Channel Isles—Jersey, Guernsey, Sark, you know.” A lingering aura of cigarettes clung to her hair 

and clothes. Tina and Libby had never met without the thick glass of a TV screen between them. “I 

do hope you have some sort of Internet telephone scheme,” said Tina.  

“No,” said Libby. “Just plain old long distance.”  
“Pity. Budgraksacyzl! That was what you said.” 

“The quilter’s curse,” said Libby. “It’s a dream I have.” 
“Sorry, if you were meaning to offend. Not one bit shocking, your curse. What’s it mean? It’s not 

witchcraft, is it?” 
“Oh, it’s really dreadful. It needs a context is all. The municipal virgins were a custom from Puritan 

days...” 
“...yes, yes, yes, its origin obscured by the mists of time. We grew up on that nonsense, too. The 
naughty girlies got starved in a dungeon, or locked up in the privy, whatever, till St. Swithin’s Eve 

when they were properly trussed up and chucked into the well. To insure a bountiful harvest. 
Sounds like a scary under-the-covers read.” 
Tina, Tina Carrington. 

No, she was imaginary, a soap opera temptress. This had gone on long enough. “Mom. Are you 

watching me?” This was eerie. 

“Here, now. You have been watching me. On the telly. Only fair, I’d say,” said Tina. “No, I’m not 

your Mom.” 

Libby had been entertaining a growing suspicion. There were things that Tina Carrington knew or 
assumed about her, her life, her house—where she kept the many sugar bowls and gravy boats, her 
mother’s Blue Willow dinnerware from the Willipaq Cinema’s Wednesday afternoon matinees—

that a stranger from thousands of miles away could not, should not know. 

“Quite sensual, your daydreaming,” said Tina. “I say this only in loco parentis, as your father’s 

consort. When we were kids the girls were expected to take up needlework. Sort of like lifetime of 
Lent.” Tina giggled. “Déjà vu all over again. Just say no. I said no a lot. But I said yes a lot, too. 

Ooh.” There was a giggle and a slap. “You can just stop that, Profitt Pease. For now...” 

A wicker chaise covered in character dolls crept toward Libby. Shoe button eyes glittered. 
Greybearded mountaineers nodded, doily-capped Aunt Betsys stared blindly as they advanced on 
her. The wicker chaise halted and the dolls fell on one another in suggestive poses. A bedspring 
creaked inside the TV and, through a spattering of distant stars, a gentle laugh. The butterscotch 
announcer? 

 
Everyone watched the early Vs of Geese honking south. These were their practice runs; the wild 
geese at first only flew as far as the cemetery where they paddled about among the headstones, 
foraging for slugs. There was a freshly turned mound of earth, a headstone with the legend “Gone 

Home.” 

“Wan’t bright, but he was dependable,” said Marge Emmenthaler at the Emporium one day. 
“Didn’t fall down or bump into things.” The sense of the town was that for a sojourner from the 

spirit world Profitt Pease had been well behaved, and not like the zombies one saw on television. 
Survival in the complex commercial society into which he was born amidst the high hopes of the 
20th Century had made him a creature of habit. 



 

 

“Didn’t have any homeless in my day.” Sidney Emmenthaler, Marge’s husband, gestured broadly. 

The Emmenthaler overview encompassed much between liturgical creation and the 1980 census. 
“...we called ’em bums.” 

Mothers whispered, “Homeless,” into their bosoms, speaking a heart -breaking denial of Christian 
charity. The three theological virtues lumped together as Love allowed man to share in God’s 

nature. Albeit the three virtues of Christian love (Fides, Spes and Caritas) were of the Catholic 
catechism and did not apply past the state line, Pastor Brooks Havermeyer at the 2nd Baptist 
privately held Profitt Pease to be indeed a hopeless case, one of the undead as seen on TV, but in 
his public pronouncements held Hope to be the gift of Christ, thus mete and measure of the New 
Testament. “If our brother goes astray, it is our duty to call him back to Jesus.” The Baptist burial 

ground opened to welcome Libby’s father’s ashes. Tina became melancholy and soon disappeared 

from the cast of All Our Lives. 
Libby’s father was quietly put to rest, but the memory of his blue-tinged skin lingered on. “I loved 

that blue,” said Corky Dysart. “With a pattern figure of blue-eyed grass and white cornflowers it 
would be a memorable quilt.” Corky said this during a time when quilting was returning to fashion, 

the late 2010s. If you had asked her when exactly she had uttered these memorable words, she 
would be at a loss to say just when. “After Pastor Havermeyer’s eulogy. I think. Oh, yes—most 
definitely—I loved blue then.” The memory of Profitt Pease, turned blue as in an early frost, ever 

seeking his disappeared dentures, would caracole through the remainder of the 21st Century: in 
treasured wedding dresses, prom gowns and, eventually, quilts.  
 

Blue (as in an Early Frost) was first published online in the March 2011 Aphelion, Robert 
Moriyama, story editor 

  



 

 

Grasshopper Dreams 
 

Pansy Graham’s lips were drawn tight, his fingers stiffened to claws, eyes open and staring. 
Noses were crinkled, then relaxed. In death as in life Pansy Graham was preceded by a clinging 
aura Eurydice Wyndham Pease, known as Dicey, identified as the yellow bar soap provided by the 
Daughters of Milo. It was the soap that killed him, Libby—Elizabeth Profitt Pease, Dicey’s 

daughter—would think many years after the event. And, with the olfactory short-circuiting 
attendant on her own aging processes, Libby the daughter will believe that she,  too, can smell the 
Milo’s soap. 
As was the way in a small town, the kids got there first, squinting through the slats of his Venetian 
blinds hoping to catch him doing something strange. Balloon-tire bicycles, dolls and jump ropes, 
catcher’s mitts and softball gear were set by at the entrance to the back alley that that was what one 
saw from Pansy’s only window. There was silence. Eventually, after some days, the mothers were 

called. The mothers then peered through the blinds. The women called out his name just in case he 
had been miraculously restored to life, just in case they might surprise him naked, playing dead. 
The Milos knocked and entered, expecting to find Pansy cowering as usual, a coverlet clutched 
against his body, his sobs diminishing to a quiet weeping as he scuttled sideways into a closet. 
Today he did not move. “Oh, the poor, dear man,” said Dicey Pease.  

“Dead.” said Marge Emmenthaler, a lifelong Milo. “He’s made a choice, something definite, then. 

That’s a plus.” Marge had brought a covered dish casserole to hold between herself and the odd, 
disorderly man. Dicey Pease rolled her eyes and brushed past Marge and the casserole. “Mental,” 

warned Marge, “a retard. I told ya.” That their charge might be dead had yet to appear on the cork 

board down at the Red and White, where funeral home postings reported who was dead and who 
wasn’t. 

Usually sober and only recently deceased, Pansy had been described as cognitively challenged by 
the Maine state offices that looked after such things, and lived on a stipend. Inflation dogged his 
footsteps as the small brown envelopes dispersed by Ephraim Crouch at the Norumbega Trust, 
shriveled and shrank. Now he had frozen to death in his unheated room at the rear of the Pythian 
Brotherhood as though in a terminal sprint to write “account closed” before the Trust cut him off.  

As the neighborhood women—wives, mothers—undid the corpse’s nightshirt, an aroma issued 

forth: the bouquet of heathery dawns on a highland moor with industrial bass notes of citronella and 
carbolic acid. The children crowded in only to be shooed from the room. “Let’s get him ready,” 

said Dicey, a natural leader. This meant getting Pansy stripped, washed, into a presentable suit of 
clothes, into a box, then into the ground. 

Later that afternoon, after the chores of dispatching the late Woodrow Wilson (Pansy) Graham to 
the distant shore—Flagg’s Furniture and Embalmers on High Street—Dicey’s husband would enter 

their kitchen, grump and stomp the snow from big rubber galoshes. Profitt Pease flopped into the 
battered oak Morris chair, his. The rope webbing creaked as he picked up the newspaper. “When 

you kill a goose, Profitt, you lead it out behind the woodshed. I have seen this,” said Dicey, as if 

challenging him to deny it. 

“Makes ’em edgy,” said her husband. “Watchin.’ Like they’ll wonder about it at night—who’s 

next. Loose weight. Get thin with worry. Won’t trust me. Can’t have that. This is about Pansy being 

dead, isn’t it?” 

Dicey Pease pretended to be busy, catching up on the darning in her workbasket. She felt cheated—

she had missed out on something. It was the artist in Libby’s mother; she wanted to watch 

somebody die. The thought came to her the next morning as she brushed her teeth. “I have been 

denied a deathbed experience,” she said out loud.  The words had a pepperminty taste. There had to 



 

 

have been a foreshortening of the Christian mysteries. People she knew went somewhere else to die 
or were locked away in an upstairs room. The house was hushed, drapes were drawn, the family 
waited. The doctor withdrew to the confines of a sickroom. The doctor emerged hours, days, weeks 
later, head held down. “With the Lord. All I can do.” 

She figured the Higher Power owed her one. Pansy was dead at sixty-five, the same age as her 
husband, who was not dead but had hopes. Consensus would have it Pansy passed out drunk and 
allowed his tiny kerosene stove to gutter and fail. 

 

Young Pansy Graham, age ten, was holding a dead mouse up to the light when the first blast went 
off. Profitt Pease, likewise age ten, looked on. Pansy, called Woodrow Wilson Graham at home, 
held the small corpse warily, by the tail. “You never know; they’re hard to kill.” The mouse’s eyes 

were still bright and beady and only beginning to glaze over. Young Pansy raised the corpse slowly 
at arm’s length until they were eye-to-eye. The mouse swung, a tiny dead pendulum. “Nope. Dead 

alright.” 
The mouse’s eyes held a look of determined surprise. If the summons of death had not interrupted 
it, it would have got away with the peanut butter bait. As it was it left a brownish-red smear of 
blood and bait on a joist of the hayloft. It had struggled briefly, dragging the trap behind it as best it 
could with a broken neck. Death happens for a reason, Pansy had heard that in one of in Rev. 
Havermeyer’s homilies. They were the reason today. That they were murderers did not mean that 

they and their victim could not at least exercise some civility after the fact. “Hiya, little fella,” said 

Profitt. “Hiya,” said Pansy. There was an explosion from down by the road. The barn shook. Pansy 

lost his balance. 

A hayloft in high August, its air made immediately unbreathable with hay dust; blinded by the dust 
squall, Pansy fell. Profitt clung and swayed with his arms wrapped around a crossbeam thirty feet 
above the floor, feet flailing. Young Pansy lay sprawled on the floor below. The mouse was gone. 
What remained of their catch was a line of string wrapped around his wrist. At the end of the string 
hung an empty mousetrap. Profitt fought for breath in the oppressive air. He regained his purchase 
on the beam, scrambled to the ladder, then to the floor. Pansy’s eyes were unfocused and star ing. 
“Pansy?” Profitt shook his friend’s shoulder until his head wobbled from side to side.  
“I can’t see. Help me sit.” The two boys sat on the floor for ten minutes or so.  

Pansy got up. “Huh. How’s about that?” 
Pansy and Profitt ran down toward the cluster of black-belching diesel trucks where the state road 
was going through, and hoped for further explosions. There were many. The next day they set out 
more traps. 

After that, Pansy Graham stopped learning. Pansy struggled on, three years in the fourth grade, but 
one day—Tuesday May 16th—he circled the date on the calendar and stayed home from school. No 
one looked for him. 
The next day Pansy went looking for a job. Cutting the tails from tiny herrings with big, shining 
scissors prior to laying them out head-to-tail in mustard sauce was blocked by the child labor laws. 
There was nothing else but the cannery in the way of commercial employment. He scavenged 
returnables from door-to-door and became self-employed as The Bottle King. His pushcart as his 
soap was provided by the Daughters of Milo. The Woodsmen of the World painted a sign for his 
handcart; Sons of Italy; Foresters and The Redmen parsed Pansy’s needs out amongst themselves. 

The Knights of Pythias had a room out back that Pansy was moved into after the rent at the Barlow 
House grew too heavy for Banker Crouch’s small brown envelope to bear.  

 



 

 

Once, some years before he died, Libby Pease—who would grow up to be a quilter of some renown, 
but not yet—met Pansy the Bottle King as he wheeled his cart through town, collecting deposit 
bottles, rags, scrap brass and tin. She was fourteen, not yet schooled in the ways of the street. She 
made eye contact and was immediately saddened by this strange, solitary man.  
“Elizabeth. You’re Eurydice’s daughter, then?” said Pansy, without his usual splutterings and 
stutterings. “You have a dream.” 

Well, yes, she did have a dream, a recurring dream; he should not know this. She looked at her feet. 
Dicey Pease had warned her daughter of strange men. Like Pansy Graham, although he had never 
been mentioned by name. Libby turned and ran. He pursued her, handcart wheels squealing, bottles 
rattling, and caught up with her in front of Roger Abalone’s grocery, the Red and White. It was 

1946 and butter was inflated but available, at $1.40 a pound. Her mother had sent her to stock up. 

“Here. There’s an index.” He presented her with a book, a much-thumbed manifesto with its binding 
set in glue and trimmed square, was thrust into her hands. It had the heft of the Bangor Yellow Pages.  

“No. Nonononono.” She weighed the book and passed it back, but did not look at it or at its 

profferer, who exuded a sweet heavy odor. A whiff of rotting teeth assailed her nostrils. “You had a 

dream?” He looked at her suspiciously.  

“Yes. Grasshoppers,” she lied. The grasshopper dreams were to come later, but she could not know 
this. 
“Your nose,” said the man accusingly. “You are trying to suck it shut. A sure giveaway. I am 

making you uncomfortable. But you have chosen me as your partner for conversation. 
Grasshoppers, look it up. And save your mother’s money. Butter will drop a dollar next week. I saw 

it in a dream.” The man brightened and shuffled in a psychotic slump around her, giggling and 

pushing and pulling his hands in and out of his pockets. “Your nose, you’re lying. The face muscles 

don’t work that way. I can do it. I practice in front of a mirror. See?” It was an invitation. For 

what? To notice him? No. Do not encourage him.  

He can suck his nose shut. Quite an accomplishment, really, like rolling up one’s tongue or Spock’s 

Vulcan hello from Star Trek decades later. Libby looks away. She will practice this as an adult. “I am 

sure your book is very interesting,” she says, her face averted, eyes rolled to the side so as to make 
out the title on the spine, Dreams, Their Scientific and Practical Interpretations.  

"No, it’s not. It’s prophesy,” Pansy Graham said triumphantly. “The price gouging on butter is in 

the book,” he said hopefully, as if sometimes it was and sometimes it wasn’t. His voice was the 

voice of a man in middle years, much younger than he looked. His breath spoke of neglected dental 
appointments. He flipped through to the Gs. “Here.” He handed her the book.  

Libby reads, “‘If you see grasshoppers between you and the sun, it denotes that you will have a 
vexatious problem in your immediate business life to settle, but using caution it will adjust itself in 
your favor. To call people’s attention to the grasshoppers shows that you are not discreet in 
dispatching your private business.’” 

 
It is sixty years later—a significant passage in the generations of grasshoppers, commerce and 
auguries. Since her father’s death, Libby has lived alone with a vaporous retinue of gentlemen 

callers—past, future, never-to-be—and two cats, Cat Junior and Cat Senior. Elizabeth Profitt Pease 
tosses restlessly in her thin bed and dreams of conversations with old men, now dead. 
4:30 in the morning and in her dream a large green insect—a grasshopper, Libby supposes—looms 
high above her in a threatening pose. It has a human face. Not Pansy Graham’s face, but that of her 

father. It flubs at its lips with an insect-like pincer, and winks, scattering a shower of spit and 
cracker crumbs, flwerm-flwerm. “You are eating crackers with your mouth open,” says Libby.  



 

 

“Ooo...” roars the grasshopper as it rips her head off. Libby wonders how she can be an observer at 

her own death. At the best—the very best—things should be dark inside a giant insect, even one 
with her father’s face. She wonders if her father is still dead and realizes that she is still asleep. A 
bee, some flying insect, its harmonic resonances hinting at danger—a hornet, wasp, then—zips past 
her ear. Her face feels the flurry of its tiny wings. Libby opens her eyes to find she is in the garden. 
Am I awake? Then which is the dream, the Godzilla grasshopper, my dead father? Pansy Graham? 
Me? 

“Hiya, Lib.” Profitt Pease painstakingly descends the back porch steps balancing two cups and a 

steaming saucepan of cocoa. No, not dead, my father. Not yet. Hold the flowers. 

“You look almost normal. Our old selves today?” Libby says this as death has made him pale and 

irritable. Today he is almost... cheerful. 

“Have a rest, Lib. My ‘old self’ has no pulse and I don’t sweat—not like you. And let us define 
‘normal.’” Profitt winks. “I’m dead and you’re not. Grasshopper gonna bite you on the ass, 

daughter mine. Then you’ll buy the farm. A girl’s gotta choose. Eventually.” Profitt does a one -
armed handstand on a stove length chunk of yellow birch. They today have together gotten in four 
cords of wood, and this weekend a senior from Willipaq High will square stack three more cords to 
dry in the yard under a tarpaulin. Libby’s old ragged cardigan is soaked through at the armpits, her 

father tranquil and relaxed. 
“You do not sweat,” says Libby. “I do, even though this is a dream.”  

In the house, when he was alive, her father’s antics had been mostly concealed—he would creep up 
and down the carpeted and balustered stairways, polishing their runner brasses with the cuff of a 
flannel sleeve and polishing windows and doorknobs with his shirttails. He likewise lifted skirts in 
his infrequent attendances at the grocery store. There would be giggles and slaps, but he was not to 
be deterred. He had been faking senile dementia for so long he sometimes surrendered to it and 
played out his fantasies even when they are alone together. In these moments, Profitt is solicitous 
of his daughter’s emotional well-being. 
Awake now, not dreaming. 

A chipmunk has been gnawing at the sills of Libby’s house—that was it. No grasshopper, no 
dream. How do I know it is a chipmunk? Experience. The critters are moving in, a sure sign of fall. 
And then begins the siege of winter. The two cats are interested and ask to be let into the cellar 
where they will prowl along the fieldstone ledge that supports her sills.  

Eventually the chipmunk will get fat and careless from wintering-over and the easy bounty of 
spilled sunflower seeds from the bird feeders. The cats will catch him. The gnawing is chipmunk 
prophylaxis—rodents’ incisors grow continuously throughout their lives, Libby has read this—and, 
as with her puckered nose at the over-ripe presence of Pansy Graham, a telltale. The mice scamper 
more than chipmunks and chew the plaster bulging through the insides of the laths. Mice are less 
resonant than the chipmunks, less threatening than the grasshopper, chewing the century-old sills of 
the Pease house. 
Wham! Bam! There is a sudden ruckus from downstairs. Cat Senior has collided with the forest of 
copper pipes that crisscrosses the basement ceiling beams. A kill. The perpetrators come out in the 
cellar for their water, the pump leaks. Cat Senior has three legs, his stump a souvenir of a tangle 
with a muskrat trap four years ago. The vet’s bill cost Libby a week’s worth of her monthly Social 

Security check. She calls him the fastest thing on three legs and figures the doctor’s bill has 

amortized out at 15 cents a mouse by now. 

 
Three months after the death of her father, there is a trip to the Red and White for ice cream. On the 
way back home fat crows feeding on the remains of anxious rabbits skim lower across the road, 



 

 

careless of her old Chevy Celebrity. She swerves, there is a driving wave of pain, a retinal zigzag 
pattern, a flash, and she is blind. 
Libby pulls the car over, by feel, her heart pounding wildly in her ears. She turns the ignition key 
and the Chevy shudders into silence. Cawing, fluttering, the crows return to their dinner. Libby 
decides that she must be getting a migraine. She feels her heartbeat slow. She makes her way back 
to the side of the road and stands on the shoulder until Dalton Comfrey, the oil deliveryman, pulls 
up in his red, white and blue tank truck. 

“Hiya, Lib,” says Dalton. “Breakdown?” 
“Eye trouble, Dalton. Give me a lift?” 

“Shoa ’nuff.” 
She is deposited at her front porch where she stands squinting into the hazy morning light. The 
zigzag is still there. Then she is in an elevator. The door opens and closes, people get on and off, 
but the floor never changes. The other passengers are players in the upcoming community theater 
play. The door closes on the last lines of the play. When it opens, the actors are gone. 

She is in the bathroom. The toilet, just flushed, gurgles with reddish, mineral-rich water from her 
shallow well. The house shudders as the pump comes on in the cellar. Libby blinks and shakes her 
head to clear it. Her own face stares back at her from the mirror. Now I can see. Huh. Oh yes, she is 
here for an aspirin. 
“The last time I opened the door to the medicine cabinet it was a door. What is it today? A portal? 
Nice. A portal to a parallel universe where I am serene. Don’t need joyful. Some joy would be nice, 

but...” She toyed with the idea of suicide. Where had she been; what had she done with  her paltry 
life? She had ridden the bus once, to Augusta for the Pine Tree Quilters’ state show. Not quite the 

excursion package offered to potential suicides. There must be some nice place, a tropical island —

that parallel universe, perhaps. 
Libby opens the medicine cabinet door. Just bottles: a big pink Pepto-Bismol, a green citrate of 
magnesia, lotions, poultices, aspirin and BandAids. “Parallel universes. Huh, I must have read that, 

too. A book. A kid next to me on the bus left it behind on the seat. A Sci-Fi paperback, a thrusting-
breasted girl and a green, many-tentacled molester on the cover.” Inside the book the story had 

nothing to do with the cover. “I’d never carry anything I was really reading, not leave it behind 

where anyone could pick it up and get a glimpse of my soul.” Libby would never carry something 

to read. Make her too much of a mark. Reading a book, a magazine, any passing pervert would 
have wet, sticky hands all over her secret self by guessing at the contents. A scantily dressed Sci-Fi 
bimbo with a big, green letch grabbing her. Ho-boy. Yuck. Libby’s feet feel heavy. She looks 

down; there is mud on her shoes. Her car. Where had she left her car? Calmly, the panic eases as 
the memory returns. 

She smiles as she recalls how she got home. Dalton Comfrey had asked her out once in high school; 
she had said no. Hadn’t she had a gentleman caller—not Dalton—but properly attentive as was 
expected in her parents’ day? He still, more than fifty years later, comes for Sunday tea with 

lemonade in season. This is the recurring dream, not the grasshoppers. He comes to the front door, 
is announced by a pretty parlormaid, accepted and ushered in. They immediately have sex, 
undressing one another with medical precision. The dream is silent but in color, an anomaly. The 
sleeping Libby notices this, but her dream self pays no attention—was this a scrambling for 
attention by some unseen projectionist—God? some pelicular angel? Jesus or the apostles?—

something new to boost attendance after the Wednesday matinee place setting give-aways failed to 
draw lonely housewives who just stayed home with the TV and got drunk. 

The silent dream-film flickers with retrograde expressions—moving lips from which no sound 
comes forth—the only action, a silent, acrobatic thumping. The participants seem to take no 



 

 

pleasure, just get to their work. Humpity-hump, passionless. Everybody seems to be getting naked 
these days. In my dreams, at least, thinks Libby. She turns around to check herself in the full length 
mirror. “I am lovely,” she speaks the words out loud. 

“Not bad for an old lady.” It is the voice of Pansy Graham. “They say the ass is the last to go. You 

are a fine figure of a woman, Libby Pease,” says the dead Pansy.  

“You. Pansy Graham—the gentleman caller. But you should be so much older...” 
“Older than you by thirty years, Lib. And ‘cognitively challenged?’ Nope. All bets are off, my dear. 

Oh, I am dead, alright. Now that’s challenged. In life I dribbled, played with myself, blew bubbles 

and chased after slow-witted butterflies that no one else could see. Entertaining, it was. People got 
so they thought they could say anything with me in the room. I wouldn’t understand, you see. I 

understood you, Elizabeth Pease. You had nothing to hide. A dreary, uneventful existence you have 
lived, but I found it refreshing. Folks find it easier to bare their bodies than their souls. Particularly 
these days when professional actors are ready do both on cable TV, pickled in Botox, surgeried 
with uplifts, tummy-tucks and six-pack abs.” 
“Ahh...” said Libby. She had heard in high school that retarded folk could turn violent and lustful at 

a moment’s turnaround. “They don’t know their own strength,” said Wanda Seeley one afternoon at 

girls’ volleyball practice. 

“Ah-ah-ah-ah-ah, I hear you thinking,” said Pansy. “Nope. No, I know my strength. None. 

Ectoplasm is all floppy. No X-ray eyes, either. That’s in the comics. This is real life, Libby. Or 

death. I mean, look at me.” 
“You are not there. You are a voice I am hearing.” 

“So, I am dead. Invisibility is no big deal.” There was a considerable pause, then, “Hearing voices, 

are we? You are getting on in years; this is only to be expected. Get naked. This will let you 
breathe, clear the sinuses. Everybody’s doing it. You said that yourself. Or thought it.” 
What was this that this rude man, this rude retarded man Pansy Graham, had just said to her? She 
did not understand. “What are you trying to say, Pansy?” she says. “That you and I...” That he was 

having fun at her expense was clear from his crooked smile—not a smile, not a sneer—just a lifted 
eyebrow, one corner of his mouth turned up.  
She had not grasped its meaning at the time, just thought it another of the snippy, incomprehensible 
things he liked to say—insulting people to their faces and getting away with it. Insulting folks so 
that they would not understand that he was being rude. He was a joker, and a joker was not a solid 
man. 
“That Pansy,” says Libby’s mother. “Calls himself Pansy, like a girl. What does that say about  what 
he does when the shades are drawn?” 
“Dinner would be nice,” says Pansy.  

 
At the next migraine, Libby Pease awakens in the pantry, wedged between tightly packed rows of 
cans, bottles and cartons of powdered milk, cereal, sugar and flour. “I must have  bumped my head.” 

She attempts to escape from the grasp of the shelving in the narrow passageway but only gets 
wedged in tighter. At an itching between her shoulder blades, she raises a hand to scratch, thereby 
knocking a glass jar of pickles off the shelf. Its lid pops off as it hits and a vinegary smell pervades 
the cramped space. It must have been spoiled. Botulism. Death by pickles. They would find her 
here, a withered corpse—a skeleton. If a visitor came by before her body was too far along in decay 
she might yet be presentable. 



 

 

The pantry. “I am in the pantry and shall spend the rest of my life in here.” It is, somehow, a 

comforting thought. She is a devoted clipper of coupons. “I know a good thing when I see it,” she 

said. “Lo, the Redeemer cometh,” one of the boys at the Red and White had said that. Snippy like 
Pansy Graham and Profitt Pease her father. There is a twinge of sadness with the thought that there 
will be no prince to discover her and wake her with a kiss. No gentleman caller.  

“Substance,” her father had pronounced at the expulsion of Libby’s first unsuitable suitor, a boy 

from her sixth grade class. The drawing of straws to find an escort for her was the idea of Miss 
Pomfret, their sixth grade teacher. Tony Veader had come up short in the Libby lottery—he was the 
losing boy. He was not very good-looking but Libby was grateful for whatever came her way, date-
wise. “Not a substantial man, nothing inside. Like a chocolate Easter rabbit.” Her father consulted 

his watch, “You are still here, young man. Better get along home.” Young Tony Veader had 

gratefully fled. He had played out his part in their comedy of courtship with squared shoulders and 
a dab of jam on his chin. 

“You were becoming a young lady,” Pansy Graham’s voice tells her. “Best not to grab hold of the 
first underfed suitor who comes along.” He adjourns to the porcelain-topped kitchen table where 
fried potatoes with onions and vinegar are waiting. Her dream of young love shattered, Libby 
realizes she has no future, young or otherwise. But there is dinner. 

“You wanted joy; you get dinner. You’re not stupid, Libby. People are born stupid—that is the 
human condition. Ignorance is hard work, a lifetime of denial. You have labored mightily to be a 
cipher.” 
“Joy is nice, but dinner will do. That is what you are saying—my message from the spirit world. 
Then I take it for us to be lovers is out of the question...” 
“Think about it. I am dead. Then there’s the mental thing. Sweaty and wet is what you are thinking. 

Me, too. I just don’t know what it is. People would see a mismatch. You want a ‘Gentleman Caller’ 

is all. You need a plan like Miss Marple on TV. Ahh... pickle juice, a sure-fire erotic cover-up—

with enough garlic. Didn’t have TV when I was alive. I never bathed much when I was alive, 

either.” 

“I bathe and I am a quilter. Designing a quilt is like a detective story; a plan is hidden somewhere 

in the squares. I sew it together then quilt my way back through things till I get to the beginning 
where I started laying things out—you know, at the beginning. Except by the time I’ve made the 

round trip I know how things come out. I do not get naked; I am a quilter,” she smiled. Libby had a 

haphazard attitude toward the fragile geometries of a quilt in the making—a quilt as seen from 
space, every thread standing out against the celestial globe, pierced by steel needles and receding to 
a single point. “I like to know how things end. Like Miss Marple.”  
“And I am dead,” says the voice. 

“Sort of.” 

 
The coroner’s inquest brought a ruling that Pansy Graham had indeed succumbed to noxious fumes 
and froze to death in his bed. Case closed. The Pythian Brotherhood and the Milos pooled their 
spare change for a quarter-page obituary. There was a photograph of Pansy and his returnables 
wagon. The legend, “Willipaq says a fond farewell to its Bottle King.” The newspaper smells like 

the heather and citronella of the Milos’ yellow soap. 
“Remember we helped our moms clean out his place?” says Corky Dysart, a friend.  

Libby, now long grown, remembers. “It was winter.” 
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The Diplodocus Effect 
 

Hubert arrived in a cardboard box, the kind they used to mail painted turtles in when I was a 
kid sending in comic book coupons. Sally Murtaugh, my FedEx driver, pulled up one sunny May 
afternoon while I was exercising my electric hedge clippers. “Careful, Jim—you’ll cut the cord and 

kill us all.” We had dated in high school and she felt this gave her some room for comment.  

“Thanks, Sally.” I switched the clippers off and held them at port arms.  

She feigned relief and pulled out her clipboard. “Got something for you. You gonna raise chickens? 

I think there’s some zoning regulation...” 

“Huh?” 

She retrieved a carton from the back of the van and set it on the ground between us with her receipt 
book balanced on top. 

“Burraow.” Jake, my Siamese, ambled over, looked at Sally and barfed up a hairball at her feet. 

Jake and I had lived alone together for going on twelve years.  

“Cute,” she said. “Yours?” 

“No, the cat’s.” 

“Still the class clown. Here, sign for it.” Sally pushed the box forward with her toe, sidestepping 

Jake’s hairball. “You live like a hermit. Gonna end up an old guy with a cat. Unhealthy. And 

now...” Sally regarded the carton. Jake yawned. 
Getting down on all fours, I pressed an ear against the box; there was a muted scuffling inside. 
Written in raised letters on the box’s top and sides was Caution Live Animals! That was all. No 

invoice, no shipping label, just some digital code on the box. There were air holes dotted in a 
regular pattern. “Harhuun,” said the box. 

“Well, ‘Harhuun’ right back at you,” I said and poked my finger into an air hole. “Shit!” I quickly 

pulled the finger out. The box’s inhabitant had bitten me. “Ow!” As I shook my finger and hopped 

around on one foot in pain, the box spoke—a synthesized voice with a detectable mechanical edge. 
“Thank you for shopping Fun-Time Liquidators, Pty. Ltd.,” it said. “And enjoy your Fun-Time 
PlayPal™.” 

Sally inspected my scrawl and, paperwork satisfied, she turned and walked back to her truck. 
“Gotta go. Bye now.” Beethoven played; my cell phone was ringing. “You have a call,” said Sally 

as she gunned her engine. 
“Hello...” 

“Mr. Pickering?” Whether it was the connection or the caller’s vocal apparatus, the far party 

sounded as if he was under water or in the shower gargling with shampoo. “Teaberry Balcom of 

Fun-Time Liquidators here. Terry, call me Terry...” 

“Yes...” 

“Are you lonely, Mr. Pickering? I ask this only as a simple matter of identification, not about 
whatever affiliations you may enjoy: a tractable pet brings joy into a lonely life. And shipping is 
free with the first order.” A fuzzy picture of a gangly-legged cartoon creature with black and 
yellow stripes popped onto my phone’s tiny screen. It was tugging at the rope of a tire swing in 

which a pair of tow-headed toddlers giggled as they swung ever higher. “There is an adjunct 

software implant. Fun-Time PlayPals™ quickly acclimatize themselves to the usages of their host 



 

 

household. Such as sanitary considerations and the family grouping’s alpha hierarchy. You have no 

spouse or offspring, I see. So your PlayPal™ will obey you first, then your cat.” 

“So Hubert comes toilet trained.” I had grabbed at a name, any name, for the thing in the box and 

came up with a least-favorite uncle. 
“Hubert. You have named the diplodocus, then. An excellent choice, Mr. Pickering. A strict 
vegetarian: cleans eaves and downspouts, keeps the lawn and plantings neat and tidy, all the while 
demonstrating (after a brief bonding period) a fierce protectivity toward the young of any species.”  

The giggling twins faded to be replaced by a page of instructions: Care and Feeding. “Caution: 

your diplodocus will grow larger as it matures.” 

“Ahh... larger,” I said. 

“It is a dinosaur, Mr. Pickering.” 

“Bullshit. Dinosaur my ass. Who is this?” No answer, just a prolonged gargling that might have 

been laughter. I rang off and dropped the phone into my pants pocket. Party or parties unknown 
were having one grand guffaw at my expense. I thought about Sally, now departing down the hill. 
She had been a great kisser in high school but not much for practical jokes. And never married—

people wondered why. I wondered why. I had never gotten around to asking her, I guess. I tried to 
remember just why we had broken up. 

I sat on the porch steps and regarded the carton. “Haruumph,” it said. The box began rocking back 

and forth as if its contents were getting agitated and wanted to be on the outside. With me. Jake, the 
Siamese, stalked the thing like a feral predator creeping in high grass. He batted the box and a 
mouthful of tiny sharp teeth shot out of an air hole and nipped him. Jake gave a yowl and took a 
departing swipe that left claw marks in the cardboard as he headed up a rose trellis.  
“All right. That’s enough. Stand back,” I said and flicked on my electric hedge trimmers. At the 

sound the box stopped rocking as Jake looked down from what he figured was a safe distance. I 
raised the hedge trimmer above my head and came down like a ninja warrior filleting a tuna and 
sliced one end off the carton. “Haruumph?” from the box. I felt a pang of regret that I might have 

hurt whatever was in there and leaned down for a peek. 

“Haruumph..?” Two bright blue eyes peered cautiously up at me. The head was that of some kind 

of baby lizard, striped black and yellow, but there the lizard resemblance ended. The thing was 
smart; you could see it in the eyes. There was a self-awareness you didn’t get from your everyday 

pet store gecko. I could swear it was smiling.  

“Uh... Hello,” I said. And the thing waddled over to have its neck scratched.  

 
“Mr. Pickering?” The voice wavered—the dancing of light reflected in a mountain freshet dancing 
over a bed of polished pebbles.  

“Ayuh.” 

The personage on the screen wore a three-eared jester’s cap with jingling bells at the points. The 

head was painted white and wobbled at the end of a spring. There was a rude noise. “Teaberry 

Balcom here. Of Fun-Time Liquidators?” 

“My pet is fine.” 

“I am afraid there has been a mistake; your Fun-Time PlayPal™ has been recalled. We have 

dispatched a conciliator.” He was after results. Results which I was not about to give him. 

Dingding. The doorbell. “Mr. Ebersol, our service representative is at your door. Open it, please.” 



 

 

The screen flipped over and returned with a graphic of the PlayPal™ fetching a flying object that 

looked like a Frisbee. 
Dingding. Dingding. Dingding. “Alright, I’m coming.” I opened the door. “Oops.” 

You knew right off Mr. Ebersol was not from around here. That he was a strong-arm guy, rouged 
cheeks and cupid’s bow mouth notwithstanding, I did not doubt. His titanium white makeup and the 

knob on top of his head reminded me of Japanese theater characters. I nicknamed him Kabuki Boy.  
“James Pickering?” asked the knob. 

“Speaking. You are a Kabuki character.” 

The face consulted an official-looking document. “No, I am Mr. Ebersol.” He sounded confused, 

but moved right along with the matter at hand. “Hand over your PlayPal™,” he scowled. There was 

a tiny crash of thunder as a miniature ecosystem formed up over his head. Kabuki Boy carried his 
own private climate. Interesting, he was the interstitial equivalent of a repo man. And he wanted 
Hubert back. 

“Not a chance,” I replied. 

“Oh, dear. I’ll have to check with the Home Office.” He/she/it sucked him/her/itself upwards, 

rolling up his feet, legs and body into the black umbrella-shaped protuberance that covered his 
head. He hovered, then fell to the linoleum where he waffled in ever-decreasing arcs—settling in 
like a flipped half-dollar on a mahogany bar during a rowdy game of pogs. 
“And keep the change,” I said. No answer. I must have embarrassed him. I figured what the hell 

and whistled up Hubert for some Frisbee tosses in the yard. With a delighted trumpet he stretched 
and rose from his usual perch on the divan and galloped through the open screen door.  

Hubert tired easily; he was only a baby. Ten minutes of Frisbee and he was ready for lunch and 
another nap. We had taken out a patch of prize hollyhocks and one corner of the garage on a missed 
catch. Then we went back into the kitchen, where Kabuki Boy was waiting.  
“You have surely heard of the Butterfly Effect?”  

“I have read the story: A Sound of Thunder. Ray Bradbury, science fiction. A time anomaly—the 
future is changed drastically by a teeny-tiny adjustment in the past. The operative word is fiction.” I 

opened a few cans of tuna and dumped the contents over a quart of Jake’s kibble. Hubert wolfed it 

down and curled up again. “Hubert stays.” 

“Ah, yes. But to continue. There’s been a mistake, Mr. Pickering, and you can’t ruin my chance for 

a promotion while in the process erasing billions upon billions of sentient creatures as yet unborn in 
your parallelism.” 

“Try me,” I said. Beethoven played—somewhere far-away, like at the bottom of a well. I reached 
for my cell phone and couldn’t find it. 

“Your idiom escapes me. The outcomes of the Butterfly Effect are myriad—more than you may 
tick off on your twelve toes, Mr. Pickering. May I interpret your utterance to signify an indifference 
to your progeny? Untold generations will curse your name.” 

“Pickering. Jim Pickering. As long as they spell it right. And that’s ten toes,” I said. “We’re 

different, I know.” Kabuki Boy choked back a sob. “Your paint is running; you are ruining your 

mascara. And no, I don’t care. My diplodocus and I are getting along just fine. Go away.”  

“Thank you and have a nice day.” Kabuki Boy again rolled up into his umbrella hat like a runaway 

window shade. I flipped a digital salute to where he had been. He returned as a bunch of grapes. 
“An unnecessary display,” said the grapes. “The finger thing? I will not be going away.”  



 

 

The grapes faded and Kabuki Boy reappeared to hang in midair, rocking gently from side to side 
like a fallen leaf having trouble making up its mind whether to continue to drop or jump back up on 
the tree. The hat shimmered. The diplodocus purred. Urk, urk. Jake, my Siamese gurgled and threw 
up a hair ball. 
“Your domestic partner has presented me with a gift. I am sincerely touched. However, regulations 
state...” 

“It’s cat barf. It’s there free for anyone who happens by. Don’t feel special.”  

Kabuki Boy tried not to look hurt, then composed himself. “Reasonableness. Sweet 

reasonableness—this is all we ask. I mean... you have no right... well you do have a right but there 
is no precedent, I am afraid.” He paused and appeared to consult a guide book extracted from the 

hat. “I am empowered to offer you a replacement, an upgrade at no extra charge. Trans-dimensional 
litigations are costly and time-consuming. We will have to wait for version 6.8. Perhaps a century, 
time to find a suitable partner for gestation and procreate should you wish. This is said to be a 
favorite pastime of your species: another generation of ratepayers in case of a lawsuit.” 

“You seem to possess a slippery sense of justice,” I said.  

“Well, yes... Justice is slippery. A catalog of butterflies and banana peels as it were.”  

The diplodocus stretched out its neck to give the hair ball a nudge. He rolled it over to me and 
looked up hopefully. “He wants to play,” said Kabuki Boy.  

Urk, urk. As promised, Hubert had picked right up on the local rites and ceremonies. When you 
share your life with a Siamese, projectile vomit ing is part of the price of admission.  Unlike Jake’s, 

the diplodocus’s upchuck smelled sweet: lavender and lilacs. Hubert’s neck was stretched out —

three, maybe four feet. Yellow stripes undulated against a field of black as it tried to work some 
offending particle up and out from its gizzard. A lump the size of a cell phone traveled along with 
the peristaltic flow as Hubert’s neck bobbed and weaved. Hubert opened his jaws a full 180 degrees 

and deposited my missing phone directly at my feet. Beethoven played. 

“Yello...” 

“Ah, Mr. Pickering...” 

Teaberry Balcom explained, picking up where Kabuki Boy had left off. “There will be no lawsuit; 

you may feel secure in your property. Except for the diplodocus. Things are different where you 
are, Mr. Pickering. I also do not know if our Mr. Ebersol is unusual for this world or relatively 
standard. You will have to let me know.” 

“If you are where you are and I am here why would you care? Sorry, but Hubert and I have bonded. 

He stays. You are spot-on about Kabuki Boy not blending right in though.” 

The connection sizzled with some kind of interference. “Yes. We may salvage something out of the 

wreckage of the moment. The window is closing, I fear. If the situation is as you say, it is too late. 
We shall have to act fast. We may yet save the known universe; you will have to trust me. You do 
have the time?” 

I checked my watch. “3:56,” I said.“I saw this in a movie once,” I said. “About soldiers who 

exchanged the addresses of their near and dear and wrote their names on a bott le of champagne...” 

“Movie...” said Kabuki Boy and Teaberry Balcom simultaneously.  

“Like a book except it’s a picture book,” I said. They seemed to be satisfied with that. “Oh yes... 

the champagne? The last man left alive gets to drink it.” 



 

 

“Ahem...” Teaberry Balcom was silent except for the sizzling connection. “This is a grownup 

business, Mr. Pickering. I at first sensed that as a joke.” The gargling picked up in intensity. “I am 

the Eschaton, a trans-dimensional being at the end of time,” said Teaberry Balcom. 

“Ah-Hah.” Apparently this meant something to Teaberry Balcom. “You and all your relatives look 

like Mr. Ebersol then.” I said. 

The personage on the screen nodded, “Pretty much,” he said. Teaberry Balcom held up what looked 

like a marble. “Look at this,” he said. 

“It’s a marble,” I said, “an aggie.” The marble’s surface shifted as it twirled between Teaberry’s 

fingers. 

“...and now a cat’s-eye,” I said weakly. 

“This is a universe, Jim Pickering. Notice the singular. Not universes plural, universe singu lar, just 
yours. Ahh... this parallelism. You are at my mercy.” 

He held the marble between a thumb and forefinger. He squeezed; the marble dripped like an 
overripe grape. There was a roll of distant thunder and an aurora borealis blazed in the cloudless 
midday sky. “Oops, too tight,” he said. 

“Hold on a minute. This ’trans-dimensional being’ stuff. That means you’re pretty much like a god, 

right? Then how come you have to use FedEx to deliver your stuff?”  

“Competitive bidding.” 

“Oh.” 

 
“Hiya, Jim.” Sally Murtagh leaped down from her truck smelling like patchouli and lilac water: 
slimmed down here and with rounded blandishments there, she didn’t look like last week. She 

looked great—better than she had in high school where the two of us were almost an item. Sally’s 

skin glowed with a honeyed translucence. 
“Uh... Sally?” I thought of plastic surgery but this early there should still be bandages. My one -time 
girlfriend was a nymph stepped right off a club soda label, inspecting her semi-nude reflection with 
a quarter-turn designed to give us less privileged mortals a glimpse of glory.  

“Why Jim Pickering—you’re staring.” 

“You’ve changed; you are, you are... I mean, it’s only been a week since I’ve seen you, Sally. 

How...” A medallion swung at her throat. It was Teaberry Balcom’s marble. 

A Beethoven encore and Teaberry Balcom was on the phone. “She doesn’t remember a thing. A nip 

here and a tuck there. Like it?” 

I liked it. Sally threw her arms around my neck and delivered a deep, lingering kiss. “Jim, you old 

sillyboots. We were wrestling on the porch swing. I hit my head... remember? All is forgiven.” She 

effortlessly whipped up the corrugated steel back of the FedEx truck and handed down a cardboard 
box with airholes. Live Animals. There was scrabbling and a joyous yelp as Sally opened the box 
and lifted out a bewildered-looking puppy. It blinked against the sudden light. “Hubert, say Hi to 

Jim.” The puppy ambled over and took a nibble at my shoelaces.  

Jake viewed the newcomer suspiciously. I waited for his Urk, urk. None was forthcoming. 

“Hubert?” I asked. 

“A cocker spaniel. A good name. Come on in the house, darling. Dinner is waiting.”  
 



 

 

The Diplodocus Effect was first published in the March 2010 issue of Residential Aliens, Lyn 
Perry, editor 
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The Beewolf 
 

Thistlewaite’s Planetary Baedeker 134th edition, page 336. Entry: Chalifoux  
“Majestic panoramas are not Chalifoux’s strong suit. The two moons’ cyclical alignment pulls 

sixteen-centimeter tsunamis over thousands of kilometers of Chalifoux’s surface to where, over their 

generations, patient wading birds had learned to wait for shoals of fish to come cascading up an 

imperceptible gradient to the dusty coastal plain. Bernard Chalifoux, an exobiologist on a voyage of 

accidental discovery, named their world after himself. Chalifoux’s name had a musical quality that 

the natives found pleasing, and they used it without demur when dealing with visitors…”  

There was something wrong. If not wrong, decidedly not right. At least out of place. This was 
disturbing. The sun slanted at a low angle through a paned glass aperture, refracted by a dangling 
prism in the display of an overstuffed gift shop. The beewolf wandered over. Reaching out a palp to 
steady himself, he fell against a display rack stuffed with pre-packaged entertainments, lurid 
packaging to attract a traveler’s impulsive last minute purchases. Some spoke with tiny voices, 

“Hot, hot, go here!” “Romance, love, lust!” The quiet ones drew his attention. Multi-species 
packaging included taste-spines and raised cartouches. 
High above in the video mural, sunlight at a low angle bespoke dewy grass after a light frost at a 
change of seasons.  A blue eagle stopped in mid flight and hovered—homeward bound after a night 
of foraging. Wood smoke trailed in an undisturbed vertical plume from a householder’s fire. The 

hunting bird and the sweet acid resonances of the smoke filled the beewolf’s olfactory reservoir and 

he was flooded with yearning for a home he could not remember. The bird,  blue, curious and 
motionless in the simulated air, cocked its head toward the beewolf. A straggle of legs twitched in 
its beak. The bird crunched its prey and the legs were still. A crested head cocked back and the 
great raptor swallowed largely. There was a flick of tail feathers and a dollop of birdlime spiraled 
downward and out of aspect. The bird disappeared and the scene shifted to rolling breakers and a 
tropical beach. These were strange happenings for what was otherwise insipidly programmed 
electronic wallpaper. Only two sets of eyes noticed this event—one set of compound insect eyes 
and two hazel-green human eyes concealed behind reflective goggles. 

The tall insect with feathery antennae and a nervous tic paused before the mirror of a machine 
plastered with multicolored blurbs announcing it as a dispenser of a popular brand of chewing gum. 
The walking nightmare spoke to his human companion. “Harry, you wait with the bags, there’s a 

good fellow.” Evenly modulated tones carried the force of a command.  
The man stopped his shuffling gait and slumped against a structural column that held up the aerial 
vaulting of the spacedrome, its domed climax a fairyland of glass and spidery fretwork a hundred 
meters above. Mists from the exhalations of a thousand anxious travelers hung high above them, 
the miniature weather of an enclosed ecosystem. Brightly dressed holiday-goers, native and 
alloform, absorbed with the complexity of the everyday, broke upon a temporary reef as the two 
stopped in the midst of their flow. With tidal indifference their flow adjusted itself and surged 
around the eddying backwash. The man, bent under the weight of an assortment of holiday luggage, 
shrugged it off. The bags fell around him flashing a rainbow of unlikely colors and synthetic 
fabrics. 

“Sit, stay. There’s a good fellow,” said the insect. “I’ll reconnoiter. Try not to get hysterical while 

I’m gone.” 

"We’re a very historical family," said Harry. "My great, great, great, great, great, great -grandfather 
was decapitated by the mail hook on the 7:14 from Dover. He liked to stand close to the tracks." 



 

 

"The Fendersons are clearly an adventurous lot," said the beewolf. Harry went back into his coma.  

Satisfied that his words had registered, the insect groomed himself and spoke to his reflect ion.  
“Sorry to break into your no doubt busy schedule, this will take only a moment. It’s just that I 

needed a quiet break. You are the first likely listener I have had a sympathetic moment alone with 
since... since... Oh, God! but it’s been a long time.” 

Ralph, the beewolf, stepped back from the gum machine to allow his companion to enter the 
reflected image. The man’s head was tilted back like a doll with a broken neck; he could have been 

studying the ceiling. The pair wore the colors of Adepts of the Fourteenth Circle. Harry Fenderson, 
a human male of unremarkable height and features, was clothed in a long yellow robe that hung 
about him like a portable beach cabana. He shuffled and twitched, causing ripples in the fabric of 
the robe, as though somewhere within its folds he was wrestling for custody of the garment with 
several smaller people who claimed simultaneous tenancy. Harry was due for a fix. He had 
arranged the glaring luggage in a semicircle about his feet, destination and routing tags facing in,  
nearest him. The names on the tags were not theirs. 
The beewolf, likewise clothed in a flowing yellow robe, turned back to the mirror and preened. He 
had the feeling that someone, somewhere in the crowded esplanade was watching them. Although 
slightly slurred, his words were framed and chosen to reflect impeccable manners and good 
breeding. “I am a confidence operator. Right now I am losing confidence. And an object of 

unwanted attention from person or persons unknown.” 

He hunted through inside pockets and came up with a coin. The gum advertised as its active 
ingredient an alkaloid with calming, if mildly addictive, properties. The insect unwrapped the 
individual sticks and fed them between his mandibles. An aroma of cloves billowed forth as he 
spoke while chewing. 

“You can choose your family ex post facto with the assistance of any reputable forger but I am 
saddled with a friend. Friends are apportioned by an inscrutable divine lottery. Buddies, that’s us. 

Symbiotic codependence: we have a name, calloo callay. Zippedydoodah and appended bullshit. 
Hence I am responsible for that asshole.” 

“You are talking to a gum machine,” Harry observed.   “Hey, didn’t we have some certificates 

printed?” 

“I forget. Let’s have some of Daddy’s Medicine to get the juices flowing,” replied the beewolf.  
“You scratch my back, I’ll scratch yours,” Harry Fenderson, homo sapiens bibiens, replied. Harry 
was hooked on the beewolf’s venom. Ralph, order hymenoptera, depended on Harry to supply him 
with booze, which his species was forbidden by treaty since the unfortunate incident of the Cygnus 
II massacre. The participants were sorry, terribly sorry, when they sobered up. Treaties were 
solemnized; mixed drinks were out for Order Hymenoptera. 

Giving a quick look around, hoping he was not obvious, the beewolf flipped one antenna, allowing 
it to droop archly to one side, and addressed the gum machine. 

“Thanks, Bob, for the quality time. Was it good for you? It was good for me. Uh-oh.”  
A nod, as though grooming his antennae, and the mirror-ball facets of his compound eyes reflected 
360 degrees of video monitors and color-coded stripways hustling passengers with a placid 
mechanical efficiency. There was a flash of reflected light from a lens turned quickly away. 

“Harry. The heat. Act casual.” He nudged his human companion.  
“Huh. Whazza? Oh yeah, sure.” 

Harry toppled over at the touch. He caught his balance with arms extended, airily flapping his 
wrists in a butterfly pirouette. Passersby stopped to watch. He began to spin, arms still extended, 



 

 

his saffron robe with its iridescent strips of viridian lifted, revealing a rolled-up mechanic’s jumper 

and hairy legs. Harry’s feet sported socks with garters and mismatched shoes—one oxblood 
wingtip with peeling uppers and a rubber shower clog. The man’s eyes had the glassy look of 

prophecy. 
There was a crystalline “ding” and the script on the monitors rolled over, changing from departures 

to arrivals. The knot of idly curious turned as one to the screens. 
“Saved by commuter anxiety.” 

Harry was becoming erratic. The beewolf unsheathed his sting and slipped the tip quickly into the 
fleshy part of an exposed calf. 

“Sorry about the hygiene, old man, but we haven’t the time for a swab.” Checking his own 

equilibrium, he fished a flask from his body pack and tossed back a liter of alcohol. “Shame to 

waste perfectly good sauce on an injection.” A glistening sting retracted under the beewolf’s kilt. 

The human had had his fix. The beewolf caught the glint of lenses again. The bottle disappeared 
with a slither as the lenses approached. He absently scratched Harry’s nose with a palp, reassuring.  

“My master very holy.” Faceted insect eyes looked hopefully for baksheesh.  

The lenses stopped. The insect’s breath wreathed him in a juniper miasma of trade gin and cloves. 
The lenses were attached to the head of an undersized human female. Large mirror-finished goggles 
reflected the two mendicant friars. Petite and purposeful, the woman approached them with an air 
of authority. Cop.  

“Help two poor friars on their way. All donations are receipted and deductible.” The insect 

flourished a portable calculator from which dangled a beribboned notary’s seal. “We seek the 

forgotten quest.” 
“Forgotten bullshit. Titania Ferencz, commissionaire, how do you do?” Standing on tiptoe she 

thrust her face into the beewolf’s. Her nose wrinkled. “Drinking that stuff it’s amazing you have 

enough brain cells left to wind a watch. We’ll see. Bite on this. Police.” She shook her identity 

papers loose from a simulated alligator wallet and waved them in Harry’s face. “Real parchment... 

sheepskin, see?” 

The breeze overbalanced the man and he slid to the floor inside his robes. The clothes held their 
shape for a breathless moment, then followed him down. 

There was another “ding” from the monitors. Titania looked around; they had been abandoned by 

the earlier circle of commuters, gone to board departing shuttles to the great liners that waited in 
orbit. 
“I am in a charitable mood, although I’ll be damned if I know why. Let me lay it out for you: I am a 
commission cop, a free-lance enforcement contractor working against a predetermined scale of 
fines, bounties, and assessments. I need a bread-and-butter bust or it’s no lunch today and forget 

about tomorrow. I won’t even have a place to live. I’d run you guys in but the bounty for vagrancy 

wouldn’t pay our cab fare to the station house.” 

The beewolf produced a second flask and offered her a drink. She refused and he gave a many-
limbed shrug. The facets of his eyes rotated to her bosom where he addressed his appeal to its 
friendly harbor. This was a maneuver the beewolf had studied in human barrooms. “Times are hard 

all over, sweetheart. What would you say if I told you we have come to Chalifoux to pursue a 
matter of an inheritance? Harry’s old auntie...” The beewolf took a slug from the flask and slipped 

it back under his robe. “No, forget it. I know what you’d say.”  

The beewolf’s human companion nodded dopily, staggered to attention, and stared down the front 

of Titania’s jumper. His eyes rolled back into his head and he fell asleep standing. 



 

 

“It appears our Harry is impervious to your charms,” said the insect.  

A fresh influx of new arrivals with time to kill stopped to stare, attracted by the tableau of two 
yellow-robed adepts being challenged by an undersized human female with hair so flaming red that 
it had to be real. 
“You look guilty, therefore you probably are. One of the tenets of the civil code: One is what one 

appears to be. Here’s how it works: pickings have been slim. My boyfriend has walked out and 

with him his share of the mortgage. Titania, my love, I tell myself, what shall we do? Then Seven-
handed Bellafagh sends me a pair of conmen working the concourse got up as panhandling 
religiosos. You have been chucked off a luxury liner by a hostile bursar with no respect for true 
believers, nicht wahr? Stop me if I’m getting ahead of you. Consider this as a pre-trial hearing, an 
arraignment. The pay for running in swindlers is so low as to be nonexistent but I could cause you a 
lot of grief and tie up your travel papers for weeks. Sit.” 
The beewolf decided honest indignation was his best course. “Swindlers? Us! Picky, picky, picky. 

My dear woman, you are suffering from the enthusiastic hyperthyroidism endemic to small-town 
cops.” He pulled Harry over and arranged the folds of his robe. “We are solid citizens, holy friars 

pausing on a pilgrimage only to sort out some family business...” He slapped his partner on the 

back, sending him stumbling across the concourse. “Harry’s family.”  

A path opened in the crowd and Harry spun on through, finally bouncing off the protruding belly of 
a burly gent whose eyes were covered by a set of visor goggles. From the absent slope of the 
commuter’s shoulders and his wriggling fingers he was enmeshed in the intricacies of a virtual 
hookup, a business call or a game simulation. The aggrieved party snapped up his visor, grunted 
some phrases of choice invective in a dialect of the galactic rim, and pushed Harry back at them. 
Harry spun on his heels, a full 180 degrees, and teetered back to Titania and the beewolf. The man 
nodded around, seeking approval for his gamesmanship from the onlookers. There was a smattering 
of applause for his deft move and he popped the visor back in place. 

“Sit,” repeated the curvaceous copper. 
“Here?” 

“Here. The psychology of crowds is that if we are sitting, the show is over and they will disperse. 

Trust me.” 

They sat on the floor in the middle of the busy concourse. The gaggle of onlookers took this as a 
sign nothing interesting was going to happen and wandered off.  

“The local variations on interrogation procedures are slow but convincing. Detainees have been 

known to invent malfeasances after only three, four years of questioning.” 

“Years? Four years?” 
“By which time you will have heard all about your jailer’s family gatherings, bloodlines, statistics 

from generations of office softball games, or the local equivalent. Chalifoux has a tightly structured 
hierarchical society—a tight little planet. The Chalifaxers are big on family.” Titania Ferencz 

looked down the concourse. “They keep a low profile here in the offworld compound, but when 

you meet one you won’t mistake him for anybody else. They are big and furry and unbearably 
social. But you won’t mistake one for a teddy bear. It’s the fangs. They can talk genealogy for 

hours, days.” 

“Or in the case of a captive audience, years.” The beewolf stroked a feathery antenna. “You are 

telling us that the indigenous fauna is adorable but boring.” 

“Regrettably. They evolved from a primitive social creature not unlike the prairie dog back home. 

Earth.” 



 

 

The mention of Earth brought a response from Harry. Tears welled up in his eyes and, hiking his 
yellow robe up to his hairy knees, he buttock-walked to Titania’s side where he threw his arms 

around her and sobbed. “Earth woman, I come from out of space. Hiya, hiya, simply hiya. What’s a 

nice girl like you doing in a place like this?” Harry thrust his nose down her cleavage and passed 

out. 

“He likes you. Women don’t usually have that effect on him.”  
“Cretin.” Knotting her fingers in Harry’s hair, Titania lifted his face away from her frontage and 

hauled him into a sitting position. “There. Now stay put.” 
Harry wavered but stayed. His eyes were still closed. 

“Just look at you; you guys have got to be guilty of something. Work with me on this. Everybody 

has something to hide. All we have to do is find out what and I’m home free with the quota for 

today. Help me.” 
“Let me get this straight,” said the beewolf. “You would like us to confess to some crimes so you 

can snarf down burgers at the Chalifoux equivalent of a three-star restaurant. An interesting 
scenario, even for a human. Then I suppose, from the lad Harry here and myself, the civil 
authorities will exact lots of vengeance, oodles of extirpation, for crimes, real or imagined, against 
the polity. Our lives, our unsullied honor then, are a small price to pay for an unruffled continuation 
of the civil peace.” The insect studied the front of his robe, searching for nonexistent lint. “A 

persuasive presentation. Where do we sign up for the flogging? Really!” 

“Let me tell you about yourselves. I have it right here on microfiche courtesy the bursar who 

chucked you off his ship.” Titania made a mime of reading a scrolled indictment. “Let’s see: you 

have been stuck in deep space on a rust bucket passenger freighter for eight months, hitting on 
love-starved dowagers. Said lonely spinsters drift to the bar, get all drunk and amorous and talk 
religion. You flog your ersatz enlightenment on them, they swoon, you pick their pockets. Fill me 
in if I have left out anything of the scenario. I am prepared to cut you a deal. You will pay to me 
the fines and assessments I will not be collecting for running you two gonzos in. This will save you 
much aggravation and I’ll make my rent. Believe me, the civil authorities on Chalifoux are past 

masters at obfuscation and paper chases; a civil case for littering can drag on for months. You 
could petition for a military court, being off-worlders, but should you lose, there are only two 
penalties: hard labor and death. My advice is to pay the fine. To me. Admittedly, financial crimes 
are of such low priority they’re not even in the statute books, but while the Chalifaxers are figuring 
you out, you could languish in the slam for months; years are not unheard of.”  
There was a distant skittering of roulette wheels. It was a modest sound, not unlike that of playing 
cards rubbing against bicycle spokes.  
“If you figured Chalifoux for a boring backwater planet, buddy, did you ever choose right. 
However, I have been here six years myself and the basic distraction is provided by the local 
juvenile delinquents who are smart, savvy, organized, and armed to the teeth. Tah-dah!” 

As the rattling got closer it became deafening. A platoon of whooping weasels astride motorized 
unicycles roared onto the concourse. Harry looked through half-closed eyes. Swinging large 
wooden ratchets that looked like party favors though much larger, the posse was bearing down on 
the three of them. “Bad dream. Must be D.T.s.”  Harry closed his eyes.  

“Ahem...” It was the beewolf. “The furry lads on the unipeds are a welcoming committee, I hope?”  
“The entertainment committee, and you are the latest in entertainment. Layabouts—those juvenile 
delinquents I mentioned—stilyagi is the offworlder term. These are slack times and there are roving 
patrols of political bullies attached to neighborhood warlords.”  

Smelling a bust, the new arrivals circled at a distance. 



 

 

“Noisy, aren’t they?” said Titania. The riders were almost the height of the insect, their tufted tails 

braided with colored ribbons indicating clan affiliation. Startled clusters of passengers parted and 
dived for the walls. The stilyagi sported sloping, powerful shoulders, businesslike talons, and bared 
incisors. The ratchet-swinging weasels came whipping up to Titania, ignoring her 
associates.  Titania put herself between the cyclists and her two charges. “Don’t worry; they’re here 

to hassle me. You are next on the menu, but I am the star attraction for now. They have to satisfy 
the administrative norms. These lads shake down all questionables for loose change, food coupons, 
or, if there is any resistance, whatever they find on the bodies.”  
Titania held up a heavy zirconium badge glittering with an emerald-eyed enamel dragon eating its 
tail, Justice Discovering Itself.  Her badge had expired and her apartment was going condo, 
probably without her. “...And now I am being harassed by children on unipeds.”  

An arm-banded leader whose tail ribbons indicated adult status brought his machine to a screeching 
halt at Titania’s toes. 

Titania flourished her defunct documents. 
“That’s bullshit, babydoll; you’re expired. Should have kept the payments up.  Those papers were 
dead yesterday. These gonzos are ours.” He preened whiskers pomaded into a moustache.  
“If you can read that well, you’d know my name, and it’s not Babydoll. Blow, cretins.” She turned 

her back on the stilyagi. They roared away. Titania snapped her wallet closed and tossed it into her 
backpack. Her hologram likeness and the handsome calligraphy of her credentials set her back a 
month’s earnings.  
“They figure if I’m not worried, maybe they’d better think things over.” The commission cop 

turned to catch the beewolf giving Harry a surreptitious jab and raised a silent, accusing eyebrow.  
The insect, who had been pretending to be a trash barrel and, thanks to his saffron monk’s robe, 

succeeding, was apologetic. “Uhn, yes... Well, I figured now is the time to be alert. Harry is healthy 
and can sleep off the cumulative effects when things calm down.” 

“In codependence, the dominating partner needs constantly to be validated. You two are certainly a 

twosome.” 

Harry perked up, “Well, I guess we showed them, eh, pal?” 
“They’ll be back,” Titania did not seem worried.  

Straightening an antenna, the beewolf spoke. “Your furry platoons leave an intense first impression. 

My images of childhood innocence have been properly dispelled. The Departure of the Stilyagi, 
what a marvelous subject for a heroic mural. Just the thing to liven the place up. You may call me 
Ralph, Titania.” 

The stilyagi came howling back. 
“Well, the kids have made up their minds.” Titania rummaged in her backpack. “Oh, damn. It’s in 

here somewhere...” She shook it upside down and items of personal apparel went flying: what 

looked to the beewolf to be a sequined wet suit—formal synchronized swimming? He would have 
to ask her about it if they survived—candy bars, and a dog-eared paperback manual, thick, looking 
like a legal code. 

“Ahh...” From the bottom of the bag she came up with a very old-fashioned and lethal-looking 
large-caliber pistol. “Hit the floor, I’m going to make some noise.” Titania thumbed the hammer 

back and closed her eyes. “This is only slick if it works, otherwise it’s monumentally stupid.” She 

let fly a thundering volley from her huge, and by now unauthorized, gun. Passengers scattered, 
likewise the stilyagi. 
“They’re gone!” 



 

 

“Perhaps,” The beewolf suggested, “a like discretion would be indicated for us as well.” 

“You mean get the hell out of here,” said Titania. “I agree; every commissionaire in Landfall 

Chalifoux will come running after those fireworks. We three are now hot as a trio and we must get 
Harry to stand out less in a crowd—beewolf, for you there is no hope; you will have to shuck the 
robes, go naked and pass for what you are—another alien on a busy commercial world.”  

Alarms were going off from the gunfire, and the stilyagi were sure to join in the chase. “For a while 
at least, we’re all in the same boat. Or doorway,” Titania realized. They huddled together in an 

access walkway intended for service personnel, out of range for surveillance cameras.  
“You guys will have to stay at my place for a while. This will be difficult to explain to Dwight.” 

“Dwight.” 
“The guy I live with. Lived with. I forgot—old habits die hard.” Titania sized up Harry. “Hmm, 

he’s about Dwight’s build. I threw his things out the window. We’ll check the alley at the bottom of 

my ventilation shaft.” 

Harry spoke. He looked alert and normal except for the mismatched shoes and the rest of his getup. 
“I couldn’t help overhearing. Look, I know I’m probably not anyone’s idea of Mister Right, but I’m 

handy around the house. Is Dwight a jealous type?”  
“You joined us late. Don’t worry about Dwight. He’s out, dental floss, golf clubs—everything. The 
lease expires New Year’s Eve and I can’t afford the immense pile of Tasmanian proto-pounds to 
renew it. Devil Dollars are the local adopted currency, a wheelbarrow-load for a loaf of bread.” 

Harry was trying to make a good impression, she thought. A condign heaven has taken pity on me 

and sent along another Mister Right on approval, and none too soon. She chanced a sidelong peek 
at Harry and suppressed a shudder. 
“Let’s go.” Harry nodded off, sliding into a funk as the last shot lost its effect.  

“I could fly.” The beewolf took a swig from his bottle and opened his mendicant’s robe; the juniper 

fumes were overpowering in the closeness of their niche. Titania waved a hand in front of her face 
clearing a hole in the air to breathe through. 
“I’ll just bet you could.” 

“No, I mean really. Look.” Letting his robe fall to the ground, the beewolf staggered forward. 

Through a wonder of arthropod jointing he flexed his body, rippling and creaking, stretching like a 
sports competitor warming up. “Ouch. Uh, been a while, you know.” He opened a span of rainbow -
hued wings; they were awesome. Translucent tips touched the walls on either side of the walkway. 
There was an ominous creaking from his thorax and lower body parts. “Old joints. The religious 

life is so confining.” 

The beewolf crouched for a running start and, teetering along on four unsteady legs, fell on his 
face. 

“Maybe later. Nice wings, though.” 
The beewolf preened, picking himself up. “Nice? They are magnificent. What a couple we would 

make, eh?” The tip of one antenna had been bent inward. He made clucking sounds and smoothed it 

with his long tongue. “It’s your gravity. Call a cab.” 

“I’d say it’s more the gin than the gravity. And it’s not my gravity any more than it is yours. Can 

you really fly?” 

“Of course. I suppose. We fly all the time at home. Except I’ve never been there.” The beewolf 

sounded as though his feelings were hurt. 



 

 

Titania decided to let the matter drop. “Okay, but no cab. We are a hot property—fugitives. We’ll 

have to foot it.” 
The beewolf picked up his robe. “Certain males of my species fly only once: a mating flight. You 

busy tonight, Titania?” 

 
Thistlewaite’s Planetary Baedeker 134th edition, page 335. Entry: Chalifoux 
“…The Chalifaxers, or Chaligonians, had attained a high degree of civilization without having 

discovered any need for space travel although their technology was quite up to it. A weasel-like race, 

tailed and fanged, they were tightly wrapped with a social fabric of obligations and loyalties that 

reached past warring clans all the way to the Queen Empress. Chalifoux was not their name for their 

world. To return to the racehorse analogy, having a name is important even if you already know who 

you are. Chalifoux had been cool only some few millions of its years when the weasels had their own 

name for their home. From horizon to horizon, it translates roughly as ‘This Place Here.’”  

The robot taxi brought Titania Ferencz and her two charges to her habitation module where 
shrubbery had been replaced by a small garden plot. Tomato plants and a hedge of abnormally 
healthy sunflowers guarded the door. 

“Three hundred fifty Tasmanian proto-pounds, please,” said the taxi. “When you have validated 

your transaction, please leave the vehicle.” She slipped a retail debit card into the taxi’s slot. Her 

bankcards had been impounded the week before. 
“Total has been debited. Your card is empty. We have voided it for you.” The now useless card 

popped out of the slot. “Thank you, and have a nice day.” 
There was a thump, more felt than heard. The sunflowers bobbed on their stalks and kilometers 
distant concentric rings of geothermal steam billowed as a cargo hoist sprang from its catapult and 
flew glittering toward the horizon. Heads turned to the spacedrome. This was the daily big event on 
Chalifoux. As the winged container skimmed a ridge of hills its motors cut in. Spiraling magentas 
and greens surrounded it with a scrambling palette. A postcard fantasy—a quirk of atmospherics, 
and the freight shuttle separated into two more images, one blue, one orange. It was this 
phenomenon that brought the cruise liners for their three-day layover. 

“My wings are positively limp. And look at poor Harry.” 
“You look at poor Harry. There’s nobody home. What are you feeding him?”  

Harry raised a blue-tinged eyelid. “Couldn’t we just have cut across?” 
“And get fried by a passing microfusion drive. Sure. I’ll take my chances with those st ilyagi.” 

Titania’s flat was on the far side of the wheel defined by the periphery of the two -mile circle that 
was the designated landing area for shuttlecraft from orbital vehicles.  

The precinct, a plastic modular construction reaching four stories, advert ised itself as perhaps 
residential by tiny dooryards with dispirited clumps of native shrubbery lined up to separate the 
entranceways. While the woman and the insect stopped, Harry went on for a few paces, bumped 
into a wall and opened his eyes. He squinted at the row of houses. “Huh, nice,” he said, then closed 

his eyes and sat down. 
“Incredibly tacky, but home,” offered Titania. “Assembled in orbit, bounced in by flitter and fused 

together in place.” 
“Your nest. I cannot help but notice pride of ownership  is missing. You did not build these 
domiciles yourself then, my dear. I shall infer that you are not ovulating.” The beewolf’s aura of 



 

 

juniper had increased with their exercise. He stroked her hair with an antenna and looked 
disappointed as Titania pulled away. “The architecture is depressingly identical.”  
“Of course it is. We are still in outworlder’s turf. We are quarantined in together. And by a cast of 

the celestial dice you chose Chalifoux to perpetrate whatever scam you have dreamed up. Show 
some pride in your hustle, please, some craftsmanship. You are too easy a bust.”  

“And hoping you are the same.” The beewolf reached a tentative palp toward Titania’s bosom. It 

was slapped away. 

“Cut the crap, you ignorant arthropod. You have been hanging out in too many cheap barrooms. I 
am about as appealing to you as a plate of spaghetti, admit it.” 

“Spaghetti is nourishing as well as diverting. Food is love, and I have found in our travels that there 

is a universal appeal radiated by all...” Here his antennae vibrated and a barrage of whistlings 
issued from the beewolf’s speech organs. 
“By that, you mean me, I suppose.” 

“Ah, yes. My language. Untranslatable, but the description of the ineluctable essence of all that is 

female.” 

“Try me.” 
“Tender unit.” 

“Tender unit. Not a desirable, deliriously accessible cupcake, awash in loveliness.”  
“Tender unit. That says it all.” 

“To me it says spaghetti.” A light was flashing above the doorknob. “Oh shit. Simply shit.” Titania 

pressed the flat of her hand under the light. Finding her acceptable, the door beeped and hiccupped 
as a display of indecipherable letters crawled across its face. “Translate, goddamn it!”  
The door beeped apologetically and the letters rearranged themselves. Her eyes grew wide at the 
address: Harold Fenderson, esq., c/o Titania Ferencz offworld arrondissement, platform fourteen, 

E3L 4B2. 

“Allow me,” said the beewolf, retrieving the message and scissoring it open with a wickedly 

efficient looking set of mouthparts. There was the breathless snick of a razor slicing effortlessly 
through paper. Titania gasped lightly and found that she had stepped back a pace from the tall 
insect. 

“Ahh, mandibular action. One of those moribund vestigia the body outgrows but hangs onto just in 

case—not unlike your human vermiform appendix. A demonstration of tangential Darwinism, I 
submit, delving close to poaching on phylogenetic taxonomy—not my field. I am, after all, a 
confidence operator. Like ‘em?” 

He clacked his redundant mouthparts for her admiration. 
“Goes to show there is no such thing as an evolutionary backwater. Millions of generations of 
beewolves have carried these snippers down the eons so that I might one day on a planetary system 
light years distant from the hearth of my race snip open a pilfer-proof mailer and get the goodies. I 
suggest a moment of silence while we ponder our DNA.” 
Titania pointed to Harry. “That, I take it, is Harold Fenderson, esq.” 

Harry was slumped inside his robes propped against the wall of Titania’s house behind the flattened 

row of sunflowers. With his yellow robe, on another world, at another time he might have been a 
lawn ornament, a garden gnome set out by the house proud to delight passersby and confound the 
neighbors. 



 

 

“Our very own Harry,” the beewolf was beaming on his friend.  

“Might I ask how he managed to get mail at my address?”  
“You may.” 

“Well?” 
“Well what?” 

“Why is your idiot friend, esq., getting mail at my house?”  
The beewolf’s antennae drooped. “You are not happy.” 

“No, goddammit, I am not happy. How come?” 
“You didn’t say not to. Your sun-dappled cottage is public knowledge. You were flashing your 
credentials to anyone who cared to look back at the spacedrome, so I memorized the coordinates 
and nipped over to a kiosk on our leisurely progression to your humble domicile and punched them 
in as a forwarding address.” 
The paper the beewolf held was crisping at the edges, an announcement that it would soon 
disintegrate in unfiltered sunlight. 
“The laborer is worthy of his hire, is he not? We are here because we know a secret about 
Chalifoux.” 
“Auntie owns it,” said Harry. 

The beewolf grew intimate and confiding. “Family business. We are here on family business. Harry 
really does have an auntie and an inheritance, you know.” 

“Thus presenting you with unrestricted vistas of enrichment. And the Word came down: Go forth, 
be fruitful and try your hands at long division...” Titania hustled around behind the beewolf and 

stood on tiptoe to read the letter shriveling in his palp. “Might I ask what it is? After all, this is my 

house.” 

“Auntie’s quarterly disbursement. And, my goodness gracious, would you look at all those zeros.” 

He held the top sheet of a stockholders’ report on a plane to his line of sight, just out of her reach. 

“And where is our little decimal point? Way down there at the end. The far end, the right end, away 
from all the heavy action where we shall frolic, brothers and sister.” 

“One question: if you guys own the planet how come you’re panhandling on the concourse? Take 

your time; go ahead, entertain me. I’ve got nothing but time and it’s a long lonely walk back 

home.” Titania looked the beewolf up and down, “Earth, I mean. Granted that it’s a longer walk for 

you.” 

“Sewer bonds.” 
“Sewer bonds? Really.” 

“The sewer bonds bring to bear the unparalleled benefits of offworld technology. We have here a 
raw civilization, hidebound by rules of clan and tribe. The weasels have congregated into great 
cities yet they, by a religious duty, ship their poop home for burial. Viola!... hydraulics. A 
pneumatic solution to a societal const ipation. Chalifoux is welcomed into the greater community of 
civilized races and your humble servants...” The robe flew open with another many-limbed gesture, 
“...will have expedited these modern wonders. To wit: flush toilets. The Chalifaxers will be no 

longer tied to their daily parcel express.”  
“While you rake in the bucks.” 

“The sweetest con of the millennium, but depending on an unpredictable outcome the constituents 

are either blown away or bankrupt before our annuity can start rolling in. Do you mind if I smoke?” 



 

 

“My but we are a panoply of vice, aren’t we. No, go ahead.” 

“That’s alright, I don’t smoke. I just wondered if you would mind.” The beewolf dabbed at a 

compound eye with the hem of his robe. 

“Neat. Swell. You never turn it off do you? Insects don’t cry.” 
“Only a gesture. Social bonding. It lets us know how we stand with one another. You have a big 

heart, Titania.” 
“What bearing does this have on our present situation?”  

“We have done our homework,” the beewolf said. “Bathroom habits. When they poop, answer the 
call of nature, a sacred obligation to Seven-Handed Bellafagh—the local Prime Mover, every pun 
intended—demands they do it all and at the same time. Regular fellas, what? Once a day. This 
bizarre notion is inscribed in the bylaws of every warring sept, clan and fiefdom. Everything comes 
to a crashing halt at 6 AM. And, please note, Chalifoux has only one time zone. Check your watch; 
check the streets—they’re empty. I can’t believe that you, a resident, are unaware of the local 

folkways, whilst I, a humble friar of recent planetfall, am better informed.” 

“And you come in selling inflated sewage bonds, upgrade the planet, and skip with the profits. 

Neat. But against their religion.” 
“No, it was all honest and aboveboard. We came on board late in the operation. Then we—Harry’s 

auntie, actually—had competition. They are a race of inventors and fascinated by gadgetry. 
Sophistication beat out the church. For a twenty percent cut of the take, the Mother Church 
declared a plenary indulgence. The catch in this scenario is that while pneumatics move the stuff, 
the stuff would move all at the same time, setting up a resonance that threatened the planet’s axial 

tilt. One of their engineers discovered this and the scare threatened Auntie’s income. Another 

engineer got carried away with the project, proposed orbital disposal. Marvelous idea, really.   The 
Chalifaxers just love doing things in a group. It’s their entire evolutionary history. Millions of years 

as warren builders and they evolved into tight, hidebound social units: the tribe, or gens, clan, and 
the sept. Can’t do anything of consequence without you bring a note from your old granny.”  
“I remember—there was a humorous write-up in the ‘zines. Setting up a flow of counter-resonance 
and propelling the effluent into orbit. A big laugh item. A set of rings about the planet. Lovers look 
skyward on summer nights and make a wish...” 

“On yesterday’s dumplings, flying high in the sky.”  
“We will have a new moon, or rings made of you-know-what. Imagine what that will do for cruise 
ship landings and the honeymoon tourist trade...” 
“The engineer began selling his own lottery bonds. Harmonic resonance—what pipe organists call 
a ‘resultant.’ That’s the MacGuffin.” 
“Whoa there, you’re losing me.” 

“All that sludge moving in pneumatic togetherness through the pipes at the same time each day 
would set up a resonance that would cause the planet to tilt, wobble in its orbit. And the flying 
dumplings, our competitor’s scheme, only set up a differing disaster scenario.” 
With a creaking of body joints, the beewolf slumped down next to Harry. “Potential theory. A fluid 

of uniform density under constant angular rotation is an equilibrium shape. But it keeps getting 
bigger while Chalifoux’ mass decreases—LaPlace transforms, Fourier integrals, vector analysis, 
yaddita, yaddita. Hypothesis: when, in the statistically improbable event that a significant number 
of people flush simultaneously, the surge will wobble the planet. Then there’s that Twiddle 
thingy—the unpredictable glitch inherent in Fourier figuring.” 
“And blooey?” 



 

 

“And blooey. Of course, of the ancient savants, Joe Fourier was far too optimistic. They never 

dreamed of a planet like Chalifoux or a race of creatures so hidebound in their obligations to ritual 
and hierarchy as these overgrown weasels.” 

 “Or an application quite like a planetwide sewage system whose inflated bonds you have been 

peddling...” 

“Au contraire, my buxom commissionaire. We have been buying, betting on a sure thing.”  
“Buying? With what?” 

“Other people’s money. After all, I mean really...” The beewolf’s robe fell open to allow a gesture; 

a bottle fell to the pavement. “But, after all, the Chalifaxers live here, they wanted flush toilets, 

they’re stuck and welcome to it.” 
“Suspicouser and suspicouser. As you said, you are too well informed for a recent arrival.”  

“So I read a lot. Use your head, woman. Shoot the moons and goodbye romantic sunsets. Flying 

dumplings boggle the mind but denial is mighty medicine; the suckers just kept on coming. It 
sounded like a joke, so they chose not to believe it. The Chalifaxers really, really want these things. 
One of them. Something has got to be built or we will have a lot of angry shareholders after us. 
Alas, the competing aerial elimination scheme, through a flagrant misattention to engineering 
detail, also guarantees the extirpation of sentient life on the very planet that is home to 
aforementioned ratepayers. There will be no quarterly dividend when the home office, 
overbalanced by its own effluent, is blown into flinders, its profligate poopers—our quondam 
benefactors—included. Chalifoux either a: shifts on its axis and enters a new ice age; or, b: 
wobbles into an irregular orbit to spin into its sun; or, c: surrounded by orbital rings of dazzling 
dung, loses the tourist landings that have brought the hoped-for palliative of offworld exchange to 
its feudal economy. 

“I have been reading up on the math: antique stuff, quite accessible if one knows where to look. 

Partial differentials, the Fourier series, and Newtonian law.” The beewolf tried to look self-
effacing. “The formulae explain it all, but no one can understand the math. So they forge on 

irregardless.” 

“Now you are modest. Such learning from a con artist.” 
“It is learning that gives us confidence, my commissionaire. But everything becomes unpredictable. 

I overlook a teensy-weensy detail and disaster looms. For us and collaterally for the whole planet. 
You see before you one dejected arthropod. I hope we are in time to salvage a potential ruin. Could 
I have a look at that device of yours?” 
Titania gave him a puzzled look. 

“The gun. Your shootin’ iron, ma’m.” The beewolf turned the pistol over in his palps. “No. Suicide 

is such a noisy, messy business. We shall have to work things out.” 

 
Thistlewaite’s Planetary Baedeker 134th edition, page 340. Entry: Chalifoux  

“A Queen Empress is dependent on handouts from a thousand squabbling feudal overlords. The 

feudal lords are at the mercy of their clan chiefs. The chiefs can’t make a move without approval by 

their clans, and the clans their septs. In late feudal times, a new ruler appeared—the Tetrarch, thus 

named because he holds administrative authority at the pleasure of the Four Houses: The lords, the 

chiefs, the clans, and the septs. The Queen, in theory, stands above the Tetrarch, while in practice, 

she is ceremonially seated—higher by an inch or so, and slightly to the rear…” 



 

 

A squad of bailiffs wearing fatigue jumpers with the insignia of the Queen’s Own Civil Mi litia 
approached. The bailiffs marched past them and entered Titania’s building. They ignored the three 

on the sidewalk. 
“Here they are—the dispossessors,” said Titania.  

From an upstairs window came the sound of ripping curtains and a single large thump. “Hey, you 
guys—you are here to put me out. That sounds more like indiscriminate looting than it does 
moving. Could we stop to pack and fold?” 
The beewolf felt he should make a gesture of some sort. “Harry, Look alive. While we skulk and 

loiter, the jolly Chaligonian prefecture are perpetrating nascent homelessness upon our virgin 
protector.”  

The beewolf started a thrumming Ahumm. Titania turned and kicked him. “If that is supposed to be 

clearing a throat, forget about it. My virgin status aside, protecting you from the prefecture is the 
farthest thing from my mind. Live with it.” 
“This is but a metaphor, okay? Your merest utterance is my raison d’être, my Princess. Only a point 

of order. After all, these are your flimsy lace costumeries the minions of the law are chucking to the 
winds.” 

The commission cop sat dejected by the pile of her belongings. It was a considerable pile and 
growing as bailiffs dumped yet another installment of Titania Ferenc’s home furnishings in the 

street.  
It was a bizarre sort of manifest destiny, Titania grumped—outward expansion, the desire for 
elbowroom, to breathe free in the wide-open spaces. Thus far there was too damned little space and, 
apparently, more elbows than elbowroom at Landfall Chalifoux. If a representative of the Pax 

Terrestris couldn’t make the rent in a duty-free entrepôt, who could? Titania muttered and scuffed 
at the pavement with a sandaled toe.  

“Hiya, babe!” 
A muscular confection sauntered up. Dwight . Trouble, thought the beewolf. Big and gorgeous, 
wearing a furbelow with gored puffy sleeves, he was a matinee idol with a fashionable two days’ 

growth of beard. “Well...” He conspicuously stifled amusement at Titania’s distress, and then, 

noticed the puffing bailiffs and piles of belongings, became quickly serious.  
“Alright, where’s my stuff? This is a big day for Interplanetary Hammerstang Scrap and 

Recycling.” He was haughty and hostile, reminding the beewolf of certain churchwardens back 
home. 

“I chucked it out, loser.”  
“Don’t start. You bitch! There you go; you’re starting again.”  

“Last week, before the rent came due, I was unforgettable.”  
“Unforgettable?” said Dwight, “You? Yes, but I’m working on it.” The large human began 

rummaging through the jetsam of dispossessment that filled the walkway. Mandibles agape, 
abdomen tucked forward under its body, a defensive posture, the beewolf moved toward Dwight.  

“Hey!” Dwight backed off. “Easy with the mandibles, bug.” 
“Hey, yourself.” Titania Ferencz was smiling largely.  

“I mean, who are these guys?” 
“My friends. Harry, Ralph—meet Dwight Phillip Souza, my late and unlamented.” 



 

 

“A bug and a junkie. There goes the old neighborhood. Titania, my pet, you have been more 
wonderful.” 
“Like I was sitting home with my hair in curlers, swilling beer, and scrolling ‘zines and sports all 

day, every day.” 
“At least I care about my looks. I am studying the indigenous culture. You know that.” 

“And you had to be ‘presentable’ mapping the territory for a scrap dealer—for six years.” Titania’s 

larynx was growing constricted with rage; her speech had a between-clenched-teeth quality. 

“Finally, finally I get a presentation at the Tetrarch’s court and you’ve let my stuff get thrown out. 
Big contract... construction bid... absolutely immense and I don’t have a thing to wear. All this is so 

you, Titania!” 
“If you would try to communicate for a change instead of yelling. And what about my things? 

They’re out too.” 
“I’m communicating. You are the one yelling. Where are my costume changes? I need the 
ceremonial sword and epaulets. And the lamé tights? Silver with black piping? I mean this is 
important. Big.” 

“To you. After your ego and your constant yelling me, me, me, the only big, important thing about 
you is your... your... galloping gonads.” 

Dwight was paying no attention to Titania. “Can’t you take care of anything?”  
“Like you took care of our joint accounts?” 

“This was for us, babe. Here a salesman has got to buy access.” 
“With my rent. Lubricating the bureaucrats.” Dwight Phillip Souza pushed Titania and she fell 

sprawled across the recumbent Harry Fenderson. 
Harry sprang to his feet, a reflexive action from many barfights. Titania went flying and, both arms 
windmilling, Harry charged into action. A lucky right connected with Dwight’s heroic profile and 

he collapsed like a sack of laundry. “Hmm, sorry about that,” said Harry. Having cold-cocked 
Dwight, he fell back to sleep standing up. 
“Beewolf, tell Harry thanks from me when he comes to.” Titania stood and dusted herself off. 

“Such devotion to one’s addiction, makes me proud to be a human.”  
Dwight regained consciousness threatening a lawsuit and beat a retreat as a microwave Tandoori 
cooker and the contents of Titania’s pantry landed at their feet. Cracked canisters trickled their 

contents listlessly into the gutter. Two burly bailiffs shouldered past them on a return trip.  

A third lingered, stopping to adjust his overalls and rebraid his tail. “Uhn, you don’t seem all torn-
up about it. Us putting your worldly goods out on the street, I mean. Nothing personal, lady.”  

“Well, get on with it. Don’t wear yourselves out all at once.   This is an irony, work with me on this. 
Are you taking turns? We are taking a break then? Why don’t you just dump my stuff out the 

window and be done with it?”  
“Against the statute, Lady. We might break something.” The inside crew returned and dumped 

another carryall on the street. Lingerie flew to the winds and a very ancient, very large and costly 
decorative vase made a tragic shivering noise and presented a jagged crack. A flight of red and 
black lingerie went sailing down the street. 
“Ohh...” The diminutive human lost it. “Shoo, shoo, go away, damn you!” Titania’s martial arts 

fuse had detonated at the ‘annihilate’ setting. A swirl of red-haired tornado became a head-butting 
blur of well-placed feet and flying elbows. 



 

 

“Children, children. Play nice.” A bulky presence filled Titania’s field of vision and, held tightly 
against a massive paunch, she felt herself lifted from the ground. The stolid bailiffs were rumpled 
but relieved. They had done their best. The bailiffs were more embarrassed than damaged and 
calmed by the presence of a senior officer. 
“Oh. Hi, Pingold.” Titania relaxed. “Damn, but I am royally pissed-off.” She addressed the bailiffs, 

“Sorry about the ruckus, guys. I know you are just doing your duty. Everything went blank.”  
“You have potential, my dear—a wrathful lass when put upon,” said the Inspector. 

“Pingold, I am evicted for communal debt.” 
A set of bureaus was dumped, scattering plastic splinters of faux Chippendale. One of the bailiffs 
handed Titania a clipboard. “Signature, please.”  
“Oh, shit. Oh, simply shit. No money, no future, and no place to call my home.” 

The beewolf threw a palp across her shoulder. “You humans swarm from your fetid worlds in 

search of a place where the skies are not cloudy all day and the deer and marsupials roam. Did I 
hear a discouraging word?” He ran down and became uncharacteristically silent. It was time for a 
drink. 

“Beewolf? Harry? I require some time alone with the Inspector. Go inside.” It was a voice used to 

obedience. The pair entered Titania’s now empty premises.  

“Perhaps, my dear, it would be better to go to  the friendly confines of my office.” The Inspector 

headed for his waiting flitter. 

 
Titania was reminded of a primitive carnivore as the detective leaned back in the metal chair and 
smiled a broad smile all the more disarming for the glittering length of fangs and the yellow 
incisors it displayed. 

“Pingold. Vasshon?” 
“Titania. You may call me what you wish if this makes you more comfortable. There is a hesitation 

in your voice. A matter of delicacy?” 
“Frankly, I don’t know. I may be treading on your taboos.”  

“Please let me be the judge of that. If how I hold a beaker of tea brings you disquiet, we have yet a 

universe of inappropriateness to explore. Although what you say to me, your friend, in the confines 
of this room may not always be advisable to utter with profligacy in the streets.” 
“These two, the insect and the human, they are not the ordinary run of confidence operators. They 

have a story to tell about, well, the eliminatory habits of your population.”  
“Ahh remember, Titania, that I have been schooled off-planet—to drink at the pool of exploitation 
like the children of your Red Indians—and have been exposed to the ways of you alloforms. That 
we save the daily gatherings of our necessaria and send them home to gladden our old moms? You 
are asking me this? And everyone at the same time; we make a sacred offering of offal to Seven-
Handed Bellafagh. You have been told that old tale?”  

“I hope this is not embarrassing.” 
“Not to me. And to respond to your query, yes, but only the very orthodox still follow these antique 
precepts of personal hygiene. The very orthodox and the hill country primitives who, by the way, 
are under even stricter constraints. Here, in the cities sprung from the millennial womb of our 
deathless queen...” the Inspector reached a large, mottled tangerine-like fruit from a bowl at his 
elbow and slit its rubbery skin with a talon. Titania repressed a shudder. “We are worldly weasels, 



 

 

sophisticated folk. My sept-mother would be surprised to get a package with other than career 
clippings from her distant policeman. Fear not for soggy mailings.” A neatly sectioned piece of 

fruit was popped into his mouth. 

Titania went on to tell Pingold the entire story of the sewer bonds, Harry’s aunt, and the harassment 

by the stilyagi. “Oh, and one thing more...” She recalled the happenstance of the blue eagle in the 

video murals just prior to meeting with the mendicant friars. 
“And then, when the blue eagle flicked its tail, I thought the whole thing was a monstrous 

scatological send-up and forgot about it till this moment.” 
“Eagle?” 

“The birds in the video murals at the spacedrome.” 
There was a moment of silence that stretched into minutes. Pingold leaned even farther back in his 
chair, swinging his tail up across his knees. Titania tried to sit still. Pingold was absentmindedly 
scrubbing at his teeth with the tip of his tail. Then he swung abruptly forward, the metal ferrules of 
his front two chair legs making a sharp snap as they collided with the floor. The smile returned, 
even broader and more threateningly prehistoric. 

“You, my dear Titania, have told me that a bird, an eagle, a digitally manipulated animation eagle 

on a signboard display, did something it had never done before or since: it flicked its tail.”  

“And let loose a dollop of birdlime.” 
“Ah, yes, the birdlime. Eagle effluent. Then, my dear, I have your answer. Your confidence 
operators have been taken...” here his command of the idiom was being stretched, “...to the 

cleansers, as you off-worlders say. And by our very own children.” The detective’s strong, yellow 

fangs flashed a reflection of light from the desk lamp. There was a wet “foop!” as Pingold sucked 

his whiskers in and blew them out two times as if for punctuation. “The language we have in 

common calls for clarification: not your children personally, not mine surely, but our idle 
adolescents. They were giving you the gooseberry.”  

“Raspberry. How do you mean?” 
“Our confidence operators have been swindled in their turn. This was all a joke. And as my 

contribution to the unleavened jollity, I will regain for you the tenancy of your apartment. With one 
condition. That you take on boarders. They will help you with the rent. Trust me.”  

 
Thistlewaite’s Planetary Baedeker 135th edition, emendations and errata page 1035. Entry: 

Chalifoux 
“…A steady controlled ascent on wings of liquid fire, costly chemical propellants that had to be 

freighted in from off-planet, was reserved for living cargoes, paying passengers. Landfall Chalifoux 

with its triple-imaged takeoffs and majestic sunsets was a picturesque destination for pensioners and 

honeymooners alike. Agricultural produce, dried spices and faranga nuts were catapulted into orbit 

to be sorted out later. Tourism flourished; landing and docking fees for the liners that brought in the 

camera-happy throngs were in excess of three billions of Tasmanian proto-pounds per annum.” 

It was molting time and the beewolf would be changing. “The full year pupal stage means total 

detoxification and with the metamorphosis my mind should be wiped as clean as a newborn’s. Time 

is running out. I must go dormant among my own kind. Or, if not, a close friend willing to make a 
significant commitment. So happy for you and your renewed housing arrangements, Titania.”  

Titania considered violence, then recalled Pingold’s alternative—offplanet pauperhood for her. No 
pension, her bounties impounded by the Tetrarch’s accountants for a bureaucratic eternity. “Ahem. 



 

 

The sewage bonds. Fill me in on these. Auntie forgave Harry; she was the one with a twisted sense 
of humor. Forgave him what? Joining the Adepts?” 
“Nonononono. That’s just something Harry and I did, more for the matching outfits than anything 
else. The rigors of a five-year novitiate... Well, we just skipped out with the toggery after the first 
week. Picked up some of the lingo, enough to get by.” 

“For conning the unwary.” 
“Whatever.” The beewolf extended his palps and made motions in the air. “‘Primo, Secundo, 

Tertio, the slitted pupils of Selbitan the glass-eyed.’ Like it? Right out of the arcana of the 

Fourteenth Circle. We were the darlings of the bluehair cruisers for a while there. The abbot, even. 
Why, we could have stayed in the Order. He figured Harry and me as spirit doubles. Had high 
hopes, our codependence was foreordained. There was a protocol in their rigmarole, the holy 
books. Even picked out matching canopic jars for us.” 
“What?” 

“Funerary urns, side by side on the cellar shelf with last summer’s dill preserves. Monasteries do 

that—preserves of every description. After a lifetime of productive chanting, unwinding the skeins 
of Time and keeping the strands of Creation pulled taut, our resting place—all that good stuff. No 
easy task, theirs.” 

“We were talking about Harry’s Auntie.” 
“We were. Yes. One of those family dustups that get blown up out of all proportion. Harry’s 

father’s birthday and when we went looking for a card no stationer had the right age. Harry sent 
him an assortment of cards that totaled out—two twenties, three fives and a ten. The tenth birthday 
greeting had pastel balloons and an elephant juggling. Harry’s dad was not amused, a righteous 

citizen. Harry’s Auntie, on the other hand, laughed so hard it took a chiropractor to get her 

straightened up again.” 
“So Auntie enjoyed the joke on her brother-in-law. Enough to bequeath her nephew a sizable chunk 
of the yearly planetary product of Chalifoux?” 
“Enough to mention him in her will for a packet of sewer bonds. We just got lucky.”  

Titania couldn’t resist a dig at the beewolf for supplying Harry with his venom. “And he was yours 

to command for the rest of a short and brutish natural life. Estimated at  three years tops.” 

“And look at him. Six years on the sting and healthy as a hog. Three squares a day plus vitamin 

supplements. I have gone without...” The beewolf puffed up with pride as much as an exoskeleton 

would allow. 
“Let me get this straight,” said the commission cop. “You want to hang upside down in my closet 

for a year, right?”  
“You are a woman of acute discernments and sensibilities.” 

The beewolf drew close and confidential. Its breath was moist and smelled like patchouli laced with 
juniper berries. Titania found herself getting accustomed to it. Not at all unpleasant. 

“It is even more complicated. I am in a family way. This is just between us girls.”  
“Girls? But wait—the implausibility of interspecies hanky-panky notwithstanding, why were you 
constantly coming on to me?” Titania asked. 
“Practice. A con is a finely tuned machine; it rots and crumbles with disuse.”  

“But... Family way? You are a female? How... Who?”  



 

 

“As for how, I’ll be damned if I know. In the absence of any males of my race, I must assume 
Harry Fenderson. My people have a monoclonal reproductive capacity. It must have gotten stressed 
by something in Harry’s blood. I cannot ovulate in this stage. But when I awake, I will be a queen. 

All ready to...” From under the mendicant’s saffron, a Concise Berlitz appeared. “...greased and 

ready to kick ass in your idiom.” The papilla snaked back into the robe, taking the phrase book out 

of sight. 
There was a knock at the door. It opened and Dwight strode in carrying a potted sunflower. “No 

one told me we were having a meeting. Damn it all, Titania. I told you this would be big.”  
“Meeting? Oh, sure, now you’re one of the gang. You have made it big at the Tetrarch’s court and 

you have come back to gloat. You haven’t the slightest intention of sharing, just thought I might be 
interested.” 

“That about covers it.” 
“Well?” 

“Construction futures. Hammerstang Interplanetary spun off a subsidiary and your loving Dwight is 

the president and chief executive officer. Got in on the ground floor of a distressed futures selloff. 
And they took payment in the trillions of Tasmanian proto-pounds we had tied up in escrow as 
performance bond.” 

“Vast holdings of impounded paper. Worth nothing. Don’t tell me—next week they are proposing a 
two-for-one split.” 

“Hey, they—Hammerstang—did it. I’m just picking up the blue chips. Damn it, Titania—I almost 
own the place.” 

“Own what?” 
“Hammerstang Solids Pty. Ltd.” 

“Don’t tell me, let me guess. They have swapped off reclamation futures on construction scrap that 

does not as yet exist because said construction project has not begun for a controlling interest in the 
poop project.” 
“Save the irony. You’re only a woman...” 

“I wouldn’t understand. You are definitely correct. I wouldn’t want to comprehend even the half of 

it.” 

"Bye, Dwight. Titania." The beewolf peeked coyly from the closet door. He looked affectionately at 
Harry who slept slumped in a corner, the pot with Dwight’s sunflower clutched in his arms. “I’ll be 

in the closet. You will just have to detoxify Harry by yourself. Don’t go away, I’ll only be a few 

months or so.” 

Safe in Titania’s closet, his rent guaranteed, the beewolf slipped into dormancy. He thought, 

Heroes are born, not made. Let them fight it out and I can hear all about it in a new 

metamorphosis. What a happy threesome they will make. Too bad to miss the fun.  The warm glow 
of satisfaction at a con well executed flooded calming endorphins throughout his body. Harry 
would have dried out and he—she—would be a fresh arthropod. And a mother. 
“Motherhood is a sanctified state. I do hope I am up to it. What is it they say—Alcoholics don’t 

have relationships; they take hostages?” The beewolf considered the potential of fresh generations 

that he carried and patted his abdomen. “Gotcha!” dreamed the beewolf as he/she drifted off. 

 
The Beewolf was first published in Kaleidotrope 8, April 2010, edited by Fred Coppersmith 



 

 

  



 

 

St Velcro™ and the Swan 
 

“Good ol’ Potosi. Had your Potosi today?” Saint Velcro™ recalled Potosi as a locally-
brewed brand of beer when he was a kid back in Albania.  

“You mean potsy, a street game with marbles for money. Or if you are attempting to speak in 

Spanish...” said Bare-ass Pryn™, Velcro’s trusty sidekick, as she extracted a Langenscheidt’s from 

an unsuspected pocket in her gossamer raiment. “Here in the American wilderness...” 
“There’s no one but us. You and me. Believe me, it’s beer,” said Velcro. “In Spanish, the language 

of second conquerors, Potosi was the name they gave Indians who survived the Aztalan, the first 
conquerors.” Velcro made a visor of his hand and peered into the distance the way explorers did. 

Prairie grass disappeared into a horizon rippled with heat. “Gets mighty lonely after a few 

millennia, Pryn.” 

It had been, by the saint’s count, a thousand years or more since the last tour passed through—

Attila and his Hunnic Horde, their hardy ponies pulling an endless cavalcade of Airstream trailers 
that stretched to the sunrise. “Remember, Pryn—how the horizon tore?” 
At his feet the high prairie took a break that had allowed a meandering stream to carve a chasm 
millions of years earlier. Velcro tried to leap the stream. “Ow!” There was a considerable drop. He 

must have blinked and missed it, distracted by the ocean of golden-headed grass stalks. The eyes 
thing again. “Now who put that there?” After he had he struggled back to the precipice’s edge 

Velcro looked around and felt foolish. No one had seen. There was no one, unless you counted 
Pryn. Velcro did not count Pryn. 
“Wrong epoch. Should’ve had your eyes checked,” said Pryn. “And thanks for including me.”  

“I am it,” said Saint Velcro™. “All there is. You are a figment.” On the western bank low prairie 

flowed to the sunset. “You are not it.” 

“Many in Paradise would jump at a comely sidekick,” offered Pryn, who bore a striking 

resemblance to Psyche at Nature’s Mirror™ on the Whiterock club soda label.  

“I’m it,” said Velcro, “the total population. I lusted; you wouldn’t put out.” 
“You never properly asked,” said Pryn as she fluttered diaphanous wings and arched her tiny 

breasts. “A girl likes to be asked.” 
“So, I’m asking.” 

“Sorry, I’m a figment. You’ll have to make do.” 
“For all practical purposes then, I am alone; this is what you are telling me.”  

“Not necessarily,” said a voice. Pryn fluttered off to hide behind a boulder, the promontory’s only 

feature aside from the panoramic view. 

Velcro turned to confront the new arrival. “You are new. I thought...” 
“You thought you were alone. You are not alone, you and your figment,” said a lean sun-bronzed 
man who squatted by the campfire, Velcro’s campfire. “That’s what brings trouble—thinking.” He 

poked the fire with a stick. Embers rose as a charred end of wood erupted and fell. “Is it spring 

yet?” 
“You mean the season. How would I know? For all I know it is the time here is the same as it is 
back... back... Well, wherever we come from.” Home... where was that? Besides, Velcro had a 

nagging feeling he had forgotten something. He squinted myopically. No, he had always stood here 
on a precipice at the banks of a wide muddy river. 



 

 

“The Mississippi,” the stranger volunteered. 

“We studied the Mississippi River in high school,” said Velcro. “In Albania. Tenth grade. Not so 

long ago—AD 126, I believe. I would recognize it . This is not it, not the Mississippi.” 

“Why not?” 
“Where’s Dubuque?” 

“Good point.” The stranger’s joints creaked as he rose to stand with Velcro at the edge of the cut. 

“What is a Dubuque?” 

Antares in Scorpius to Sirius in Canis Major, zenith to nadir, paint peeled, canvas flapped and a 
gateway gaped across the sky. A flock of Japanese schoolgirls dressed in identical Sailor Moon 
outfits bounded through. Distant vistas of golden-headed prairie grass and windswept mesas were 
thrust aside by knobbly knees and trampled on by black patent leather MaryJanes. The girls were 
led by a fidgety docent wearing headphones. The woman was repeating whatever she heard from 
the audio cassette player she carried on a strap over one shoulder. “Placental backwaters of Dada...  
the lesser works of unknown creative artists,” she droned. The girls giggled and nodded. One little 

girl echoed the stranger’s question. “What is a Dubuque?” she said.  

“A city someplace else,” said Saint Velcro™. “Dubuque is a place we had when I was a kid in 
Albania. We looked for it across the water.” 

“China flats and MaryJanes do not a summer make,” said the child. The girl gave a haughty sniff 

and galloped after her schoolfellows. As the sky healed itself, Velcro held out a hand to the hard-
bitten stranger. “Saint Velcro™, sagebrush. You...?” 
“Cantrece™ the gunslinger, whistling down a roaming wind: ‘as strong as steel’ and ‘as fine as a 

spider’s web’—a trademark of DuPont Hosiery. And if you don’t mind me saying, pardner, that’s a 

mighty fine handle you got, too. What’s your corporate affiliation, if I might ask? You don’t have 

to answer—this is the new land, we all are free here.” 
“There don’t seem to be very many of us, so what’s the point, really? I was a catalog logo for a 

liturgical raiment consortium—Bold Christian Clothing: ‘Saint Velcro™, Sinner and Saved.’ It was 

a T-shirt. ‘Saved’ was on the back.” 

“Might toothsome wordsmithing,” said Cantrece™ the gunslinger, as he whipped a large-caliber 
pistol from his belt and fired it into the air. There was a heart-rending screech as of a martyr’s soul 

being ravaged on the rack and a white swan fell dead at their feet. Bare-ass Pryn fluttered to the 
swan and kissed it, weeping. Cantrece™ kicked the fire into full flame as he sharpened a willow 

skewer with a Bowie knife. “Hard travelin’ demands roast swan,” said the gunslinger.  
Pryn’s waif-like eyes looked beseechingly at Velcro. “She’s breathing, but in pain. I can bring her 

back. If only...” 
“Not mouth-to-mouth,” said the gunslinger. 

“My name,” said Pryn, “is the Name of Power. Utter it twice and she shall be restored.” 
“Just say your name and the swan will come back to life?”  

“Yes. Say it. Out loud.” Here Bare-ass Pryn’s™ cheeks flushed against her alabaster skin, an 

attractive rosebud highlight—two high points of modesty. “If she doesn’t respond, you may utter 

my name four times. But for no longer than a week and at four-hour intervals.” As she knelt by the 

fallen swan, Bare-ass Pryn’s hymation had crept up her thighs, going from mini to micro. Exposed 

was a floral tattoo, Death Before Life. 



 

 

“Mighty fine lineaments on that girlie of yours, Velcro™,” said Cantrece™ appraisingly. The 

gunslinger eyed Pryn’s exposed flesh appraisingly and, flashing the Masonic Grand Hailing Sign, 

fingered his pistol. “You a Freemason?” 

“I’m a martyr; like the swan, martyrs don’t shoot back. And Pryn—forget about her. She’s a 

mineral spring nymph. Not even heavy petting.”  

As the painted sun rose pitilessly for the third time that hour, an air of surpassing beauty issued 
from where the fallen swan sizzled on its spit. “That swan should be about done,” said the 

gunslinger. 
“I hear her song,” said Saint Velcro™. 

 
Saint Velcro™ and the Swan was first published in the December, 2011 Nautilus Engine Ron 

Warren, editor. 

The song the swan sang: is from the Carmina Burana, a set of lyrics credited to wandering scholars 
of the 13th Century and set to music by Carl Orff in the 20th. A marvelous version of the entire cycle 
may be found at the equally marvelous Teach Yourself Latin website. 
Olim lacus colueram, 
olim pulcher exstiteram, 
dum cygnus ego fueram. 
Miser, miser! 
modo niger 
et ustus fortiter! 
 
Girat, regirat garcifer; 
me rogus urit fortiter; 
propinat me nunc dapifer. 
Miser, miser! 
modo niger 
et ustus fortiter! 
 
Nunc in scutella iaceo, 
et volitare nequeo; 
dentes frendentes video. 
Miser, miser! 
modo niger 
et ustus fortiter! 
 
Once I had dwelt on lakes, once I had been beautiful, when I was a swan. Poor wretch! Now black 
and well roasted! 
The cook turns me back and forth; I am roasted to a turn on my pyre; now the waiter serves me. Poor 
wretch! Now black and well roasted! 
Now I lie on the dish, and I cannot fly; I see the gnashing teeth. Poor wretch! Now black and well 
roasted! 

    

http://www.tylatin.org/extras/cb12.html
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The Ninepatch Variation was first published in the January 2004 issue of Ideomancer Speculative 

Fiction, Mikal Trimm, editor. 

The Red Sneaker Zones was first published in the Hiss Quarterly, the “Space To Grow” issue, 

Summer 2007, Sydney Nash-Lee, editor. 

The Quilter Who Went to Hell was first published as Chimaera Constant in Farrago’s Wainscot, 
October 2008, Darin Bradley, fiction editor.  

Blue (as in an Early Frost) was first published online in the March 2011 Aphelion, Robert 
Moriyama, story editor. 

Grasshopper Dreams, the final tale of the Libby the Quilter quintet was first published online in 
the November 2012 Quantum Muse. 

The Diplodocus Effect was first published in the March 2010 issue of Residential Aliens, Lyn 
Perry, editor. 
The Beewolf was first published in Kaleidotrope 8, April 2010, edited by Fred Coppersmith. 

Saint Velcro™ and the Swan was first published in the December, 2011 Nautilus Engine, Ron 
Warren, editor. 

The digital painting, “The Venus Furry”—cover art for The Quilter Who Went to Hell—is the 
work of Bobbie Jean Pentecost and used by permission: “I was a goddess once,” says Libby. “Or a 

water sprite, a sunken marble nymph, lost in a shipwreck. And behind me, even after centuries at 
the bottom of the sea, thronging believers still assemble at my shr ine, smoky resins of their burnt 
offerings wafting skywards.” 



 

 

About this Title (the legal stuff) 
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons copyright which reserves some rights for the 
reader, too. Creative Commons is a  non-profit consortium that offers an alternative to full 
copyright. Offering work under a Creative Commons license does not mean giving up copyright. All 
rights are reserved by the author but with some exceptions. 
Check them out at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/ 
No creatures real or imagined were injured in the making of The Quilter Who Went to Hell. 
 
 

Also by Rob Hunter 
Lost in Willipaq 

Magnetic Betty 

Platterland 

Midwife in the Tire Swing 
  



 

 

Podcasting and MP3 Audio 
If having the author murmur in your ear is your idea of the total reading experience, you are invited 
to browse onetinleg.com’s Free Reads section. There you will discover all five of the Libby stories. 

These MP3 downloads are released under a Creative Commons license. They’re  free. Copy the files 
as much as you want, pass ‘em around. All I ask is that you don’t alter the file or sell it. To 

download—right click “Download” and select “Save Target As” or “Save Link As” depending on 

your browser. To preview a story just click “stream.” The audio versions of the tales from 

Onetinleg.com will be appearing there as studio time allows. I have tried to cover most of the tales, 
not all. Some stories just look better on the printed page. 
 
 

 
 
 
You can stay ahead of the curve by clicking the RSS symbol to initiate a podcast. A podcast 
downloads audio files to your MP3 player through your computer. You use a free application (see A 

Modest Proposal) to “subscribe” to onetinleg.com’s feed; the application checks the site regularly 
and starts a download whenever it finds something new. If you like what you hear, tell your friends. 
I’m glad to have you as a listener. Enjoy! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

http://www.onetinleg.com/onetinlegRSS.xml


 

 

 
 

 

The Quilter Who Went to Hell 
bye now 

 

“There are a lot of dead folks here, I imagine. Being Hell and all...?” 

“Yes.” The Guardian’s eyes glittered, a warm paw touched her elbow. Libby wanted to jump away but 
felt that would be interpreted as bad manners. Orange irises closed to slits as the creature smiled, 
displaying an array of sharp white fangs. “You started. Sorry about that. First-time visitors always 
jump; I won’t be put off.” 

“First time.” 
“Some come back.” 

—The Quilter Who Went to Hell 

 

“The past is rewritten daily by those who were not around at the time, sanitized by the growing 

feebleness of its surviving participants. Were you there? I was.” In the Book of Life, Libby realizes, 

the answers are not written in the back. She must make them up as she goes along. The past is not 
subject to change and therefore better organized than the present…  

The Thin Man delicately digs a little finger into his ear.  
“When you have an itch it means someone is thinking of you.” Libby has heard this. “Myrna Loy, I 

mean. You will see her soon.” 
“If somebody bites you on the ass it means they are thinking of you, too, dear Libby. Eventually the 

Earth will fall into the sun,” says The Thin Man. 
—The Ninepatch Variation 

 

What is alien? Perhaps no more than your full on normal point of view,  
but seen out of the corner of another’s eye? 

— Martn Langeland, reviewing on DumLuks.com 
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